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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates both the theoretical and experimental work carried out to 
determine the control characteristics of ship model by tow line tests. A knowledge of the 
hydrodynamic derivatives are necessary for the mathematical model used in the 
simulation and prediction of ship manoeuvres. For more than two decades this 
information has been obtained largely by testing captive models on a rotating arm facility 
and a Horizontal Planar Motion Mechanism (PMM). These tests involve many runs in 
the tank with the risk of cumulative errors and are impaired by the interference of the 
towing struts. The work in this thesis originated from a search for an alternative simple 
but reliable test method to determine the control derivatives of a ship model. In the tow 
line tests the configuration is that of a free model on which the tow line exerts a 
positional force and moment when the hull departs from the in-line tow position. Some 
combinations of towing point and tow line length result in persistent lateral oscillations of 
the model, which provide a way of evaluating the control characteristics of a ship model.

A linear analysis of the equations of motion for a towed vessel generated a fourth 
order linear differential equation in which the coefficients consisted of the same terms 
that occur in a free model plus terms arising from the tow line geometry. It has thus been 
argued that measurements of the oscillatory motion of the model would allow analysis of 
the hydrodynamic control derivatives of the hull form.

A time stepping computer simulation of a towed vessel with known derivatives 
was developed and this provide evidence that for certain locations of tow point position 
the vessel performed regular oscillations. Small scale model tests in the Defence 
Research Agency (Haslar) Circulating Water Channel confirmed the simulated results in 
qualitative terms.

Further tow test experiments were conducted in the Glasgow University Towing 
Tank on two models, one of the MARINER class hull form and the other of BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER. Some study of experiment procedure was carried out to provide a 
valuable guide for practical conduct of tow line tests.

The analytical methods to determine the linear control derivatives from the 
measurements of the transient response of the tow line tests have been explored. Based
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on an observation of the phase relationship in the measured motions, an analytic approach 
similar to that used in PMM analysis was evolved. For general use a robust System 
Identification analysis was developed and various types of methods for modelling the 
sway and yaw motion equations were investigated, each being suited to particular 
dynamic systems. The relative merits of several alternative SI techniques were 
investigated with reference to the limitations imposed by the operation of model tests. 
The computation results for MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER tests generated 
satisfactory and accurate sway and yaw derivatives. Simulation using the estimated 
derivatives was compared with measurements and the study of the resulting residuals 
provided further confidence of the tow line test approach to obtaining ship manoeuvring 
derivatives.
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Geometry

NOMENCLATURE

a Angle of tow line to the direction of tow

P Angle of hull axis to direction of tow
CG, LCG Centre of gravity
L Tow line length
Lpp Length of vessel

P Fluid density
OXYZ Body fixed axes
oxyz Spatial coordinates

Point T Tow point position
Coordinates of point A

X, Distance of rudder action point relative to LCG
x« Distance of yaw action centre relative to LCG
X , Distance of model tow point ahead of LCG

X. Distance of sway action centre relative to LCG

V c G Lateral displacement of hull LCG

V t Lateral displacement of tow point on model

Perturbation Motion

À Acceleration vector at point a

P Yaw perturbation

5 Control surface perturbation

0 Roll perturbation

9 Pitch rotational perturbation velocity
r Yaw rotational perturbation velocity
e Pitch perturbation
u Tow speed
u Surge perturbation velocity
V Sway perturbation velocity

Va Velocity vector at point a

K . Velocity vector at point a  relative to point b

W Heave perturbation velocity



Nomenclature

Forces

5 Rudder deflection
I Inertia of model about vertical axis Z through LCG
I ' I - N ,

4 Inertia of model about Y axis through LCG

T Load in tow line
4  f. Components of total force in oxyz axes

m Mass of model
m' m -Y ^
N. Moment rudder acceleration derivative

N. Moment yaw velocity derivative

N, Moment yaw acceleration derivative
Force sway velocity derivative
Moment sway velocity derivative

N. Moment sway acceleration derivative
Force rudder acceleration derivative
Force sway acceleration derivative
Force yaw velocity derivative
X - m U

% Force yaw acceleration derivative
X Y Z Components of total force in OXYZ axes

Mathematical Model

c Coefficients of fitted curve
Kronecker delta (=1 if s=t, else =0)

E Expectation operator
Prediction error conesponding to the parameter vector 6

(p Initial phase angles
0 Regressor matrix
f ( f ' ) Data prefilter
H ( f ' ) Noise shaping filter

H(s) Transfer function
I Identity matrix
A Damping ratio
A' Variance of white noise
N Number of data points
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Nomenclature

e Unknown parameter (general a vector)
è Estimate of parameter vector

Backward shift operator

G(qr') Transfer function operator

S Transfer function variable
G Variance or standard deviation of white noise
tr Trace (of a matrix)
u control input vector
V Loss function
CÛ Oscillation frequency
X state vector
A Covariance matrix of innovations
y Output vector

Optimal (one step)predictor
z z-transform variable

Abbreviations

AR Autoregressive
ARMA Autoregressive moving average
ARMAX Autoregressive moving average with exogenous variables
ARX Autoregressive with exogenous variables
CWC Circulating water channel
FFT Fast Fourier transform
FODE First Order differential equation
Hz Hertz
IV Instrumental variable method
LM Levenberg-Marquardt method
LR Linear regression
LS Least square
LTI Linear time-invariant
MIMO Multi-input and multi-output
ODE Ordinary differential equation
PEM Prediction error method
PMM Planer Motion Mechanism
SISO Single input and single output
SI System identification
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Nomenclature

S S State space
STD Standard deviation
SVD Singular value decomposition
TS Time series

Pressing and Suff ix

The dot denotes differentiation with respect to time 
b denotes offset bias
m denotes measurement values
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The ability of a vessel to manoeuvre effectively constitutes an important element 
of her safety requirements. For many a ship, safe and successful operation in the 
performance of her mission depends significantly on her ability to manoeuvre adequately 
in the environment in which they operates (currents, winds, waves, shallow water etc.). 
The main requirements of the ship manoeuvring can be interpreted as follows:

(a) Course keeping—The ability of the ship to maintain a steady mean course or 
heading without undue rudder action;

(b) Course changing—The ability to turn tightly with significant rudder action;

(c) Speed changing—The low speed manoeuvring in shallow water and confined 
waters, (e.g. restricted waterways, approaching harbours and ports often in the 
presence of wind, current and other environmental effects).

Before construction of a new ship starts it is necessary to ensure that it will have 
satisfactory hydrodynamic straightline stability and will provide the manoeuvrability 
required for safe and acceptable (good or possible optimal) performance. Secondly in 
order to design the ship and its control system and to develop operational doctrine, one 
would like to have the ability to predict, at the design stage, the manoeuvrability 
capabilities that the ship will have when built and in operation. That is, to predict her 
responses to various controllers, such as propeller, rudder, thrusts, tugs, etc. so that its 
controls will give the desired responsiveness. Thirdly, current guidelines and pending 
regulations (IMO 1985) require that the control characteristics of new vessels need to be 
predicted at an early stage in design to avoid the need for modification at a later stage to 
the main hull configuration. With this ability to predict, one can study and analyse the
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effect of hull form and appendage design, control system requirements, operational 
procedures etc., and decide what design in conjunction with what operational doctrine 
will give acceptable manoeuvring performance, providing a basis for the selection of a 
design which gives the best performance among several alternative designs.

Analytical information on the hull control characteristics is also required in order 
to design an autopilot for course-keeping control. Any changes in speed, water depth or 
mass may cause a change in hydrodynamic characteristics. Additionally the severity of 
the weather will alter the disturbance effects caused by wind, waves and current. When 
such changes occur, the autopilot can adjust course and rudder to compensate for ship or 
environmental changes automatically.

When the ship enters service it is necessary to advise the crew on the limits of safe 
manoeuvring. The poor controllability firstly influences the following manoeuvres:

1. manoeuvres executed in wind and current,

2. manoeuvres in which slowing down or stopping of a ship is required,

3. manoeuvres in which fast steering or sharp turning is required,

4. manoeuvres executed in restricted water or in the proximity of other ships.

In order to train the crew, simulation of above complex manoeuvres is necessary 
and the realism of any simulation will depend on the accuracy with which the 
hydrodynamic forces acting on the ship are estimated. Thus a mathematical model is 
prerequisite for such predictions.

Predictions of ship main model motions are made through the solution of the 
equations of motion, developed through the application of Newton's laws of motion 
where the forces involved are essentially hydrodynamic. Therefore, the accuracy of the 
motion prediction depends significantly on the ability to determine these hydrodynamic 
forces, which, in turn, depend on the hull appendage and control system design. The 
hydrodynamic forces acting on a ship's hull during a manoeuvre are a function of her 
positional displacement, velocity, accelerations, both linear and angular, of the hull and 
of the control surfaces, and the velocities, and accelerations of the water, in addition to 
being functions of the shape and size of the ship and water body. This functional 
relationship sets the 'form' of the equations of motion, often referred to as the 
mathematical model. The existing mathematical model of manoeuvring dynamics are

19
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based upon empirically derived expressions for the hydrodynamic loads as functions of 
the instantaneous velocity and acceleration of the vessel (Gertler & Hagen 1967). The 
so-called constants in the equations, which depend on ship and water geometry, are 
designed as hydrodynamic coefficients or control derivatives. This is described in the 
next section.

1.2. Mathematical Representation of Ship Motions

The mathematics, upon which all current work is based, has been described very 
thoroughly by Abkowitz (1964). The details are briefly reproduced in chapter 2. In 
essence a set of equations are constructed based on rigid body dynamics. Linearisation of 
the general equation is achieved by treating the manoeuvring motions of the ship as small 
deviations from a basic reference motion. A principal consideration in ship dynamics is 
how best to include the hydrodynamic forces as explained previously. Similar problems 
arise in aerodynamics and in fact, ship theory is largely based on the pioneer work of 
early aerodynamicists (Munk 1924, Von Karman 1930 and Lotz 1932).

In 1911, Bryan proposed the use of ‘slow motion derivatives’ to represent the 
hydrodynamic forces in the equations of motion. In this approach, the hydrodynamic 
forces are considered to be linearly proportional to the velocity and the acceleration of the 
perturbed motion. Thus if the body has a steady initial motion and then acquires a 
velocity perturbation x and an associated acceleration x  any hydrodynamic force or 
moment arising form the perturbed motion can be written as:-

AF{x,x) = F^x + F^x (1.1)

where F̂  and F̂  are the ‘slow motion derivatives’ of velocity and acceleration 

respectively. Byran developed this approach intuitively and it is relevant that there is a 
likeness to a multi-variable Taylor series expansion of a function. Abkowitz in fact 
derives the slow motion derivatives approach by using the Taylor series expansion; i.e.

A F (x ,x )= ^ ^
dx

dAF
X +

x=0 ^ i=0

For calm water manoeuvring, the motions of interest for a surface ship are the 
sway V', the yaw r; and the surge u; with their associated accelerations. The swaying 
force y  and yawing moment N  can be written as:
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^  ^  ^  ^  . y  = ^ D  + ̂ r  + — r + — r
àu dr àü dr
dN dN dN . dN .N  = — v + — r + — v +— r 
dv dr dv dr

Using the simplified derivative notation of SNAME (Nomenclature, 1952),

-  X,, = N ,, and so on. The objective then is to determine the following set of
do dr

linear derivatives for a given hull form:

Sway Force
Sway Moment
Yaw Force Vj.
Yaw Moment N^, N.

The determination of these hydrodynamic derivatives quantitatively for any 
particular vehicle is the key problem in the manoeuvrability of ships. Thus if the values 
of these derivatives can be determined for a specific hull shape and loading condition it is 
possible to construct a mathematical model which with the inclusion of external and 
control forces can produce a simulation of a ship’s general manoeuvring.
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1.3 Existing Method of Evaluation

Estimation of the magnitude of the various hydrodynamic derivatives is usually 
made either theoretically by a valid hydrodynamic theory or experimentally by testing 
scale models. Theoretical methods were developed for airships in the 1920's and 30's and 
though considerable effort has been directed to the computation of these parameters from 
geometry, as yet no reliable method has emerged. Some approximate methods (Jacobs 
1964) exist and regression formula based on major parameters of the hull have been 
published (Clarke, 1972, 1982, Inoue, et. al. 1981). These are for particular groups of 
ship types but, whilst they provide guidance on the likely values of the control derivatives 
there is evidence that small departures of geometric form can result in marked changes in 
control characteristics. The most evident of these is the effect of trim on the straight-line 
stability.

There remains the need to conduct model experiments to provide assurance of 
performance. During the last three decades tests on scale models have been relied on to 
determine these characteristics and force/motion relationships on new classes of ship 
There are two categories into which tests fall:

a) Free manoeuvring models which mimic the motion of the full scale vessel.
b) Constrained models whose motions are directly controlled in order that the 

resulting forces and moments can be measured and related to the motions.

For the first type of tests, a free running remotely controlled model is made to 
perform typical manoeuvres e.g. Circle Trials, Spirals, Zig-Zag (Cole, Gawn 1943, 1950, 
Nomoto 1966, Bech 1966 and Burcher 1972), from which the general qualities of 
controllability can be assessed (e.g. turning circle diameters). The performance of the 
remote controlled model in standard manoeuvres is essentially used on a comparative 
basis with previous similar vessels to judge whether the design is adequate or otherwise. 
Only a limited amount of analysis can be applied to such results to determine motions of 
the ship in other circumstances. These tests require a large area of calm water with 
appropriate tracking system. This, together with the cost of the model instrumentation is 
a fairly expensive test to mount and also involves a time factor in preparing the model. 
Whilst such tests provide direct information on calm water manoeuvring they do not 
readily provide information that can be used for prediction of behaviour in other 
circumstances. In other words these tests do not provide analytical information or 
coefficient values required for mathematical modelling but they do give a direct check of
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the ship's stability and responsiveness to control surface deflections. The free model can 
also be used to check simulations based upon the captive model data.

The constrained model tests can provide more direct information of 
hydrodynamic forces involves. In these tests the scale model has specific motions 
imposed upon it and the resultant components of the force and moment acting on the hull 
are measured. There are three typical tests in current use to determine the relationship 
between forces (and moments) and the imposed motion. The most common form is the 
oblique tow where the model is towed down a ship tank at different angles to the 
direction of motion and the forces and moments on the hull measured in these pure sway 
conditions. This yields information of sway and rudder forces but no rotary or 
acceleration effects. The facility of a Rotating Arm (Newton 1962) allows the model to 
be held on a circular path at a prescribed rate of turn with or without simultaneous vessel 
incidence to direction of ship motion, thus providing rotary forces that can be measured. 
No acceleration terms are measured apart from the centripetal acceleration term. These 
methods are fully described by Burcher (1972).

For the last two decades increasing use has been made of the Planar Motion 
Mechanism (PMM) which was originally described by Gertler (1959) and Goodman 
(1960, 1976). Van Leeuwen (1964) and Motora & Fujino (1965) also carried out the 
forced pure sway and pure yaw tests to evaluate the hydrodynamic forces and moments 
acting on an oscillatory model. The PMM which imposes an oscillatory motion on the 
model while it is being towed at constant speed and offers a means of measuring all the 
required linear derivatives. Both the velocity and acceleration undergo cyclic variation 
and the corresponding forces and moments can be measured. In this way the sway and 
yaw derivatives may be obtained. This mechanism is a specialised equipment that is 
quite expensive and requires a large number of runs in a ship Towing Tank to obtain 
sufficient information to evaluate the derivatives. Based on such PMM techniques a lot 
of extensive research works were carried out by Bishop, Parkinson, Burcher, Price and 
Gill etc. The characteristics of the hydrodynamic forces were studied such as the 
frequency dependence (Cummins 1962, Brard 1964, Frank et al. 1976), the memory 
influence (Bishop, Burcher and Price 1973, 1975), the effect of water depth and speed 
(Gill and Price 1978) and the rudder interaction (Fujino, Numata and Motora 1980).

These techniques give valuable analytical information but some intrinsic 
disadvantages. For both free model manoeuvring and constrained tests expensive capital 
facilities are needed in the form of a large tank in which the model can be freely 
manoeuvred or in which a rotating arm can be contrived which is itself an expensive 
piece of mechanical equipment. A normal ship towing tank can accomplish oblique tow
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relatively easily but the PMM needed to apply a precise motion to the model involves 
again an expensive piece of equipment plus the necessary recording and analysis 
equipment to go with it.

Moreover there are problems of both a theoretical and physical nature in the 
existing PMM. On a theoretical basis the model is oscillated about the mean path at 
different frequencies and analysis indicates the possibility of frequency dependent forces 
which make the analysis more difficult. Physically it requires a very accurate imposition 
of the motion to the model and with it a very accurate measurement of the forces acting 
on the model related to the proposed motion. Experience has shown that considerable 
noise appears in these signals which makes it very difficult, particularly at small speeds, 
to measure these forces with sufficient accuracy. To obtain the hydrodynamic 
coefficients demands many runs, this inevitably leads to the risk of cumulative errors. 
Finally such tests tend to take place late in the latter design phases and are expensive to 
conduct either in the cost of the model or in the cost of specialised facilities. It was the 
result of considering possible alternatives to the above existing model experimental 
methods that the Tow Tests described in this thesis were conceived. The concept is of a 
relatively simple, low cost test procedure using a standard Ship Towing Tank which can 
yield the required information on hydrodynamic forces from tow tests conducted on an 
uninstrumented model hull as would be provided by the model normally prepared for 
Resistance and Propulsion Testing. Before discussing the tow line tests to be used for 
determination of the control characteristics of the ship in more detail, a description of 
methods of evaluating the derivatives by the constrained model tests, on which the 
research of the tow line tests in this thesis is based, is presented in next section.

1.4 The Evaluation of Derivatives by Constrained Model Tests

(a) Oblique Tow

In this test the model hull is towed down a standard tank (at speed l i )  from rigid 
struts connected to the carriage. The struts have force transducers to measure the lateral 
(sway) force on the model at two points within the hull. The model is set to different 
angles (say p) to the direction of motion for each test. For each set angle the sway 
velocity is ( z? = Usinp).  By conducting a series of such tests angled both to port and 

starboard a set of force measurements Y  versus v and moment N versus v can then be 
obtained.
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The typical results when plotted take the form of Figure 1.1. By taking the slope 
of the curve at the origin, values of %,and can be obtained and higher order terms 
such as y  2 can be evaluated by curve fitting. Depending on the non-linear terms adopted

and the method of curve fitting it is possible to obtain slightly different values of the first 
order terms and which may assume importance in the assessment of directional 
stability. Further tests may be conducted with deflection of the mdder to obtain and 
Ng control terms.

(b) Rotating Arm Tests

These tests are similar to the Oblique tow in that they are steady state condition. 
However the perturbation in yaw, r, is introduced by towing the model in a circular path 
on a rotating arm. The parameter r can be varied by changing the radius of the model 
carriage on the arm R and by changing the rate of rotation of the arm. It is usual to 
conduct testing with constant speed on the circle (i.e. U = 0) R  = constant). It is also 
possible to vary the drift angle p  to the tangent of the circular path so that combinations 
of r and v can be tested. As before the lateral force and yaw moment are measured for 
each condition.

For side force results a plot appears in the form similar to Figure 1.2. The curves 
nearest the origin are for maximum radius of the arm By cross plotting against r 
and finding the slope at the origin it is possible to obtain the derivative and similarly 
from the moment curves . The results also yield information on higher order terms

y  2 (= -T-]-) etc. and cross coupling teims, e.g. N,„. (=
àr àüàr

It can be seen that such a test programme requires a large number of individual 
tests, it can easily require 80 to 100 runs for a basic set of tests and considerably more if 
variations in rudder angle and speed are included and may involve weeks of facility test 
time.
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(c) Planar Motion Mechanism.

Whilst the previous tests yield considerable information they are steady state tests 
and therefore provide no information on acceleration derivatives, e.g. Y^. The Planar

Motion Mechanism (PMM) is a test equipment that provides a constrained motion to 
yield such information.

In the simplest test (Pure Sway) the model is towed down a ship tank and the 
PMM imposes small lateral bodily displacement oscillating at a fixed frequency. Thus 
the lateral displacement of the model’s motion about the straight path takes the form:

y = acoscot (1.4)

where a is a small lateral displacement magnitude and O) is the frequency.

The model therefore performs a wavy motion down the tank while remaining on a 
fixed heading straight down the tank.

From this imposed motion the imposed sway velocity and acceleration are:

V = -ao)sm(ot 

v - -a c o  coscot

Using the linear model of hydrodynamic force

N " Y -  (16)Ny = N^v + N^v

Substituting the perturbed motion parameters

Fy = y„ (-aco) sin cot + Y- (-aco^) cos coty . / (1.7)
= sm cot + Fjm co s  cot

where F^and are the in phase and quadrature components of the oscillatory force

respectively. Thus by measuring these lateral force on the model during the test and 
obtaining these force components we obtain:
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^QUAD ~  ~ X;

thus
py _ ^QUAD

Y  _ ÎN
-ao)^

-am (1.9)

and similarly

^  _  ^QUAD

N . =
(1.10)

-aco^

By conducting a number of such tests with different frequencies, values of linear 
velocity and acceleration derivatives can be obtained (see Figure 1.3)

It is found in experiments that at higher frequencies this simple theory is not 
adequate as there is frequency dependence in the hydrodynamic forces. It is important to 
conduct tests at low frequency to obtain the zero frequency intercept value for and

etc. This requires a long towing tank to allow sufficient full oscillations of the model to 
enable the correlation of phase analysis to be conducted. The higher frequency effects are 
normally beyond the frequency content of normal ship motion and require a more 
complex mathematical model to explain them (Bishop, Burcher and Price 1973).

Another Pure Yaw test can be arrange by altering the phasing of the two strut 
drives and the model is made to perform lateral oscillations whilst changing its heading to 
remain tangential to the oscillatory path. This introduces oscillatory variation of the yaw 
velocity and acceleration r and r without sway velocity and acceleration v and v.

By a similar analysis to that of pure sway values can be obtained of the linear 
derivatives Ŷ , and It may be noted that by setting the angle of the model

and not imposing oscillations the Oblique Tow test can be encompassed with the PMM.

Thus the PMM can yield all the required linear derivatives including acceleration 
terms but does not readily yield non-linear and cross coupling terms. To obtain a full set 
of derivatives it is necessary to conduct all three types of test and require the test facilities 
for them.
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The objective of the tow line test studies is to establish whether this alternative 
simple test with a modest demand for facilities and equipment can yield all or most of the 
essential information to ship manoeuvring.

1.5 The Concept of Tow Line Tests

The idea for an experimental method of determining the control characteristics of 
a ship model originates from the observation of the behaviour of a model under tow 
(Figure 1.4). It was found from experiments that the model, if towed from a point just 
abaft the bow, tended to sheer off and find an equilibrium condition off to the side of the 
tank with the tow line at a large angle for the tow point to the direction of flow in the 
channel. To obtain a ‘docile’ tow it was found necessary to arrange for the tow point on 
the model to be extended to a position some way ahead of the bow. Exploring locations 
of the tow point between these two extremes it was observed that the model performed an 
oscillatory figure of motion of a regular nature with the model swaying from side to side 
and yawing at the same time such that at the maximum side sway the model is heading 
down the tank and then turns as it crosses over the other side. When considering possible 
alternatives to existing methods of measuring control derivatives, the possibility raised 
that these intermediate towing positions that resulted in oscillatory motion might be a way 
of mounting a simple experiment to derive control characteristics.

This led to the concept of what might be called a semiconstrained model tests. 
The objective in this test is to impose a simple positional motion limitation on the model 
by a tow line and measure how it responds to this condition. Another objective in looking 
at this is to have a simple equipment in a standard towing tank which could be used 
anywhere that such a facility exists. For completeness this research must consider the 
investigation of a) an analysis of fluid forces acting on a towed model; b) a design of the 
best experimental procedure to conduct the tow line test; c) conducting small scale model 
experiments and d) a robust analysis approach to estimate the hydrodynamic derivatives 
from the transient measurements of the test.

In essence the towing configuration is that of a free model to which the tow line 
exerts a positional force and moment when the hull departs from the in-line tow position. 
The experiment therefore lies somewhere between the totally free radio controlled model 
test where the trajectory is measured, and the fully constrained tests (e.g. Oblique Tow, 
Rotating Arm, PMM), where a specific motion is imposed on the model and the resultant 
forces are measured. Tow line test is a semiconstrained test in which the tow line control
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force is measured and the motion perturbations (sway and yaw) are also measured. In 
this analysis the relationship between these tow line test measurements and hull 
hydrodynamic forces, which can be varied by changing the location of the model tow 
point and the length of the tow line, are investigated.

In the case of tow line problem, the velocity terms, as well as the motion of the 
model have been successfully described by a set of two spatial variables. The 
measurements of these positional parameters, together with that of the tow line force, are 
simple and the results are more reliable and satisfactory. An advanced video camera 
tracking system is required to record the motions of the vessel simultaneously and cause 
no additional interference to the model tested. If such a system is not available, a pair of 
high quality potentiometers can provide the information.

Compared with the existing experimental techniques such as PMM, the tow line 
test is a relatively simple and low cost test procedure using a standard Ship Towing Tank 
and there is no demand for complex and expensive facilities to impose very accurate 
motion on the model, which is either difficult to realise or is most likely to cause 
unwanted disturbance to the test system itself. A bare uninstrumented model of the ship 
is required and is normally the same one prepared for resistance and propulsion testing. 
This would provide the information of the control characteristics of the vessel at an early 
stage in design and avoid the need for modification at a later stage to the main hull. From 
one transient response motion of the model at the end of the tow line, sufficient 
information will be yielded to evaluate the hydrodynamic forces acting on the hull. 
Although the variation in the tow parameters (i.e. the location of the tow point position on 
the model and the length of the tow line) will help to provide some exciting (oscillatory) 
motions, essentially only one of such test runs is demanded for analysis purposes. Based 
on the results of a group of transient responses of the towed model the derivatives 
required can be evaluated against statistical errors. The general analysis of the control 
derivatives is carried out by applying System Identification (SI) techniques and a brief 
review is given in the next section.
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1.6 Previous Marine Application of System Identification Techniques

System Identification (SI) is a process of constructing mathematical models of a 
dynamic system from experimental measurements. Whereas an assumed mathematical 
model is used to predict the output of the system to any given input (e.g. model’s 
response to mdder deflection etc.). System Identification can ‘identify’ the representative 
motion equation by analysing the measured outputs of the system in relation to the inputs 
which cause them. It is a highly mathematical technology that can rigorously defined 
only in statistical terminology. The following engineering application definition is 
instmctive (Hall, 1974): ‘System identification determines, from a given input/output 
record of vehicle test response, an estimate of the physical model which relates to the 
observed data’. For the tow line tests the input to the process is the initial motion 
perturbation from its straight path plus any control terms existing such as the mdder 
deflection etc., whilst the output is the transient motion responses. The SI method 
attempts to evaluate the hydrodynamic derivatives.

SI techniques can make more efficient use of the ship model tested by giving the 
analytical information required for mathematical modelling while focusing attention on 
realistic transient motions. They can evaluate the control derivatives of both velocity and 
acceleration directly. Nonlinear effects can also be identified without additional 
theoretical difficulties. The assumption of quasi-steadiness is not necessary. Tow line 
tests on models in the tank give information at the design stage. The SI method applied 
to full scale trials provides analytical information to check the motion equation assumed 
and, if necessary, refine the hydrodynamic derivative values. SI techniques have been 
applied successfully to a wide variety of systems. Aircraft dynamics is the closest to 
marine vehicle dynamics and one to which a great deal of effort has been applied and for 
which there is significant literature, e.g. Stepner & Mehra 1973, Iliff & Taylor 1972, Hall 
et al 1974, etc. providing substantial references for this field of work. The application of 
SI techniques to marine vehicles appears to have developed later than in the aerospace 
industry and some of the published work is briefly described as follows.

Much of published work concerns the steering or hydrodynamics of surface ships. 
Sargent & Kaplan (1970) investigated the feasibility of applying a least squares criterion 
to the non-linear dynamics of surge, sway and yaw components using data generated on 
analogue and digital computers. They achieved good convergence but accurate data for 
velocity terms of surge and sway motion, which their simulation assumed to be measured 
directly, are very difficult to obtain in the tank or at sea. Kaplan et al (1972) applied
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similar techniques to simulated data for several surface vessels and also to full-scale trials 
data for heave and pitch of a hydrofoil craft.

Astrom, Kallstrom, Norrbin & Bystrom (1975) and Bystrom & Kallstrom (1978) 
identified the linear dynamics of sway and yaw for several full-scale ships using the 
method of maximum likelihood and pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) inputs to 
the rudder. This method of analysis can accommodate random disturbances to the 
dynamics (process noise) due to the seaway which occurs during trials in all except flat 
calm conditions. Tiano (1977) applied similar techniques to an oceanographic ship.

Abkowitz (1980) carried out some successful application of the SI techniques to 
the analysis of data from the full scale oil tanker VLCC Esso Osaka (Crane 1979) for the 
non linear derivatives of the dynamics of surge, sway and yaw motion. The Extended 
Kalman filter technique (EKF) was developed and refined at MIT for the ship 
manoeuvring problem. In this approach, the hydrodynamic derivatives are treated as 
additional variables but must be constant in time. Details of the MIT system are given in 
Szeto (1977) and Hwang (1980). The manoeuvres for the system identification were 
designed by simulating noisy measurements from alternative rudder inputs. The 
capability of the method to identify the resistance of the ship was also indicated using 
simulated data. Later successful results were obtained from a few simple trials of the 
Exxon Philadelphia and application was extended to evaluate the resistance coefficient 
(Abkowitz 1988). The method holds great potential for easy application by using a 
portable instrumentation package on future ship trials to identify appropriate models and 
coefficients for other vessels (Trankle, 1986).

These researches are comprehensive and very encouraging. Experience with 
system identification processes shows that identifiability is enhanced by careful attention 
to the particular choice of trials (or manoeuvres) and to achieving quality of measured 
data. However, it should be pointed out that for successful identification, continuous 
simultaneous measurements of the motion (positional and velocity ) are required. This is 
the cornerstone of the whole procedure, however the availability of signals, of sufficient 
accuracy and low noise level on board most ships (or models), is extremely unlikely 
especially for the velocity data. Apart from this the cost of the ship trials are extremely 
high. Application of SI techniques to the analysis of control derivatives from tow line 
tests can benefit from both the power of the approach in tackling dynamic systems with 
disturbances and process noises and from the simplicity and feasibility of the tow line 
tests.
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1.7 Overview of the Chapters

The principal research work has been to design a simple tow line testing 
procedure and formulate a practical approach which will allow the optimal estimates of 
the control derivatives of the ship model tested to be determined systematically from the 
transient recordings of the vessel’s motion and the towing force during the experiments. 
The techniques developed in this thesis has been applied to data from tests on scale 
models in towing tanks. The description of the experimental and theoretical work are 
presented in chapters 2 to 8.

The linear mathematical model (i.e. motion equation) is chosen here because it is 
simple and easily formulated, and partly because it is a natural starting point. Because 
the linear time-invariant models are commonly used in dynamic design and prediction, 
identification of these models is of practical importance in manoeuvring.

Following the outline of the simplified linear equations. Chapter 2 presents an 
investigation of the kinematics and dynamics of a towed ship model in terms of the body 
axes of the model and representing the hydrodynamic forces on the hull in terms of linear 
(control) derivatives or coefficients with respect to the velocities and acceleration. 
Solution of the equations of motion yielded a fourth order linear differential equation 
with coefficients dependent upon the hydrodynamic derivatives of the hull, the rigid body 
inertia of the system and variables in terms of the position of the tow relative to the model 
and the length of the tow line.

The resulting equation is virtually identical with that in Chapter VIII of Principles 
of Naval Architecture (Comstock 1977). A re-arrangement of the terms in each of the 
coefficients of the equation shows that the hydrodynamic derivatives can be assembled in 
to a form similar to those that appear in the free manoeuvring equations for a ship. The 
dependent variables consisted of the force in the tow line and a choice of two sets of 
positional parameters: either two angles (i.e. the angle of the tow line to the direction of 
the tow and the angle of the ship to the tow line) or a combination of one linear 
displacement and one angle (i.e. the lateral coordinate of the model’s centre of the gravity 
LCG and the heading angle of the ship to its central axis). By varying the position of the 
tow point it looked as though sufficient information could be generated to deduce the 
characteristics of the ship in control either in terms of hydrodynamic derivatives or by 
appropriate combinations of these such as those appearing in the free equations of motion 
of the ship.
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The equation for vertical motion of a submerged submarine under tow were also 
developed. It was anticipated that this might result in a higher order equation due to the 
BG term as it does in the free motion equations. It will be seen that in fact this does not 
occur and the motion can be described by a fourth order equation albeit with additional 
terms. Finally Chapter 2 gives a brief discussion of introducing the non linear terms of 
the fluid force. The selections of the form of the non linearity and manoeuvre are of most 
importance and the System Identification technique will offer the best opportunity to 
determine such non linear structure from transient trajectory data of model testing in a 
methodical manner.

Chapter 3 presents the computer simulation of the behaviour of the model on the 
end of a tow line. This was based on the original equations of motions using the Runge- 
Kutta method to calculate the velocities and accelerations at each stage and predict the 
next position of the model, therefore it did not directly depend on the linear analysis of 
the differential equation. Into this simulation were put known derivative data provided 
for a ship. The results confirmed that with a model initially started from an offset 
position it executed a damped oscillatory transient until it established the steady state 
docile tow. The characteristics of this transient changed depending on the length of tow 
line and the position of the tow point in the model. The lower frequency and quicker 
damping appearing when the tow point was moved back towards the bow or inside the 
bow of the model. At some point which can be shown to be the point at which the tow 
point coincides with the side sway centre of hydrodynamic force the motion became 
totally damped and after a little while began to diverge from neutral condition. Moving 
the point further back resulted in the model shearing off to the side and becoming 
effectively unstable.

Chapter 4 describes the preliminary experimental work carried out at the DR A 
Haslar Circulating Water Channel with a small model of a frigate type hull form. 
Instrumentation was specially designed and prepared in the form of two rotary 
potentiometers and a strain gauged towing post. In addition a video camera was set up to 
record the position of the model during the transient motion. Variations in testing 
condition, the tow line length, the tow point position and the displacement of the model 
were conducted and recordings taken of the results. A perspective analysis of the video 
picture was carried out to determine the angles and position of the model at a number of 
time instances throughout the motion. The general performance of the model confirmed 
the simulated results in qualitative terms. Whilst the potentiometer readings suffered 
some jumps due to the friction occurring in the bearings and were thus considered 
unsuitable for analysis. The main point arising from these exploratory tests is that 
revision has been made to the test procedure and a system of more accurate facility and a
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more robust form of analysis are required to overcome some unwanted features and 
noises.

Chapter 5 discusses the investigation of optional analysis methods to determine 
the control characteristics of the ship for some particular cases of the towed 
configurations. From steady state condition of the tow test a general method is derived to 
determine the sway and rudder derivatives (i.e. N„, Yg and Ng). An attempt has

been made to evaluate the coefficients in the fourth order characteristic equation if there 
exists only one oscillatory frequency and the related damping ratio are available. Based 
on the control system approach, the dynamic system of a tow line test is remodelled in the 
forms of transfer functions in which the coefficients, again coupled in terms of 
hydrodynamic derivatives, can be identified by applying the SI techniques. Meanwhile 
an alternative test method was investigated to provide a method similar to the PMM by 
oscillating the towing point on the carriage so that the model performed regular 
oscillations about the tow point. Hence sufficient information can be generated and 
solution of the required derivatives obtained by varying the tow point position at a fixed 
frequency. However there arise the same difficulties as described earlier with PMM tests.

A more general and robust System Identification approach to determine the linear 
control derivatives from the measurements of the transient response of the tow line tests 
has been explored and is presented in Chapter 6. After a review of SI procedure and 
model classification, the suitability and the relative merits of various SI techniques for 
application to tow line tests are discussed with reference to the limitations imposed by the 
operation of model tests. The Least Square (LS) method is easy to use but requires very 
high quality instrumentation to measure all components of linear and angular variable, 
velocity and acceleration. Moreover the parameter estimates are consistent only under 
restrictive condition The Instrumental Variable method (IV) and Prediction Error 
Method (PEM) were selected as two of most effective modified methods. Another 
important advantage of the PEM is that it does not require explicit measurements of all 
state variables and is statistically much more stable and efficient. Calculations for the 
simulated responses with added random noises have derived the input derivative values 
with high order of accuracy.

Chapter 7 describes further tow test experiments conducted in the towing tank of 
Hydrodynamic Laboratory of Glasgow University on two models, one of the MARINER 
hull form and the other of BRITISH BOMBARDIER. The first consideration for the 
identification tests was the choice of the tow line length and positions of the tow point on 
the model. One aluminium force gauged tow bar and a SELSPOT Video tracking system 
using two cameras were set up for the manoeuvring experiments and a complete
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description of the data acquisition system is given. It should pointed out that the use of 
the video camera tracking system eliminates the possibility of the interference between 
the position measurements and the model tested. Results of the runs for both model are 
processed and discussed. For the purpose of designing optimal experiment procedure, 
some recommendation of the preparation of ship model, carriage and instrumentation is 
addressed to provide a valuable guide to practical conduct of tow line tests.

Chapter 8 analyses the control derivatives for test results of Mariner and 
Bombardier models. This is achieved by two different types of investigations. Based on 
an observation of the phase relationship in the measured motions, an analytic method of 
decoupling the morion equation is developed. Whilst another general approach firstly 
processes the datum error, noises and offset biases in the measurements by curve fitting 
techniques and secondly applies SI methods to evaluate the control derivatives for the 
vessel from the adjusted measurements. Various SI models (e.g. State Space, 
AutoRegressive, Linear Regression etc.) are formulated for the sway and yaw motion 
equations, each being suited to particular dynamic systems. It is very important that 
some form of optimal model for the tow line tests should be chosen. Computation results 
for the sway and yaw derivatives are satisfactory and comparison between measurements 
and the simulation using the estimated derivatives is discussed. The residual analysis 
verifies both the analytical method and derivative values estimated.

The last chapter gives an overall discussion and conclusion based on this work of 
determining the control derivatives of a ship model by tow line tests.
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Figure 1.1 Typical side force plot of  Oblique Tow tests
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Figure 1.2 Typical side force plot of Rotating Arm tests
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Figure 1.3 Planar Motion Mechanism tests results
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Figure 1.4 Projective view of a tow line ship model
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CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SHIP
MANOEUVRES

2.1 The Equations of Motion

The mathematical model used to represent ship manoeuvring is fully described by 
Abkowitz (1964). The method is basically an adaptation of the method evolved in 
aerodynamics. This thesis considers only open calm water manoeuvres so the effects of 
waves and boundaries are ignored. The ship is treated as a rigid body subject to 
displacements of surge, sway and heave, and rotations of yaw, roll and pitch. The 
motions of the vessel are considered as small perturbations about a reference motion 
which is usually steady state translation along its longitudinal axis at a constant speed U . 
A set of body axes in the hull is adopted, with the origin 0 at the centre of gravity of the 
vessel. The x-axis is along the vertical plane of symmetry, coincident with the 
longitudinal axis of inertia and its positive direction is forward. Positive z is taken 
downwards and positive y to starboard. The symbols used are shown in Figure (2.1).

For a surface ship which has a steady initial motion with forward speed U and all 
other velocity components zero, perturbations about this state have components (w,u, r) 
which are of first order compared with U. In deriving the equations of motion for these 
perturbations, roll, pitch and heave are treated as second order effects and neglected. As a 
consequence of this simplification, lateral and longitudinal motions become independent. 
The equations of perturbed motion reduce to three:

Surge Force AX = m(ù- rv)
Sway Force AY = mv + tnru (2.1)
Yaw Moment AN = Ir

where u is the perturbation velocity in the X direction, v is the sway or lateral drift 
velocity and r is the yaw velocity (or rate of change of heading). The mass of the ship is
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m and /  is the moment of inertia about a vertical axis through the centre of gravity. The 
terms on the right hand side describe the inertial responses and those on the left hand side,
i.e. A X , AY and AN  are the imposed forces and moments which may be from external 
sources or imposed control forces but also contain the hydrodynamic reactions to the 
motions. It is the latter which are most difficult to ascertain.

2.2 Representation of Hydrodynamic Forces —  Derivatives

The equations of motion in the form so far described cannot be solved because of 
undefined hydrodynamic forces involved. The problems of ship manoeuvring therefore 
become focused on the adequate mathematical representation of the hydrodynamic forces 
and the means of determining these forces for the ship in tlie question.

First of all, it is assumed that the hydrodynamic force and moment depend only 
upon the instantaneous positional displacements, velocity and acceleration, both linear 
and angular, and can be written as a function of their relevant components:

AX = 5 )
AY = fy ( i), V, f , r , 5 )  (2.2)

AN  = V, r,r, 6 )

On the assumption of small perturbations and slowly varying motion these 
hydrodynamic terms may be represented by a linear function of the perturbed motions by 
neglecting the second order terms and the out-of-plane effects. When the Taylor series 
expansion has been applied, the resultant force terms take the form:

A^X — XyW 4- XJi
+ y;r + (23)

A^N -  N^,v + + N j  + N .f

Where H indicates the hydrodynamic force components acting on the hull, Ŷ, etc. are 

linear coefficients or slow motion derivatives relating to the hydrodynamic force to the 
perturbed velocities and accelerations, e.g.

y  y  -
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Terms proportional to velocity perturbations, such as: X„, Y ,̂ N„, are
called velocity derivatives. Although (Ù, v) are not acceleration terms in precise physical

sense as is discussed in section 2.3, terms proportional to (ii, v, r), such as 
X^, y., N- are still called acceleration derivatives for the purpose of

convenience.

Experimental evidence shows that for small departures from a straight path the 
assumed linear model is valid and can be used to study the stability of the ship control 
system. Since we are concerned with ships which are hydrodynamically symmetric about 
the plane defined by OX and OZ axes, then longitudinal motion would be expected to 
stimulate no lateral motion. Lateral motions do produce longitudinal forces and moments 
and therefore motions but, as already mentioned, when the angles of incidence are small 
then this coupling can be neglected for most purposes. These effects are much more 
significant at larger motions such as turning circles and the linear model is insufficient 
and non-linear terms need to be introduced as well as coupling:

AriX = X u + X^ii + X 2 %̂̂ 4- .......
(2.4)

A^Y = Y^v + Y 2V \v\ +

It is also found convenient to use the equations in a non-dimensional form as they 
are then reasonably constant over a practical range of speed and can be used for full-scale 
and model scale, e.g.

-  y
F' = Y'v'

y..
Uy (2.5)

Here the prime ‘ denotes a non dimensional value based on the units time — , length of L

and mass ^ ^  . Normal practice is to divide forces by jpÜU^,  moments by jpL^LZ^,

linear velocities by U , linear accelerations by /L,  angular velocities by U/L, angular 
accelerations by /Û  and time by L/U, where L is the length of the vessel.

The control effect of the rudder is treated in a similar way in the derivatives and 
are used in the form
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= rsS * y ,s
(2.6)

+ N,S

where ô is the angular deflection of the rudder from amidships.

2.3. Tow Line Test

2.3.1 Kinematics of Tow Line Tests

In deriving the motion equation for a towed ship model, it is assumed that the 
carriage moves along a fixed straight line path but the towed vessel is free to take any 
position in the horizontal plane. The geometry of the towing system can be defined in 
spatial co-ordinates relative to the tank as shown in Figure 2.2. Two co-ordinate systems 
are also shown:

1. Body-fixed reference frame (X,Y)  with its origin O at the centre of gravity of

the towed vessel CG.
2. A frame (x,y) with its origin a fixed in the earth A which coincides with the

initial location of the tow post on the carriage. The orientation of axes is a line 
straight down the tank (i.e. direction of tow) x and a thwartships direction y 
across the tank.

At any instant the tow line will be at an angle a  to the x  axis and the lateral 
position of the model tow point will be: = Lsina where L is the length of the tow
line. The position of the model can be defined as y^Q i.e., the lateral displacement of the 
model CG from the x axis. Also defined is the heading of the model central line P 
relative to the x axis. The relationship then exists that

(2.7)
Xj-

where Xj  ̂ is the distance along the centreline axis of the model between the LCG and the 

model tow point.

Some options are available for the measurement of the time dependent motion 
parameters in that the position can be defined by p and a , or and i.e. either
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angular or linear parameters or a combination of these. Though initially the problem was 
addressed in angular terms it was eventually found most convenient to use a combination 
of parameters t/^c P which, with the invariant parameters Xj. and L, during a test

locate the position and attitude of the model in spatial reference to the tow post.

The representation of the hydrodynamic forces on the hull by means of derivatives 
requires the definition of perturbed motions of sway and yaw (v,r) in relation to the body 
axes of the hull. Since r in dimensional terms is the rate of change of heading, the 
relationship to the positional parameters is direct and r = p. The sway velocity ü is a
little more complicated. To determine the sway velocity and acceleration in terms of 
physical variables a  and P, or and p, either of two kinematic methods can be used.

Vector Mathematics of  Relative Motion

In Figure 2.2 the motion at the centre of gravity of the model CG is known as yaw 
(angle P) with respect to the tow point T which in turn is rotating relative to the towing 
post 0  at angle a. The sketch of vector components at these points can be found in Figure 
2.3. from which the resultant velocity and acceleration at points a. T, CG are obtained as 
the vector sums of all:

Point a: =U

À = Ô

(2.8)
Point T : Vj = Vj  ̂+ V̂  = U + Là

Aj  = La + Là^

Point CG ^CG ~ "f" ~ G + Lee + XjP

A qq =  Lex, +  Lcx^ +  ^ tP ^ tP~

where ^re the relative velocity vectors. Therefore at CG the velocity and

acceleration components in Y  direction become the sway velocity and acceleration as 
follows:

Sway v = Làcos(a +P ) - X r P - U s i n p
(2.9)

Ay = Lex cos(cf + P) — XjP — Lcx  ̂sin(t% + P)
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Graphical or Computer Differentiation Method

In the earth-fixed co-ordinate system (x,y), the displacement of gravity central 

point CG  can be expressed as

X rr = U t-L c o sa  -  Xr COS B
, ■ V ■ ft (2.10)ŷ G = Lsina -  Xj sinp

The first and second derivatives of the above quantity with respect to time, i.e. 
XcQ, ÿcG’ ĈG ^nd ÿcG yield the components of total velocity V and acceleration A 
along X and y axes respectively. According to the conversion equation between the 
reference frame (x,y) and (X,Y), the total velocity and acceleration in sway direction 

can be given

V = ÿcG cos p  -  %Gc sin p  = Làcos{a + p ) -  X jp  - U s in p

Ay = ÿcG COS p -  %GG sin p  = Lacos{a + P ) -  XjP  -  Là  sin(a 4- P)

Hence identical results arise from both approaches, for a linearised problem with small 
perturbations these may be written as

v= L à  — XjP — UP
.  (2.12)

Ay = Là  — XjP

while the differentiation of v gives:

v= L à - X j P - U P  = L à - X j r - U r  (2.13)

Here it must be noted, however, that the existence of the term (—Up) in v 
expression (2.13), whereas such a term is not present in Ay.  This is so-called centrifugal-

force term which exists in v when systems with moving axes are considered, but does 
not exist in acceleration component Ay of (2.12). As will be discussed later, the v

which appears in the motion equation (2.1), is merely the derivative of the sway velocity 
V but not, in physical concept ,the acceleration along Y direction. The detailed 
discussion is presented in Section 2.3.3.

The control force exerted by the tow line can be written in terms of a line force (to 
be measured) T and is oriented to the body axis so that the side force component is given 
by
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F {sway) = T sin(a + p) (2.14)

and the yaw moment exerted on the model:

Yaw Moment = F{sway) x X j  = TXjSin{a + p) (2.15)

For small motions and in terms of spatial parameters

sin(a + P) = {a + p) (2.16)
so

a  = sina = ^  = ^  + ̂  
I L L

a  + p = ^ ^ ^  + {l + — )p 
L L

(2.17)
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2.3.2 Linear Mathematical Model

Using standard derivative representation of hydrodynamic forces and assuming 
small perturbed motions it is now possible to express the equations of motion of the 
vessel in terms of two spatial parameters and the tow line force.

Force equilihrium

sway mv + mUr = Y^v + Y /  + Ŷ i? + Y - r - T  sin(a + p)
yaw  jr = N^v + N /  + N.v  + N-r -  TXjsm{a + P) (2.18)

Where the right-hand sides represent the external forces in the Y direction, and the 
moment about the vertical axis respectively. The additional T terms are the towing force 
imposed on the ship. The surge velocity u takes the value of the forward speed U of the 
system approximately. It may be noted that the surge equation has been dropped. For 
many purposes it may be assumed that the perturbation in forward speed, U , has no other 
components of the motion. When manoeuvres with large angles of incidence and rates of 
turn and prolonged deflections of control surfaces are to be simulated then the surge 
component of velocity must be included.

Assembling terms we have

(jn — Y^) L cx — Yĵ  L (X + Tcc

-  {m'Xj + %)ji + [ Y , X r - { X - m U ) - m 'U ) p  + (Y„U + T)P = 0
(2.19)

L cc — TXjCC 

- ( ( I - N , )  + N ,X j  )p + { N , - K X j - N , U ) p - ( T X ^  + K U ) p  = 0

For algebraic convenience we define 

{m-Y^)  = m'
H - N , )  = r  (2.20)

(T ;-m U ) = yR

If it is assumed that the solutions to equation (2.18) are of the form
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a  = a,e^'' + + a.e^^' + a.e^^'
(2 21)

The tow equations above can be combined to derive the characteristic equation of the 
towed motion. This simultaneous solution leads to a fourth-order equation of the 
following form

A g" + Bg  ̂+Co^ +Da + E = 0 (2.22)
where

A = - m r  + N X

B = [m'N,+ry„f+(N,y,+N„y,)
C = [ N „ y „ - X N ,f >

- ^ [ I '  + m ' X l  + m '  ^  (N ,(X j. +  L) + % X^)

T r,T 1(3) rr̂ f , . X7 -V --  1(4)D = 7  [N, -  y « x , r '  -  T ;  + ̂  [N„ -  y„X,]
^ y y (2.23)

T U
-  — K  + m 'X j  

E = - ^ K - % ^ T ]

If we define that = N^/Y^ is the action point of yaw, and X  ̂= N^/%, the 

action point of sway, terms noted (2), (3) and (4) in expression (2.23) can be rewritten 
into

(N„y,-y„N,f = y„y,(x„-x,)
{ N , - Y , X j f  = Y „ ( X , - X r )  (2.24)

[N„-y„x^f = y„(x,-x^)

SO (X^ -X j,)  means the distance between the towing point and sway action point, 

(X^ -  X j ) between the towing point and yaw action point, while (X^ - X ^ )  between

yaw and sway action points. Additionally term (5) of expression (2.23) 
[/' +m'Xj + m'XjL^ denotes the supplementary inertia value.

Though the acceleration derivatives are included in the motion equation above, 
they do not pose any additional complexities in the fourth-order equation (2.22), the
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direct added mass and added inertia terms and could be incorporated into the rigid 
body mass and inertia terms. The cross dot terms Y- and N̂ , provided additional terms to 

the coefficients in the equation. It was decided, in common with current practice, to 
exclude these terms as they are generally of smaller order. However they can be included 
if necessary in the final representation of towing motion.

The expressions in (2.23) are similar to those in Principles of Naval Architecture 
(Comstock 1977). It will be noticed that terms A, B and C have a familiar form. If the 
characteristic equation for a free hull without control forces is examined then

mla^ -  (YJ + -  mU)-  Y„NJ = 0 (2.25)

each of the coefficients appear in the larger equation (2.22) with towing force. The 
additional terms in C of expression (2.23) are of the compound pendulum form.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for stability (i. e., all real values and all 
real parts of complex values of c  be negative) for a fourth-degree equation are 
(Strandhagen et al 1950):

B!A>0, D!A>0, E!A>0, and {BCD -  AD^ -  B^E)I A^ > 0
(226)

The latter inequality in (2.26) is used to checked the controls-fixed stability 
characteristics of different towing situations and from the term E shows

(2.27)

For the equation (2.22) for the case when the vessel is being towed, there must be four 
roots of X either real or complex such that

i - p
f '  4 4

^  i= i  j= i+ i

n . v .  (2.28)

r Y  i= j  j= i+ j  k = j+ i

—  =
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Thus it might be expected that if a towing experiment is conducted and the 
motions measured such that the roots of the equation of motion in form given by (2.22) 
can be evaluated then it should be possible to deduce either the derivatives or at least the 
combinations of derivatives that are significant in free motion.

2.3.3 Discussion of v Expression and its Meaning

As shown in previous section, the derivation of motion equation in terms of two 
spatial parameters (2.19) was obtained by taking i) expression (2.13) into the force 
equilibrium equation (2.18). Instead if we substitute acceleration Ay = L à - X j p  into 

the motion equation (2.18) i.e. leave out (-Up) in v, then a fourth-order equation similar 
to (2.22) and (2.23) can be finally obtained with only one additional term (—m'UN^) 
occurring in C:

c  = [N„ y , -  N,]

-  j [ r  + m’ X l  + m' X^L] -  Y (N,(X^ + L) + y, X^) -  m'UN,

This additional term, however, became dominant in C. In the preliminary calculation 
carried out, none of the possible tow point positions, even with vessels towed at the bow, 
which was otherwise quite stable for a well designed model, ever satisfied the Routh's 
discriminant of (2.26): (BCD-AD^ -B^E)f  >0. In fact simulation showed that at 
whatever towing position, speed and rudder angle, the behaviour of the vessel was 
obvious unstable with no oscillation at all. Instead the vessel sheared off after the initial 
perturbations. According to the analysis done and experience from past experiments, the 
expression ( L à - X j p - U p )  for v expression seemed far more reasonable than 

( L à - X j p ) ,  and in latter case results were hardly understandable. This led to a 

reconsideration as to how the motion equations were derived.

As was shown in Figure 2.4, in terms of the orthogonal reference axes fixed in the 
earth oxy, the Newtonian equations of the motion of the ship are:

= m %cc
’i; = mÿcc (2.29)

N ^ l J
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where
X q and Yq are the total hydrodynamic hull forces in x  and y -direction 

respectively
N  is the total hydrodynamic hull moment about an axis though centre of gravity 
of ship
P is the yaw angle which is also the orientation of the moving body fixed axis 

with respect to the direction of the tow

In order to convert equation (2.29) from earth fixed oxyz to body fitted OXYZ 
system, the total force F  in % and Y  directions should be expressed in terms of and

X,:

X = X„cos/3 + y„sin^

Y = Y(,cosp-Xq sin p

likewise

Xrc = wcos p - v s i n p
. a  a  (Z 3nÿcG = wsinp-f ücosp

where the dot above the symbol signifies the first derivative of the quantity with respect 
to time, then

X c r  =  ÙCOSp -  v s inp-  (usinp + vcosp)p cc K H y H (2.32)
ÿcG = ûsinp + vcosp + (ucosP -  vsinP)P

Substituting equation (2.32) into equation (2.29) and inserting the resulting values of Xq 
and Yq in equation (2.30) yields the simple motion equation in terms of those axes fixed 

in the ship:

X = m i u - v $ )  (2.33)
y  = m(v + uP)

Now it should be noticed that both ù andt) which appear in the motion equation 
of motion (2.33) and (2.1) come from equation (2.32). The point is that equation (2.32) is 
merely the derivative or differentiation of the velocity relation equation (2.31). The 
influence of angular change of the moving axes fixed in the model can be seen clearly if 
equation (2.32) is rearranged as
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Xrc = {u -vB )co sB -{v  + up)sinB
(2.34)

ÿcG = “  vP)sin p  + {v + up) cos p

On the other hand, we have the translatory relation between two systems of axes:

COS P -Ÿç^sinP = cos P -  Ay sin p
(2.35)

ÿcG =X^sinP + Ygcosp = A^sinp + Ay cosP 

Comparing equation (2.35) with equation (2.34),we get acceleration 

Ax = t i - v B
(2.36)

A y  = V + U P

It is therefore obvious that ü and v in equation (2.33) do not represent the acceleration 
components in directions of model-fixed axes X  and Y but only signify the 
differentiation against time of the surge and sway velocity u and v respectively. Hence 
due to the angular changes of the moving co-ordinates fixed in the ship, the derivatives of 
the surge and sway velocity do not equal the total acceleration 
A  = x^cix + ÿccjy -  jy these directions, while ù and v which appear in the

motion equation are just the velocity component derivatives, not in physical concept, the 
acceleration components.
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2.3.4 Alternative Forms of the Motion Equations

The equations are sometimes required in alternative forms in process of 
simulation and design of control surfaces. One of them is equivalent to a set of transfer 
functions which describe the response of each linear and angular velocity component to 
an initial state or to control surface deflections. The detailed derivation of these transfer 
function forms is presented in Chapter 5. An example for a towed model with rudder is 
listed as follows:

y
5  A s^  + Bs"̂  + Cŝ  + Ds + E 2̂

H,s^+H,s + Hj 
Ô As  ̂+ Bs  ̂+ Cŝ  + Ds + E

Where the coefficients in the denominator are the same as those in the characteristic 
equation (2.22) and can be found in (2.23), while the rest are also expressed in terms of 
the derivatives as:

Fj = -N ,(y *  +niU) + Y ,N , -U N ,Y ,

Fs= t ( i + ^  j(N , -  X,.Y, ) + U (N ,r„ -  )

H, = triN, + N,Y,
H. = W - N , y „  

H ,= I ( N ,-X ^ y ,)

The analytical design of an autopilot (Booth 1983) requires a linear mathematical 
model of the vehicle’s sway and yaw response to perturbations in the form:

" = (2.39)
y = Cx + Du

where
= [ycG S'cG P is the state vector 
-  \.ycG P] is the output vector 
= [Uj «2]is the control vector.
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The components of matrices A and B are ratios of slow motion derivatives to 
virtual masses and moments of inertia:

A =

2k
m'
1

r
0

- T
ni L 

0
-T X j

FL
0

C =

D =

0 1 0  1 

0 1 0  1 
0 1 0  0" 
0 0 0 1 

1 0 
0 1

Y
rri

0
È L
r
1

ni L ni

F L F 
0

(2.40)

The above mathematical model (2.39) is also called a State-Space (SS) form of a 
dynamic system in modern control theory (Franklin & Powell 1980) and is discussed 
fully in Chapter 8 as far as its application in evaluating the control characteristics of a 
ship model from the tow line tests by System Identification technique (see Chapter 6). 
The major advantage of this SS model (2.39), (2.40) over the conventional transfer 
function model (2.37) or the original force equilibrium models (2.18), (2.19) is that it can 
be used to handle multi-variable system such as tow line tests easily. Because the SS 
model can accommodate any set of measurements which render the dynamics completely 
observable, it does not require measuring all the states and their time derivatives in the 
system explicitly.
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2.4 Non-linear Equations

In this thesis the analysis has being based on a linear formulation of the 
hydrodynamic forces acting the hull. Since the tow line model test is a relatively small 
manoeuvre then it is postulated that only linear coefficients will make significant 
contributions to the forces. From the data of this test, these linear parameters (or 
derivatives) will be identified, and no attempt should be made to evaluate the higher-order 
coefficients because of their negligible contributions. When manoeuvres at high angles of 
incidence such as in a turning circle manoeuvre (Burcher 1972) are to be simulated, there 
are more marked nonlinearities associated with these tests. Thus it is very important that 
such effects should be accounted for and the non-linear variation of the forces and cross
coupling between lateral and longitudinal modes must be included in the mathematical 
model, if accurate predictions of trajectory are to be obtained. As indicated in the Chapter 
1 there is no universally accepted form of non linearity because any such expression 
depends upon the interpretation of experimental data and may in any case vary with 
different classes of vessel. Nevertheless it is generally assumed that the hydrodynamic 
forces and moments depend only upon the instantaneous velocity and acceleration as it is 
the case for the linear model.

In the vertical plane case longitudinal motions of the submarine are restricted by 
the safe manoeuvring limitations of the vehicle and so the angle of attack rarely enters the 
non-linear region. The important exception is recovery from emergencies such as a 
jammed hydroplane, when a reduction of forward speed and rapid blowing of the ballast 
tanks is intended to produce a steep ascent. In contrast, lateral motion in horizontal plane 
can involve large angle of sideslip during normal turns at high speed. The magnitudes of 
these cross coupling effects are normally measured using a captive model on a rotating 
arm but this technique is hampered by the flow interference from the towing strut. 
Rotating arm tests is a moderate manoeuvre where the linear and some of the important 
non-linear coefficients make significant contributions to the forces. These tests provide 
forces and moments for many combinations of sway velocity, yaw rate and rudder 
deflection and regression analysis is normally applied to obtain a polynomial expression 
which represents these data. A typical expression is given below:

Y = Ym  + Y^u^ +

+ X rî" ’̂  + X î̂'M + Y^vu^ + Y^ggvS  ̂+

(X  - mu)r + Y„r^ + Y^rv^  + X ^ u  + Y„/u^  + Y,^rS^ +

X ^ + Xss^^ + + Xto^^ + X - ^  + X „ ^ ^  + ^
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A comprehensive set of equations is given by Gertler and Hagen (1967). It should 
be noted that the parameter in the non-linear expression does not generally equal the 
slow motion derivative Ŷ . The former is a coefficient in a regression equation while the 

derivative is the slope of a curve at the origin. To account for discrepancies in simulated 
trajectories compared with free model and trials data, more complicated expressions can 
be devised but these depend upon a knowledge of the flow phenomena during 
manoeuvres and steady state rotating arm data are inadequate to determine the form of 
these expressions.

System Identification (SI) provides techniques for determining the form of a non
linear mathematical model from transient data of model tests in a methodical manner. 
Introducing the non linear terms of the fluid forces will not introduce any additional 
difficulty since the motion equations remain a linear dynamic system in terms of 
coefficients from which solutions can be obtained directly. There are many non-linear 
coefficients in motion equations of and in the more violent manoeuvres many of these 
coefficients play a significant role in the makeup of the forces acting on the hull of the 
vessel. If an attempt is made to simultaneously identify all the linear and nonlinear 
coefficients (e.g. those in expression (2.48)) the probability of mutual cancellation effects 
is increased and the identification is degraded. A study and analysis should be made of 
motion equations used for simulation in light of changing the form of these equations 
based on hydrodynamic knowledge and insight in such a way as to reduce the number of 
non-linear coefficients required in the equations. Abkowitz (1980) suggested a method of 
selecting one cubic coefficient to represent the total effect of all the cubic coefficients in 
V and r . Furthermore he proposed that the form of manoeuvre is selected following the 
logic: 1) a mild manoeuvre with small amplitude of perturbation or rudder action, 2) a 
moderate manoeuvre where the degree of dynamics involved is greater and 3) a violent 
manoeuvre where the motion involved is quite large, well beyond the linear range (e.g. 
the offset Z-manoeuvre). In this way the linear derivatives identified from the data of the 
mild manoeuvres such as in a tow line tests can be treated as known values so that the 
non-linear coefficients can be identified from the data of moderate and the violent 
manoeuvres since to identify fewer coefficients simultaneously gives better promise of 
successful identification. This makes it possible to study the non-linear problem in the 
ship manoeuvring analysis.

The application of SI techniques to the tow line problem is investigated in Chapter 6.
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Figure 2.1 Axes and notation
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Figure 2.2 Definition diagram for a tow line test
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CHAPTER 3 

SIMULATION OF TOW TESTS BY COMPUTER

3.1 The Numerical Simulation Method

In order to investigate the characteristic behaviour of a model hull under tow 
situation a computer simulation of the kinematics was generated. The motion equations 
were used with a time stepping computation of the motion. Such a dynamic system 
involves ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and can always be reduced to a set of 
first order differential equations (FODEs) by introducing a number of new variables. The 
usual choice for the new variables is to let them be just derivatives of each other (and of 
the original variables). This generates a group of coupled first order differential equations 
for the functions , having the general form:

~ d x ^  = / ' (%,3/y,. {i = l,...N )  (3.1)

where the functions on the right-hand side are known. (The "prime" here does not 
mean to take a derivative, it is only a notational reminder that the f- functions are the 
derivatives of the y, ’s). So in the case of interest of towed ship model manoeuvring the 

variables are defined as follows:

x = t
y , = a  (3.2)

V2=fi

then four coupled FODEs can be derived from the towed ship’s motion equations (i.e. 
Equations 2.19, 2.12, 2.13)
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dx

TriX.
T

^N ,. + y (^3/j “ ^ 7 3 / 4  “ ^ 3/ 2 )

+ 'V4

- T -
T sin(y; + y2 )

^ 3 / 4  _  ^t;(^3/j ~ ^ t 3 / 4  " ^ 3/2 ) + 3 / 4  -TXy, sin(yy +y^)
dx r (3.3)

The problem we are addressing cannot be wholly specified by the ODEs of the 
above form. Even more crucial in determining how to solve the problem numerically is 
the nature of the problem's boundary conditions. These can be as simple as requiring that 
certain variables have certain numerical values, or as complicated as a set of nonlinear 
algebraic equations among the variables. Usually, it is the nature of the boundary 
conditions that determines which numerical methods will be feasible. Boundary 
conditions divide into two broad categories:

a) In initial value problems all the y, are given at some starting value and it is 
desired to find the y. 's at some final point x^„^, or at some discrete list of points

(here at the initial velocity and position of the towing system).

b) In two point boundary value problems, on the other hand, boundary conditions
are specified at more than one x. Typically, some of the conditions will be 
specified at x̂ ^̂  ̂ and the remainder at .

The towing differential equation studied (Equation 3.3) should obviously be 
treated as an initial value problem, given the initial position and speed of the system are 
known. The underlying idea of any routine for solving the initial value problem is 
basically this: rewrite the dy's and dx's in Equation (3.3) as finite steps Ay and Ax, and

multiply the equations by Ax. This gives algebraic formulas for the change in the 
functions when the independent variable x is "stepped" by one "stepsize" Ax. In the 
limit of making the stepsize very small, a good approximation to the underlying 
differential equation i.e. Ay-(i = 1,...,N) is achieved. Literal implementation of this

procedure results in Euler's method, which is normally not employed in practice. Euler's
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method is conceptually important, however, one way or another, practical methods all 
come down to this idea: Add small increments to the functions corresponding to 
derivatives (right-hand sides of the equations ) multiplied by stepsizes.

ThQ Runge-Kutta method (Gear 1971) estimates a final value over an interval by 
combining the computations from several incremental steps to match a Taylor series 
expansion up to fourth order. This approach was employed in this computer simulation 
and proved satisfactory. The numerical errors which were inevitably introduced into the 
solution were controlled by automatic, (adaptive) changing of the fundamental stepsize. 
This adaptive stepsize control made frequent changes in its stepsizes and achieved some 
predetermined accuracy in the solution with minimum computational effort. Many small 
steps have to be used at such as the start of the oscillation period following an initial 
disturbance, while a few large steps can speed computation during periods of steady 
stable responses. The corresponding computer program was then established.

3.2 Observed Characteristics of Simulated Motion

3.2.1 General Observation and Effects of Tow Parameters

The numerical simulation was then carried out for the towing problem in Equation 
(3.3) by using the Runge-Kutta method. The initial results were disconcerting as the 
behaviour had totally unexpected results. Considerable checking of the simulation failed 
to reveal an error until it was realised that the input derivative data was suspect. This data 
had been obtained from a Delft report (private source) of a surface ship and on closer 
examination the acceleration derivatives quoted appeared to be two orders of magnitude 
out when compared to standard values obtained by PMM tests.

Further simulations were conducted with data in proportion to a set of linear 
hydrodynamic derivatives provided by DRA Haslar. The model was a typical 
directionally stable surface ship model of MARINER class. The force function was 
retained in the form T • sin(a -I- fi) rather than the linearised form. The behaviour of the

computer simulation appears more probable. With this computer model variations in the 
towing parameters Xj. and L as well as speed of the carriage were investigated. The 
model (3.15m long) was started with an initial lateral displacement and zero heading 
angle. The input derivative data are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table. 3.1 Input Derivative Values (DRA Haslar)

Derivative Non-dimensional Dimensional
v; -0.01468 -97.17078
Y ^-m -0.002050 -42.7710

K -0.004436 -92.5523
N, -0.001430 -94.0412
I - N , 0.000589 93.9161
m -Yi, 0.015555 249.6448

% 0 . 0 .
N . 0 . 0 .
m 0.0086397 138.66004

The simulation responses for this ship model with above derivatives are plotted in 
Figure 3.1. It was found that for tow point position X j well ahead of the bow i.e. 
X j > X^ the motion was of the form of damped oscillatory one for the displacement and 

the heading of the hull. The oscillations damped out fairly quickly to leave a docile tow 
condition. As the tow point was moved back towards the hull the damping, amplitude 
and frequency of the oscillations reduced but a stable tow was eventually achieved.

As the tow point approached the condition Xy- = the oscillatory character 

disappeared. Initially the original displacement decayed almost immediately then after a 
time the hull tended to drift off to the side of the tank.

For the tow point further after X j < X^ no stable condition was realised and the 

hull sheered off to the side with increasing tow line angle.

It is also found that increasing the towing speed U will raise the frequency of the 
model’s response (Figure 3.2) but longer tow line length L will produce a lower 
frequency (Figure 3.3).

These observed variations are consistent with what might be expected from the 
final term of the characteristic equation (2.23) obtained in Chapter 2, the 'spring stiffness' 
term, which contains ( X j - X ^ ) .
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3.2.2 Effects of Rudder

Following these simulation test results of the naked hull it was then necessary to 
investigate the rudder effect by assuming a fixed displacement of the rudder. When 
assuming the linearity of the rudder, the force at the rudder acts independently. By 
adding terms with rudder derivatives in the original motion equation (2.18), we have:

mi) + mur = Y^v + Y / + YJ) + Y .r - T sin(a + + (Ŷ  Ô)
Ir = N^v + N /  + N^i) + N^r -  TXj sin(a + ^) + (N^ 8)  ̂ ^

Hence the original derivatives are kept unchanged and the first order differential 
equations can be modified accordingly. The motion of the simulation is similar to that 
with zero rudder angle except that the final stable tow condition is with a non zero steady 
tow line angle and the hull heading pointing outwards from the line of tow. It will be 
seen later that this steady state offset condition can be useful as a means of evaluating the 
derivatives Ŷ  , and Yg , Ng from a consideration of the equilibrium of forces and

moments. It bears some similarities with the standard Oblique Tow test (Chapter 1 
Section 1.4) but instead of several settings of the heading angle /?, the tow point Xj. is

varied and the hull/rudder characteristics dictate the final steady state. The simulation 
based on these reveals:

(1) For either X j > X^ or X j <X^,  the final stable or unstable situation depends on 

not the initial disturbance but on the initial angle the rudder is set at.

• If the rudder is fixed at zero position: 8 = 0, the final unstable situation will 
depend on the initial disturbance, i. e. the model will finally sheered off to 
starboard and become unstable if an initial starboard disturbance happens, or 
alternatively, turn to port if an initial port perturbation is involved (Figure 3.4).

• If the rudder is fixed at port: 8>0,  when Xj  < X^ the model will eventually

sheer off to starboard and become unstable no matter whether the initial 
disturbance is set port or starboard; whilst if Xj  > X^ the model will always settle

down to starboard (Figures 3.5, 3.6).

• Likewise, at either port or starboard initial perturbation, the model will always 
turn to port stable or unstable situation when its rudder is set starboard 8<0  
(Figures 3.5, 3.6).
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(2) When Xj  = X^, if the rudder is fixed at zero position, stable responses come out, 

with non-zero rudder set, only unstable responses happen. (Figure 3.7)

(3) The larger the rudder angle set, the 'quicker' the response will be. There is either a 
higher frequency for a stable decay or a much faster shear-off one.(Figure 3.8)

3.2.3 The Behaviour of Different Hull Conditions

From the above computations the derivatives used (Table 3.1) indicated a strongly 
straight line stable vessel with »  X,. In addition to varying the tow parameters, the

simulation program was also used to examine the behaviour of three different hull 
conditions. By assuming variations in rudder effectiveness, a series of pseudo hull 
derivatives were generated some of which had a inherent line instability (Table 3.2). That 
is the influence of the reduced angle of rudder attack ô was considered by adding values 
to the derivatives directly and the original linear derivatives were modified to yield the 
condition

N X - K ( y r - m U ) < 0  (3.5)

Thus less stable (X ,.>X„), neutral (X, = X^) and unstable (X,. < X^) ships were 

modelled. The computer simulations were also carried out on these three conditions.

Supposing the area of the Rudder/Stabiliser is reduced hence the force at the stem 
(Xg = -0.45 Lpp) due to angle of attack is reduced, say to Fg. So this rudder effect can be

incorporated into the derivative values themselves:

y : = K + f ,

n ; = n ,+ fX

(3.6)
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The Fg values selected and corresponding X ' 

follows:

N ' ^ ^and X'
Y '-m U

are listed as

Table 3.2 The Different Rudder Effectiveness

Case X;(cm) X: (cm) Representation
1 0 2 . 2 0 0.95 Original Ship

2 7.0 1.51 1.13 Still Stable ( X;>X' J

3 10.76 1.28 1.28 Neutral ( X, = X^)

4 15.85 0.95 1.41 Unstable ( X ' < X 'j

It can be noted that with Fg increased from 0 to 15.85, the velocity centre of yaw 
X ' moves towards the central plane of the ship, on the other hand the velocity centre of 
sway X ' became further away from the midship (Xj = 0). They coincided only at the 
position X ' = X ' = 1.25cm. As mentioned before, the above studies was carried out for 

models with modified input derivatives. With the same initial input values, some 
responses are presented as follows: (see Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11)

(a) Results similar to that described earlier in section 3.2.1 were obtained for the 
stable hulls of cases 2 and even 3: when X j > X ', stable responses occurred

except that for conditions of marginal stability where there was less evidence of 
damping in the motion oscillations, while if X j < X ' unstable responses were

always obtained for all cases.

(b) For the same X^ (Xj- > X'), when X, approached X'  (this means the Fg value 

was decreased) the stability of the hull is reduced in Cases 1, 2 and 3 i.e. the larger 
decaying oscillation amplitude and the less decay were observed.

(c) The sensitivity of the critical position X^ = X ' was also reduced and final sheer

off occurred later when the stability of the hull decreased. In Case 1, the tow 
point position was only 0.5 cm away from X ' (Xj- = X ' -0.5cm ), the response

showed considerable unstable behaviour while for offset of same amplitude in 
Case 2 the difference is 1 cm and in Case 3, 2 cm.

(d) For unstable hull of Case 4 (X ' < X '), wherever Xy, was, only unstable responses 
could be obtained. If towed around the bow X^ > X ', the ship still showed
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oscillating behaviour: with small amplitude oscillations of low frequency which 
progressively wandered off in a lateral manner. With moved towards midship 
X j < X ', the hull sheared off to one side rapidly. At some critical tow point 
position X j , the ship then crossed the tank and sheared off towards the far side 

very quickly.

These investigations indicate that without necessarily evaluating the 
hydrodynamic derivatives it is possible to determine whether or not the hull has inherent 
straight line stability and that the tow line test is sensitive to this condition. This is 
considered an important findings as with many ships that are marginally stable the 
accuracy in the determination of the derivatives using current test methods leaves the 
measure of straight line stability indeterminate. For example, in ITTC co-operative tests 
on Mariner, the variations obtained in the derivatives led to the situation that some sets of 
values gave stability whist others indicated instability (Gertler 1969, Suarez 1969).

3.3 Forced Oscillation

One result of these simulated tests which was somewhat disconcerting was that 
the motion seemed to be dominated by a single damped frequency which provides two of 
the roots of the characteristic equations (Equation 2.22) but leaves the other two expected 
roots indeterminate. This makes the anticipated method of derivative evaluation less easy 
to achieve, however there remains the possibility of varying the solution by changing the 
tow point position X^.

It is not unusual in higher order system equation for some roots to dominate the 
motions. Perhaps this should have been anticipated because in the free motion equation 
for a ship only one of the roots with the slower rate of decay is observed in tests. For 
example the Pull-Out Manoeuvre (Burcher 1972) only yields one measurable root, the 
other root decaying so rapidly that sensible measurements cannot be taken. In the tow 
line tests a similar effect appears to take place.

With the above difficulty in mind some alternative methods of testing were 
considered. One approach, similar to the PMM, is to force oscillate the towing post 
laterally at different frequencies or alternatively to oscillate the rudder. In the case of 
oscillating towing post, additional terms appear only in the expressions for v and v 
expression i.e.
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Vj- L à - X j p - U P  + ï/̂  

v , = L a - X j i 5 - U P  + ÿ,

where is the oscillating ordinate of towing post O.

Substituting these expressions into motion equation (2.18) yields

{tn — y^)Lôf — Yp L cc + Tcc

-  {m'Xr + Y,y$ + (Y„X, - i X - m U ) -  m'U)p + (Y„U + T)p  = Y„y„ -  m %

N-L a  + N ^ L à -  TX^^a

- { ( I - N , )  + N ,x ^ )p  + { K  -  K X ^  -  N,U)P -  (TX, + N^U)P = -(N .y . -  N ,y .)

(3.8)

Now provided that the towing post oscillation has the formi/^ = Y^sin(û)f), the four 

FODEs in (3.3) can be modified for the purpose of simulation:

dx

ÉMi = p
dx (3 .9 )

^  = P = {N„v, + N ^ r - T X j  sin(a + P))/1' 
dx

^  = a  = {v, + X j  + U p - ÿ , ) / L

where
Vj = [y^Vj + Y / - T  sin(a + p))/tn'

Simulation of these conditions showed that except for the initial period of 
irregular decaying motion, the hull then settles down to a motion of the same frequency as 
the input frequency (see Figure 3.12). The response shows a typical behaviour of a 
highly damped spring/mass system i.e. growing to a larger amplitude near a resonant 
frequency and then reducing to small response at higher frequencies. On the other hand 
the amplitude and phase of the responses can be calculated directly, which is described as 
follows.
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For the steady forced oscillation, both the input stimulation and the response could 
be expressed as exponential functions i.e.

Input y„ = Y /

Response a  (3.10)

p = p / " '

which suffice to represent the motion-time for any steady forced oscillation. Here Pq 
and Yq are complex values which involve the initial phase and amplitude. It is also 

shown that the force contribution due to velocity is in quadrature with the applied motion 
and the acceleration is in phase with applied motion but opposite in sign.

Now applying the responses to the motion equation, we can get two linear 
complex equations

ccQ̂—Tti'Lct)̂  + T — Ŷ jLcoij

+ A  + Y„U + T + (Y„X, -  Y,)coi) = Y ^ m '  + Y ^ o x  ^

a„{-TXr + N„Lwi) + A  [I'co^ -  (TX^ + N„!i) + (N , -  Xj)coi] = -Y .N .o i

By solving these complex equations, the corresponding phases and amplitudes can be 
found respectively. In the frequency domain, the response amplitudes are plotted as 
shown in Figure 3.13. While this remains a possible approach it was not followed up. 
This was partly because the time taken for the model to settle to a constant oscillatory 
frequency requires a very long test run and also because this would add to the complexity, 
cost and time of the tests.
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CHAPTER 4 

MODEL TESTS AT HASLAR CIRCULATING 
WATER CHANNEL

4.1 Introduction

Having formulated a dynamic equation and demonstrated the computer simulation 
of a surface ship under tow situation, and investigated characteristics of the responses, 
there was now a need to investigate whether a real physical model behaved in the manner 
predicted by the computer simulation.

The small Circulating Water Channel (CWC) at DRA Haslar was made available 
for this purpose. This facility limited the size of model to approximately 1 metre length 
which was considered rather too large a scale factor to accurately predict full scale 
hydrodynamic forces appropriate to a whole ship. However the size of the facility 
allowed the tests to be conducted with just two people and changes to the test parameters 
could easily be made. In addition the continuous running channel with stationary tow 
post allowed each run to complete its full motion leading to a final steady state, i.e. either 
docile tow or sheered off to the side, for the CWC does not require waiting times between 
the runs or return of the carriage as is the case in a ship towing tank.

The model used was 1:100 scale frigate hull already available from previous 
resistance tests. The instrumentation to obtain records of the angular motion and tow 
forces were arranged using a camera as a back up recording. The transducers were based 
on two rotary potentiometers and strain gauged post which had been made in University 
College at very little cost. For steady state tests direct measurement of the position of the 
model in the tank was possible and that provided a basis for the determination of yaw, 
sway and rudder derivatives. One difficulty encountered was the very low value of 
towing force on the model such that was insufficient for the existing standard tank 
dynamometer to measure. For the dynamic tests a video camera was used to record the 
motions of the model. Subsequent digitising of the record frame by frame and
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perspective analysis generated data on the motions. The resulting plots were very similar 
in character to those generated on the computer simulation.

A considerable number of runs were accomplished indicating the potential of the 
method to provide a simple and low cost means of evaluating the ship manoeuvring 
characteristics. Variations in tow length and tow points showed the ability to arrange 
suitable tests to achieve different responses. The tests also showed the possibility of 
determining the rudder derivatives. In general the model behaviour was qualitatively 
similar to the previous linear simulation studies.

Subsequent analysis of the results shows that from the final steady state tow it is 
possible to obtain consistent values of N^, Ŷ  and plus any initial bias derivatives

Y* and N* of the model. In particular it is possible to obtain a good location of the sway 
force i.e. which is termed the Neutral point in submarine analogy. This is obtained

without the need for accurate force measurements. The rotary and inertial derivatives can 
be obtained from the damped oscillatory motion of the model before reaching the steady 
state tow. Quite good results were obtained from the linear equations of motions by 
choosing moments when one of the motion variables is zero. The first such state of the 
transient motion appears to give the best results as subsequent conditions occur when all 
the motions are small.

These tests revealed that the angle of the tow line to the central line of the tank can 
be quite large and therefore in the analysis the component of the force across the model 
should be taken as the sine of the angles i.e. (Tsin(t% + j9)) and not as a linear 
representation {T{a + P)). Despite this the heading angle of the model remained small 
(i.e. sin P -  p, cos P ~ 7). However the actual motions of the model in sway and yaw are 
within small perturbation theory and if the lateral displacement variable rather than

the tow line angle a,  is chosen to be used in the analysis the tow input force can be 
treated as linear:

sin a  = and P = small values

s 'm ( a  + p )  =  s m a c o s p  +  c o s a - s i n p

_  3/cG
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Secondly rather than running the model with the rudder amidships it was found to 
be advantageous to run the model with a small angle on the rudder. In this test the model 
was started from the opposite side of the tank and veered across the tank with a damped 
oscillatory motion taking up a steady state with the tow line at an angle to the tow post 
and the model at a small angle to the flow direction. From this the steady state 
equilibrium between the tow force, the rudder force and the hydrodynamic force on the 
inclined hull can be obtained. Subsequent analysis showed that from the steady state 
readings it was possible, by varying the towing point, to obtain sufficient data to yield the 
sway force and moment derivatives, the rudder force moment derivatives plus any bias 
derivatives on the model. This was extremely useful as it reduced the amount of 
information that had to be analysed from the transient motion of the model prior to 
reaching the steady state.

Another phenomena noticed was that if the trim of the model was varied e.g. by 
altering the ballasting so that there was a greater stem trim, the final steady state of the 
model shifted from its original condition and therefore the experiment was sensitive to 
this change of loading of the model and the change to marginal stability with forward 
trim.

4.2 Test Arrangement

The model was towed from a fixed bridge over the channel and the water speed 
varied. This enabled long runs to be conducted if necessary. A strain gauged tow post 
was clamped to the bridge across the working section of the channel. The tow point on 
the model and the tow post were connected by light fishing line that could be readily 
varied in length. These connections were made via rotary potentiometers that provided 
measurement of the angle of the tow line to the channel centre line (a), and the angle 
between the tow line and the centreline of the model at the tow point (oc+p) (Figure 4.1).

Problems were then found with how to easily change the towing position along 
the central axis of the model for a complete set of tests so that the different characteristics 
of one model under different tow conditions could be fully investigated. A number of 
possible options were considered, the final chosen arrangement used a slender aluminium 
channel bar. By screws through the holes on its bottom, the tow bar was fixed on the 
model along the centre line and extended forwards 2 0 cm from the bow and backwards to 
the middle of the model. The towing bar was 70cm long and 2cm wide with 14 small 
holes at 2in intervals and was prepared by UCL workshop. These holes were marked as
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-4, -3, -2 ,-1 ,0 , 1,2,  3, 4, 5, 6 , 7 and referred to certain Xj values respectively. The 

potentiometer was actually 'standing' on the bar with its top head 5cm above the model 
deck (see Figure 4.1). This kept the towing line away from the towing bar so that the 
model was free to yaw and take any drift angle P without disturbment to the towing line.

The usage of the channel bar eliminated the problem of flexibility. In the 
exploratory tests, a simpler strip tow bar of the same length was used and fixed to the 
model in the same way. This proved too flexible and resulted in interference to the output 
information as the strip ends tended to move up and down especially when the model was 
being towed from the far end of the strip. For very accurate experiments it is necessary to 
measure none other than the direct motion so there should be no relative motion between 
the towed point and the model.

Apart from the rigidity, the channel also provided the possibility of varying the 
tow position relative to the model continuously. The potentiometer mounting (shown in 
Figure 4.2) could sit on this channel bar and slide freely both forwards and backwards 
from the bow. For any particular tow point, the central point of the potentiometer was 
adjusted to the X j  position chosen, and four bolts in the mounting arms screwed up so

that it clamped tightly to the bar and the vessel was thus towed using the small pulley 
mounted on the potentiometer spindle.

The angle of rudder attack could also be altered manually during the experiment. 
Protection against tow line breakage was provided by a rope linking the middle of the 
model to one side of the water channel loosely enough not to exert any additional force on 
it.

The tow line force and angles were recorded with time on to a portable lap top 
computer TOSHIBA T4400SXP via a four channel data logger OASIS 4. The associated 
software produced an almost immediate graphical presentation of the motion on 
completion of each run (Figure 4.3). The dynamic motion of the model was also recorded 
as a back up by a video camera mounted above the CWC working section looking down 
at an angle over the range of the model's motion. The records from this camera provided 
a useful replay to observe the behaviour of the model and were also used to provide 
motion tracking records. By time stepping the video record successive positions of points 
on the model could be numerically recorded and by converting the geometric perspective 
of the camera the true lateral position and heading angle of the model were evaluated 
against a time reference.

For the complete set of tests carried out, the parameters in the experiments were
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(a) Position of tow point on model Xj  : by shifting the potentiometer to different

positions relative to the towing bar on the model hull.

(b) Length of tow line: adjusted between 1 -l.SLpp  to keep the oscillation amplitude 

within the range of channel width.

(c) Rudder setting: to starboard as it was asymmetric about the central line.

(d) Water speed: three setting speed of 0.725, 0.975 and 1.275 m/sec.

4.3 Methods of Recording of Motion and Force

In order to explore behaviour and order of measurements and carry out detailed 
experiments and measure the response of the motion of the model, some special 
measurement and recording equipment were designed. The required measurements were 
the force in the tow line and the position and attitude of the hull relative to the fixed tow 
post. In the simulation this was based on the angle of tow line to the channel centre line 
at the tow post {a) and the angle between the tow line and the hull centreline axis (oi+P). 
Together with tow line length (L) and location of tow point (Xj )  all the motion in 

horizontal plane could be determined. In short the requirements of measuring the towing 
tests could thus be divide into three major parts:

(a) A means of measuring the towing force J.

(b) A means of measuring the deflecting angles a  and p.

(c) Equipment for recording all the measurements.

4.3.1 Towing Force

The first difficulty arose with the measurement of tow force as the specially 
designed strain gauge, which is described in section 4.3.3, was not ready when the trials 
commenced. Although the strain gauge was assembled in position in the middle of the 
tow post, it could not be used because the amplifier package, which would condition the
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gains from the bridge circuit, i.e. balance these signals initially and enlarge them in test, 
had not been fully prepared in time. It had also been intended to use the mechanical 
resistance dynamometer that went with the tank however preliminary tests showed no 
discernible deflection of the scale.

Ideally sense the tow line force should be constant. Any 'drift' in measurement 
represents the deflection in the towing line angle a, since Resistance = {T ■ cos a ) . There 

was a requirement for a very sensitive gauge to measure a small quantity (up to
0.78Newton). So a compromise had to be accepted. Instead of the transient resistance 
response, each of the average tow line forces corresponding to three water speeds was 
measured with a  = a^, where was given by the natural equilibrium state of the model.

This was achieved by tying the tow line simply to an elastic line, which was stretched 
tight across two nails on a wood plate. The plate was held horizontal and at about the 
same level as the towing post would have been adopted for with a paper attached. During 
the tests, the middle point of the elastic line was displaced slightly downstream, 
perpendicular to its original position. By marking where the point settled for every water 
speed and at the beginning before it was connected to the model, the tow line forces were 
obtained by comparison with calibration results. 'In air' calibrations were conducted with 
the plate vertical and small weights hung at the same middle point as used for linking the 
tow line and towing the model, and then displacement marked in turn. The measurement 
of the deflection of the elastic line indicated that the resistance force was only 0.137A 
and 0.284A for water speed 0.125ml s and 0.915m! s respectively.

The specially designed rigid strain gauge block is shown in Figure 4.3. It was 
manufactured out of a block of aluminium and was sensitive enough to measure very 
small forces and rigid enough to withstand high acceleration and deceleration forces. 
Primarily the block gauge consisted of two flanges connected rigidly. Two active strain 
gauges were attached on two opposite flat planes of the axle. One gauge was in tension 
and another in compression to double the strain sensitivity. There were two other 
supplementary strain gauges stuck on the bottom flange to form a full Whetstone bridge 
and to compensate for and minimise any temperature sensitivity.

The attachment of the block gauge to the towing post is shown in Figure 4.4. The 
upper tow post could slide in a vertical bearing tube, which was attached in horizontal 
plane, and could be clamped rigidly. This allowed the post to be adjusted for vertical 
height to make sure the final towing point was at the correct level. At the bottom of the 
upper towing post and at the top of the lower towing post, there were two flanges 
respectively, so that the block gauge could be fixed midway between them and indeed 
became part of the posts. Comparatively, the two towing posts were of much larger
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diameter than the gauge axle giving higher bending stiffness. This distributed the load on 
the gauge. The dimensions of the strain gauges and the length of lower post, i.e. the 
bending arm of towing force, were carefully designed. Due to the unknown amplitude of 
the towing forces, three block gauges of different axle thickness had been prepared to 
provide different bending stiffness and achieve maximum sensitivity at the same time. 
The designing strain limits of the three block gauges were all 0.04%, while the maximum 
permissible stress was 28 Newton (see Table 4.1). The gauges could be calibrated by 
applying loads.

Table 4.1 The design force o f the strain gauges

Gauge No. h (mm) d (mm) '̂design (N)
1 3 7 0.619

2 4 7 1.560

3 6 7 2.887

4.3.2 The Deflecting Angles

The adopted measurement system for the output motion employed two rotary 
potentiometers with one for tow line angle a  and another for the combined angle (a +P)
i.e. the tow line angle plus the yaw angle. Simply by deleting contribution of the tow line 
angle from the combined angle output, the yaw angle response could thus be obtained. 
The first potentiometer was mounted upsidedown at the bottom of the lower tow post 
(Figure 4.4). Under the horizontal mounting panel of the potentiometer, a pulley was 
connected concentric with it and a tow line tied to it through a small hole. At the other 
end of the tow line, a similar connection to the second potentiometer could be found via 
another small pulley. The major difference was that potentiometer on the model was in 
upwards position so that the pulley was on the top of the mounting panel (Figure 4.4). 
This gave the model the total freedom to sway, yaw and surge. It was hoped that as the 
model was being towed in this way, the two pulleys would rotate with the motion without 
any outside disturbance due to the measurement apparatus. However the recordings taken 
revealed some problems which had not be anticipated. Firstly the towing post, which 
because of the light loads had to be fairly flexible, introduced high frequency noise on the 
towing force measurement (Figure 4.5). Secondly the rotary potentiometers displayed
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some jumps in their results and showed a stepped form rather the than smooth motion 
observed (Figure 4.6), though the overall shape of the plots confirmed pattern of motion 
of the model as a damped oscillation with the frequency dependent on the parameters X j

and L . This made it very difficult to determine accurately the true heading angle of the 
model which is given by the difference between the two angles measured on the 
potentiometers which were unsuitable for accurate analysis, particularly to determine 
velocities. An investigation showed that in fact there was stiction in the potentiometers. 
This was found to arise because the towing force in the line was being transmitted 
through the spindle of the potentiometers. For the later tests described in Chapter 8  this 
arrangement was modified. The towing line was attached to a pin at both model and tow 
post to take the forces. The potentiometers were mounted concentricity with each pin and 
a finger follower mounted on the potentiometer spindle and forked over the line. In this 
way the angle of the line could be recorded without taking the tow force through the 
sensor. Despite this, an analysis was conducted at a steady state and it was found that a 
reliable value can be obtained of the centre of action of the sway force on the model (X^).

For steady state condition the positions of the points at bow and stem were 
measured directly from the side of the tank wall.

4.3.3 Recording Facility

A complete recording system (shown in Figure 4.7) was necessary for detailed 
analysis afterwards. A power supply provided power (-5v, Ov, +5v) for the transducers 
(e.g. the strain gauge and potentiometers) and amplifier circuits. The gains from the 
strain gauge need to be conditioned before being transmitted outside the water channel 
through the hanging cables. Two displacement potentiometers were connected with 
direct power connections without amplification. A data logger was then necessary to 
collect the information from the measuring equipment and send them to a computer, 
which in turn monitored this collecting process and recorded signals received. The 
OASIS 4 used was a data acquisition system allowing 4 channels of analogue inputs and 
converting signals of all channels at the same instant. A personal computer was therefore 
connected to pick up the signals via the parallel printer port RS232. The software for the 
OASIS 4 allowed the user to configure the hardware operation and provided calibration in 
engineering units, scrolling graphics, and data storage. The real time display function 
was really a useful tool to monitor the experiments at site.
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The quality of the recording of the tow tests depended largely on the data logger 
performance, which was found to be insufficient for more accurate experiments. One of 
the biggest difficulties with OASIS 4 was its sampling rate. Given the test arrangement 
described the sampling rate could be set up no more than 1 0  readings per second 
precisely. If in its fastest (continuous) mode, the data logger might achieve around 25 Hz, 
but this was a random figure and there was no time reference provided.

As a result of this experience, it is suggested that a revision has to be made to the 
test procedure to reduce most of the above unwanted features and a more accurate time 
recording facility is required to overcome most of these problems.

In addition to this recording method, the dynamic positions of the model were also 
recorded by a video camera mounted above the end of the channel working section, i.e. 
3 . 7 3  metres from the towing post, almost along (to be specific, 2 cm off) the central axis 
of the channel and 1.52 metres above the tank top level. Supported by a tripod, the 
camera looked down at an angle over the area in which the model was moving. Given 
such a recorded motion, it was still difficult to translate the above tests into a  and p 
responses. To impose some reference in the scene, visual datum points were arrayed 
across the top of the channel walls by two strings with marks of 30cm interval. Together 
with both vertical frames of the tank, these provided a reference network in the screen. 
What had been recorded could thus be converted onto ordinary video tape and used for 
analysis purpose later. In displaying the test on a Television screen through a video 
record player, the successive positions of a bow point, as well as a central point at the 
stem, could be recorded on a transparent paper manually if the screen was to be held 
every second. Hence the information could be digitised from these markings on replay. 
On the basis of the geometrical relation that had been derived successfully after the 
experimentation, a program was used to determine the location of model in true spatial 
(tank) coordinates. The angles of tow line and model testing were then analysed and 
plotted. This was laborious process but provided some record to compare with the 
simulation. Calculation based on this have proved to be effective and satisfactory.
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4.4 Types of the Test Conducted

A large number of runs were conducted during three days of testing. The 
experiments can be divided in three stages:

STAGE 1

The first stage was to observe whether the tow parameters, especially the tow 
point position, did play such a significant role in manoeuvring characteristics that a total 
unstable response came out of a well-designed stable model if the tow point was moved 
far enough from the bow towards centre of the model and X j  was reduced to X j  < .

For this test the model was run in uniform flow. The camera was aligned to the model 
and responses recorded. The tow point was positioned backwards at holes 7, 6 , 5, 4, 3, 1, 
-1, -2, -3, -4 in sequence. Because the vessel first showed instability at hole -2, it was 
estimated that lay between hole - 1  and -2 .

The rudder was then set at an angle of attack to the flow. The tow point was 
positioned again on holes 7, 6 , 5,4, 3, 1 and -1 where stable responses occurred. At each 
run, a steady state of the vessel was finally achieved and the positions of both a bow point 
and a stern point relative to the channel side wall were measured manually. This enabled 
Xj, value to be calculated approximately afterwards.

The tests recorded in this stage showed nothing about the reference datum plane 
across the channel, so provided no information for evaluation of a time history of a  and 
p. They did however show that there was a characteristic behaviour as predicted in the 
simulation before and that it was worthwhile to proceed to the next stage.

STAGE 2

The next stage was to determine any details of the time characteristics of the 
response. For this purpose the datum point was arrayed as described before and the video 
camera was aligned to the water channel again with the strings appearing in the middle of 
the screen.

Tests were conducted with a complete set of the tow point positions X j and two 

different speed settings of 0.725m/j and 0.975m/.v respectively. During the tests the 
tow rope length was shortened (Table 4.4), because the longer one yielded responses that
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decayed too slowly and took too long to settle to a stable position. In addition the rudder 
effective was investigated and the vessel was finally adjusted to a good natural 
equilibrium position.

In some tests, the model kept hitting or attaching to the side wall of the water 
channel when approaching the maximum position at the initial oscillation period. If this 
happened, the peak values of such a response seemed to be flattened suddenly and 
delayed the rest of the motion after "resting" for some short period of time. This 
unwanted disturbance is not good, but frequently occurred under many circumstances, 
e.g. a long tow line length, a large angle attack of the rudder, a large initial perturbation, a 
very slow water speed or a much reduced X j  value (i.e. those tow point positions very 
near the central of the gravity of the model Generally speaking, any factor that

produced large lateral movements of the vessel might cause this "hitting" phenomenon. 
Efforts were made to adjust these factors especially the two main ones: the tow line length 
and the rudder angle setting in order to avoid this kind of 'fall off at least for some cases 
when the tow point position was close to the bow. There must be some tolerance on the 
results of such occasions when the model was towed close to X^ because larger

displacement happened in these cases.

STAGES

Finally the effect of trim was investigated by a few runs of the LEANDER model 
for a fixed set of parameters: tow point position at hole No. 6 , water speed 0.725 m/s and 
a shorter tow line. The trim of the model was changed by shifts of ballast of 200 grams 
and 800 grams by the bow, the stern and midships respectively. Then the model's 
equilibrium positions were recorded for {a, p) values.
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4.5 Behaviour of LEANDER Model

In qualitative terms the behaviour of the model confirmed the findings of the 
computer simulation for changes in the parameters X^, L, U. For the first stage of

testing the rudder was set normally amidships and the model started from one side of the 
channel with the tow line at an angle and model heading down the tank. Upon release the 
model developed an inward heading and crossed the tank central line at an angle of drift 
which then eased off and reversed so that the model essentially performed a damped 
oscillatory motion across the channel. Only a few cycles resulted in a nearly steady 
condition close to the central line of the tank. The model and tow line were not quite 
straight due to some slight misalignment of the rudder. In subsequent analysis this led to 
the introduction of a bias force Y* and moment N* that were not included in the original 
simulation.

As mentioned above most of the tests were started with the model close to the 
channel side and near zero heading. It was noted that if the model was started with a 
heading into the tank it rapidly crossed the tank width and accelerated so that on the 
opposite side at maximum amplitude it caused the tow line to go slack momentarily 
before settling down to regular oscillations with taut tow line, a condition to be avoided. 
From the measurement of tow line force it was found that the longitudinal component of 
tow force differed very little from the steady tow resistance value.

Stable oscillatory motions were obtained for X j large, i.e. well ahead of the bow, 

these decayed to steady state docile tow after a time. As the model tow point was moved 
aft similar motions were observed but the period of oscillation lengthened. When the tow 
point was moved to a position just within the bow, the model ceased to tow stable and the 
motion changed. Having started across the tank the model sheared off to hit the side of 

the channel. This is consistent with the tow point being aft of the Neutral Point e.g.

The shifting of the tow point therefore gave a direct indication of the location of sway 
force longitudinal centre of action.

Tests were repeated for large X j but with a specific helm angle set on the rudders. 

Similar motions were observed but the final steady state was with starboard helm. After 
initial oscillations the model found an offset steady state condition with tow line at an 
angle to the channel and the model with an outward heading. This condition could be 
varied with X j  and L as well as the rudder angle ô.
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Table 4,2 Added weights and model's equilibrium positions

Bow
Weight

(Kg)

Midships
Weight

(Kg)

Stern
Weight

(Kg)

a

(degree)

p

(degree)
0 0 0 26.70 7.00

0 0 0 . 8 16.90 6.07

0 0 1 12.65 4.05

0 . 2 0 0 . 8 23.10 5.00

1 0 0 Totally unstable
0 . 2 0 . 8 0 Large motion still unstable position

0 1 0 26.76 5.58

The tests with varied trim illustrated very well the sensitivity of the test to this 
change. It was found that the model adopting distinctly different attitude to the tow line 
and the steady state tow angles varied noticeably (see Table 4.2). The results showed the 
effective shift of X̂ , and the change to marginal stability with forward trim. This

evidence supports the computer simulation result that the tow test is very sensitive to the 
vessel’s directional stability.

4.6 Determination of Model Position by Perspective Geometry

The motion of the model recorded in the experiments appearing on the screen was 
a perspective picture. The traces of the bow, as well as that of a centre point at stem, 
were taken from the records in the form of successive points. As mentioned earlier, the 
usual method of construction of coordinates from a perspective system requires some 
reference information in the scene. The most convenient and reasonable way was to form 
a tank frame which would appear as a trapezoid in the view and provide a reference 
datum plane. This was achieved by stretching two strings across the channel as described 
in Section 4.3.2. Other useful information was given by the two discernible water level 
lines on the tank wall.

Figure 4.8 is a perspective picture of a datum plane framed by tank side wall 
AC,BD and two crossing reference strings AB,CD. Points A, B, C and D are comers
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of this datum plane with O and M as the middle points of AB, CD respectively. P is an 
arbitrary point on the plane ABCD. Parallel to strings AB, CD, line PN divides the 
channel central axis into two segments ON and NM with length of < ^ 1 3  and ^ 2 3

respectively (Appendix II). Point VP is the vanishing point of channel side line AC and 
BD. If the apparent distances i/p, ^ , 3  and could be measured from this picture,

together with the known true channel width w and the reference plane length L, the 
spatial coordinates Y, of point P in true tank datum area (Figure 4.9) could be

deduced. In Figure 4.9, points A',B',C' and D'are corresponding comers of tank area.

The perspective geometry relation is practically quite simple; the derivation 
details is presented in Appendix II.

Thus
_ L ZV2 S j  :f
~  o , 0

(4-1)
y _ y 3 ^ 2 3 )

1̂ 3 ^ 2  2̂ 3 ^ 1

Where Wj is the apparent width of far datum AB 
W 2 is he apparent width of near datum CD

There is however an additional problem that points on model (either at bow or at 
stern) are not in the same datum plane ABCD  at the tank top surface (Figure 4.10). 
Distance of any point relative to datum axes in the picture means nothing unless the point 
exists in the same datum plane in space. For translating the datum plane to the point 
plane, what is crucial is its vertical location in space. The depth from tank top surface to 
points level was d " , while that from tank top to the water level was D" as shown in 
Figure 4.10. The planes were clearly at different levels.

For a still picture, a typical perspective view is displayed as in Figure 4.11, with 
abed the reference datum plane at tank top; a'b'c'd' the water level plane and ABCD 
the tracking point plane at model deck level. Markings of o,6 ,c ,J  and a',b',c',d' on the 
film set up datum axes for digitising, however points A, B, C, D were virtually invisible in 
the picture. Only point P (either at the bow or at the stern) on this ABCD plane was 
discernible and marked. The vertical central line was assumed through the mid points 
0 ',M ' of reference strings ab and cd respectively as the camera was set very near the 
central line of tank. What were taken from picture were the apparent distances of O'N 
and NM' i.e. ^ [ 3  and These should he modified to NO and NM ( ^ , 3  and 8̂ ,̂ in
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ABCD datum plane). With the camera at 45 degree look down, convention was made by 
substituting 0 0 ',  MM' from O'N and NM' tenns respectively:

here

^13  “  ^13 

^23  ~  ^23  ~

(aa' + bb') 
D" ' 2

D" 2

(4.2)

(4.3)

For a complete run of tow test, the markings on the film represented points either 
at bow or at mid stem for each time step. A series of d̂ .̂ , and Xfp was acquired by

setting an orthogonal coordinate system on the film; digitising positions of all the points, 
and calculating the relevant apparent distances. The true co-ordinates in the spatial tank 
area were then computed using the equations (4.1) and (4.2). The drift angle /? of the 
model could be obtained directly:

tan - (4.4)
^ 1 3 5  ^ I3 B

Where subscript B represented Bow point, and S the mid stem point.

In order to determine tow line angle a,  the tow point coordinate {Xj- , Y )̂ must be 

enumerated first:

Xp = Xjjp -  L. cos P
(4.5)

Yj. =Yp + L .sm p

where L- is the distance between the bow point recorded B and the tow point on the tow 

bar. Therefore a  was evaluated finally as

y -Y
a  = arctan— ----- — (4.6)

X , - X ,
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4.7 Results Presentation and Discussion

4.7.1 Analysis of Steady State for Tests at Stage 1

The main results for tests of Stage 1 were the model's steady state conditions 
measured manually and the values estimated. Tests were arranged on a wide

selection of runs, that is the model was towed at all tow hole positions. Rudder was set to 
starboard but not at a previous measured angle. Among these tows, Run No. 1-4, towed 
at holes 5, 6 , 4 and 3, were quite stable ones and model settled down soon to motions of 
natural equilibrium. By measuring the distance between the tow point, the mid stem 
point and the side wall of the channel, these steady states of the model were acquired in 
terms of (a, P) values

Table 4.3 The steady states o f model

Run No Xj (cm) Hole No a  (degree) P  (degree)
1 56 6 44.27 7.070
2 52 5 46.88 5.876
3 48 4 52.09 7.639
4 44 3 57.30 7.960

It must be noted that the drift angle P was quite small, less than 10 degrees, and 
within the range of linearity assumption but the tow line angle a  was comparatively large
i.e. up to 57 degree. This could be caused by bigger initial perturbation or larger mdder 
angle attack. Same situation happened in the early simulation results and the contribution 
of these 'large a '  to v, v and the effect of the towing force was considered 
( T • sin(a + P)) rather than ( T • (a  -H j3)) by assuming:

sin{a-\- p) = a-\- P 
cos (a + p) = 1 .

(4.7)

though the linear assumption is valid for drift angle P on its own. In this case, the 
simplified (T  '{a + p)) in motion equation (2.19) was replaced by the original expression 
of ( r  • sin(a + p)) in simulation equation (3.3) for the practical simulation.
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For the stable tests reported, the tow parameters (channel water speed U, rudder
angle setting 5 and tow line length L etc.) were kept exactly the same except the tow point

T
position Xj was shifted. Assuming resistance force T = — —  constant in these runs,

cos a
there would be no higher order differential terms and the motion equation of the model 
(Equation 2.18) became simply

Y^v + = T sin ( a  + P)= —-  sin ( a  + p)  = Yj
COSCK

N^v + Yg8 Xg = T sin (a + p ) X j  = ^  sin (a + p)  X j  =
cos a

(4.8)

here v = -U sinP ,

So Xj, can be evaluated by combining the information of any two of such steady 

state tows,

XjA sin + pjî  ) ^  Xpg sin {cCg + ^g)
_ ^ T A  ~ ̂ T B   _____________ COSCCg___

'  X ta-^tb  sin (a a + Pa) sin ja . + p ,)
cos a  A cos or j

where the subscripts A , B  indicated two runs with different tow point positions X j ,

Inserting X„ into either run of the motion equation, Ŷ  and Yg can also be 

obtained

y  _ T'x sin(g + p) ^ X ^ - X j  
 ̂ Ôcosa X ^ - Xg

j  (4.10)
-  sin (a + p ) -  YgÔ

y  =_ cos Of
- U  sin p

The above X^ expression (4.9) had great advantages, in that independently of

resistance T and rudder information 5, which were not available at this stage, the critical 
position of stability of the model (i.e.X^,) is given by merely the steady state conditions 
(here a,  (3 values). From the above runs. No. 1, 3 and 4 were used to calculate X^, while 

Run 2 seemed to have unreliable p values. Inserting a , p and corresponding Xj  values 

into equation (4.9) gives
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From Run 2 and 3
Run 2 and 4
Run 3 and 4

On the average

X. = 22.88 cm
X. = 24.36 cm
X. = 26.06 cm
X. = 24.43 cm

The corresponding position of on the LEANDER model was located 0.43 cm

before the last hole (No.-2) on the tow bar. This result was consistent with what was 
observed from the experiments; that is if towed before Hole -2 ,the model would settle 
down to steady states, while at or behind this hole unstable responses came out. 
Therefore an important information was successfully acquired through very simple

tests. The detailed responses against time would be studied from results at next stage.

4.7.2 The Dynamic Responses for Test at Stage 2

For this stage, the experiments were carried out in three groups, the results of two 
of them are presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.21. The tow parameters are listed in Table 
4.4:

Table 4.4 Tow parameters

Group
No.

Tow length 
L (cm)

Water speed 
U (m/s)

Tow point 
Hole No.

Rudder angle
Ô

la 120.0 0.725 7, 6 , 5, 4 Jg (almost straight)

lb 120.0 0.725 4, 3, 1,-1,-2 ^O-̂ p̂ort
2 71.0 0.725 7, 5, 3, 1,-2
3 71.0 0.975 -2,1 ,3 ,5 ,7 s ,.

Test Group 1 was organised with relative long tow line (about 1.3 Lpp) and rudder 

position unknown but almost straight ahead. The responses of this group gave 
displacements of very large amplitude and slow damping as was discovered in the 
simulation. As the model was towed hole by hole, i.e., 7, 6 , 5, etc. , the Xj values were 

reduced, the model tended to approach and touch the side wall of the water channel. In 
Run 4 when the model was towed near the bow or hole 4 (the first hole outside the bow), 
the model hit the channel side in every cycle. To overcome this, the rudder was adjusted 
slightly to port. The rest of the runs in this group, as well as all the runs in group 2 and 3
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were carried out with this rudder angle. Run 4 was repeated and this time the model 
seemed to oscillate within the width of the tank. When the tow point was close to the 
centre of gravity , larger displacements developed again, and at the position of hole 1

the model touched the tank wall repeatedly. In run 8  (towed at hole -1) the vessel turned 
to the side of the water channel and stayed there for some short period of time and then 
settled to its natural equilibrium position. Though this was essentially a stable response, 
too many disturbances existed to determine its behaviour clearly. For the last two runs of 
this group (holes -2 or -3), the model tended to shear off to both sides. In order to 
recognise the characteristics of the behaviour at these tow point positions, the tow line 
was shortened temporarily by holding a stick in the middle, the model sheared off at 90 
degrees and showed a totally unstable behaviour. Pointing model to the other side, it 
sheared off out at 90 degrees again.

The tow line was then shortened to 71 cm, test group No. 2 was carried out for 
every other hole from the top one in the tow bar (hole 7). Results showed either quicker 
damped oscillations, more stable settling down or a clear shearing off. When towed at 
last hole No. -2, the model at first exhibited uncertainty in departure from the straight 
tow, then developed a unsteady motion followed by shears off to starboard whilst 
continuing to move forward. This was exactly what was predicted in the computer 
simulation described in Chapter 3.

The water speed was increased for the next group (No. 3). The model was towed 
at the same positions as in group 2. Rather rapid damping could clearly be observed in 
the responses, the model soon found a steady state condition and settled down very stably. 
When towed at the furthest hole (No. 7), the model settled down almost immediately and 
remained virtually stationary in the water channel. At the last hole (No. -2), the model 
showed the same uncertainty as in the corresponding run of group 2  and before long 
became totally unstable. It ended up pointing across the other side of the channel, and 
developed an inward heading, again a totally unstable motion.

The average periods T of stable oscillations were recorded directly from the 
screen where the time was displayed digitally. Hence, the relative frequencies /  were

also acquired;
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Table 4.5 The average periods and frequencies

Hole
No (cm)

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
T(s) /(H z) T(s) /(H z) T(s) /(H z)

7 60 13. 0.077 1 0 . 0 . 1 0 0 8.5 0.118
5 52 15. 0.067 1 2 . 0.083 10.3 0.097
3 44 15.75 0.064 13. 0.077 10.5 0.095

This gives clear evidence of the influence of the tow line length and water speed
with respect to the frequency of the response. In general, the results presented were
consistent with what was predicted in the simulation as the following indicates:

(a) When towed at hole -1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7 the model would finally settle

down to its natural equilibrium positions, with stable responses and damped 
oscillation.

(b) When model was towed at hole -2 and -3 (X^ < X^), unstable responses occurred

and a, P values sheared off for all conditions.

(c) The longer the towing line (group 1), the slower the oscillations, whilst the lower
the frequency, the longer it would take to settle down and the larger the amplitude
of the displacement.

(d) The towing speed (here the speed of water in CWC), played a contrary role 
(group 3). The faster the water, the quicker the oscillations, the higher the 
frequency, the sooner it took to reach steady state condition and the less the 
amplitude of the displacement.

(e) When the tow point position was shifted from the bow towards hole No. 7 (the 
furthest on the bar) and the X  ̂ value was increased, the model showed more 

stable motions, smaller amplitude of oscillation, quicker damping, higher 
frequency and settled down earlier.

(f) The model’s behaviour with the tow point at hole -2, which was shown from the 
study to be 0.43cm behind X^, was very interesting and showed great sensitivity

to the tow parameters: i.e. the water speed U and the tow line length L .
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In both the long tow line cases of Group 1 and the faster water speed cases of 
Group 3, the model exhibited very large shearing action only differing the 
response speeds: for the former cases the model behaved slowly while in latter 
ones much more quickly.

In Group 2, however, the tow parameters were so sensitive that the vessel 
appeared to become ‘steady and stable’ at first. In fact it decayed from its initial 
disturbed displacement with large amplitudes to starboard, stayed steady at what 
might be considered ‘stable’ or ‘natural equilibrium’ position for up to 3 seconds, 
then continued moving forward, eventually shearing off to port not returning to a 
steady position.

(g) The important conclusion from these tests was that adjusting the tow parameters 
could really ‘control’ or reveal different aspects of the characteristics of the 
model’s response. This was extremely useful as far as the experimental method 
was concerned. For general application ‘ideal’ tests could be conducted with 
responses that were neither too rapid: becoming stable (or unstable) directly 
without fully developing its properties, nor too slow damping and seeming to 
oscillate forever. Both cases were undesirable as the objective of the experiments 
is to acquire maximum information about the dynamic system from minimum 
period of testing.

From the results of the experiments conducted and the previous simulation, the 
control characteristics of the towing problem have been comprehensively studied. The 
experimental results provide satisfactory evidence to the theoretical work carried out. 
Therefore for the problem considered, the physical system assumed and the dynamics 
established were shown to be justified. The mathematical model derived and the 
numerical approaches used were shown to be valid. Hence the next task is to convert the 
problem to identify the underlying dynamic system from the motion of the model.
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Towing post

Tow line

Figure 4.1 The Connection of the Tow Line to the Model

Figure 4.2 The second potentiometer mounting
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Figure 4.3 The block strain gauge
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Bearings

Towing post 
(upper)

Block strain gauge

Towing p o st 
(lower)

Potentiomètre

Figure 4.4 The towing post with a block strain gauge 
and a potentiometer
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Computer Data Logger

Figure 4,7 The arrangement o f a data acquisition system
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Figure 4.11 Perspective view o f model
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Figure 4.12 Track records o f Group 2 model tests at Haslar (Run 1)
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Figure 4.14 Track records o f Group 2 model tests at Haslar (Run 3)
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Figure 4.16 Track records o f Group 2 model tests at Haslar (Run 5)
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Figure 4.17 Track records o f Group 3 model tests at Haslar (Run 1)
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Figure 4.19 Track records o f Group 3 model tests at Haslar (Run 3)
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS 
METHODS OF DERIVATIVES

The previous two chapters have shown the feasibility of representing the linear 
mathematical model for the lateral perturbations about straight motion by the tow line 
tests. The results have also given rise to a more significant issue. That is to reduce the 
control characteristics of the ship in terms of hydrodynamic derivatives. This chapter 
describes some analysis methods, their advantages and limitations with this topic. 
Section 5.1 deals with steady state condition of the tow test in a similar way to Section 
4.7.1. However some modification is introduced and a more general method is offered to 
determine the sway and rudder derivatives (X^, N^, Ng) if sufficient

information on the steady states of the ship model is available. An attempt to evaluate the 
coupled coefficients of the fourth ordered characteristic equation (Equations 2.22, 2.23) is 
given in Section 5.2.1. The dynamic system of a tow line test is remodelled in the forms 
of transfer functions and presented in Section 5.2.2. Those coefficients, again coupled, 
can be identified by applying the System Identification approaches (see Chapter 6). 
Finally an alternative towed model test, where a forced oscillation is imposed at tow point 
on the carriage, is considered in Section 5.3. Solution of the required derivatives can be 
obtained from the model's output responses. The procedures in this chapter provide 
optional analysis for some particular cases of the problem concerned whilst a more 
complete and robust method will be investigated in the next chapter.

5.1 The Steady State Approach

After the transient motion from a non-equilibrium position has taken place, the 
model will settle down to a steady state condition which, for a fixed deflection of the 
rudder will have angular relationships to the tow line. The motion equation of the model 
(Equation 2.18) can be written as
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Y^v +  Yg8 =  T  sin ( a  +  f5)

N^v + N ,S  = T s m ( a  + l3)X^

For simplification E c la te ra i  force  relative to ship body axes a t tow  
point= T sin (a  + p) which was measured and v = - U  sin ̂ .

Let Xp = —  and Xg = assumed to be located at the rudder post.
X, ^

Then by elimination

Ŷ (%x:, = f(x , -  JCr) C5 2)
or

% - X , ) =  (5.3)

Hence for a series of tests conducted with different positions of X  ̂ but fixed hull 

and rudder settings we have

(X .-X ,)  = ^ ^ ^  (5.4)

By calculating the lateral force F for each X  ̂ and plotting X  ̂ versus ^  the 

straight line intercept with the axis yields

X „ = - ^  (Figure 5.1) (5.5)

The analysis can be performed graphically or by a least square algorithm. Having 
obtained X  ̂ it is possible to determine a value of Y^8, by inserting X  ̂ into the motion

equation (5.1)

and taking moments about Xg

X,u(X,-Xg) = F (X ,-X ,)  (5.7)
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Hence could be deduced

To acquire reliable values of the measured parameters it is recommended that the 
steady state condition be allowed to run for a period of time enabling statistical mean 
values to be attained. It was found during experiments that on some occasions the model 
was very steady whereas on others it performed small perturbations about a mean value. 
This test has some similarities with the Oblique Test and offers a method of determining 
y „  arid iVg.

5.2 Evaluation Of The Coupled Parameters

5.2.1 The Coefficients In The Characteristic Equation

Originally it was thought that by measuring the responses of a vessel in a towed 
configuration the roots of the fourth order characteristic equation (2.22, 2.23) could be 
determined and hence by reconstructing the values of the coefficients in the equation the 
significant free ship terms could be deduced. This requires that four roots, some of which 
may be conjugate, are needed to be obtained.

From both the simulation (Chapter 3) and model tests in Chapter 4, it was shown 
that only one frequency and one decaying rate were clearly discernible. By carefully 
investigating the coefficients of the characteristic equation, it was found that the constant 
term was at least two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the coefficients of other 
higher ordered terms. As a result one root effectively dropped out and only one pair of 
complex roots could be considered

7; =

. (5.9)
7i = - ^ 3 + 0 ) 1

74 = - 4  -  ^

a  = a,- e~ ‘̂‘ + b, • e~̂ '̂ + c, • e~̂ ‘̂ sin(m/ + (p,)
, (5.10)

P = a2 ■ e + b2 ■ e + Ü2 - e sin(o)/ + (P2)
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This explains why only one frequency Cû showed up in this case and is confirmed by 
further tow tests at Glasgow University presented in Chapter 7.

For such an oscillatory motion it can be assumed that there exists effectively only 
one decaying rate C after the first one or two cycles. Another useful information is 
frequency of the response Cû. Arranging a group of three tow tests with the same tow 
condition parameters except for the tow point position Xj  which was varied at equal 
intervals i.e., = ^T 2  "   ̂ ^ set of corresponding C and œ values can be

obtained. Combining these data, two algebraic equations are produced with two 
unknown variables. Solving these equations then leads to evaluating explicitly the 
coefficients of the characteristic equation (see Appendix I). However some difficulties 
exist in this approach:

(a) For the rapidly damped oscillation, it is difficult to acquire accurate frequency and 
decay rates.

(b) The coefficients can only be determined provided three tow tests are involved. 
This increases the likelihood of introducing system noise.

(c) On the other hand the solutions to the algebraic equations are most likely to be 
more than one set. This introduces ambiguity into the problem.

(d) To evaluate the hydrodynamic derivatives in the coupled coefficients, one must 
first estimate the added mass and inertia terms i.e. m' = m - Y .  and I ' = /  -  N ., as

these four parameters in the characteristic equation were coupled in terms of all 
six input derivatives.

Under these circumstances, it did not seem practical to go any further with this 
approach. Nevertheless it should be pointed out that the coefficients and roots in the 
responses of the characteristic equation of tow line tests (Equation 5.10) can indeed be 
evaluated explicitly from the data of one single run by Least Square and nonlinear 
optimisation techniques. This is described in Chapter 8. Furthermore the dynamic 
motion equations of tow line tests can be carefully modelled by Laplace transform 
technique with the polynomials in the characteristic equation as those of the denominator 
in the transfer function. The parameters of the transfer function can then be estimated 
directly by applying the System Identification approach (Chapter 6), which provides a 
general procedure to identify the sway and yaw motion equations (or the six control
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derivatives involved) in addition to solving the indirect coefficients in the characteristic 
equation. The derivation of transfer function is presented in the next section.

5.2.2 The Control System Approach

On the basis of the control system analysis, the output response of sway velocity 
V and yaw rate r (or lateral displacement of the model drift angle p) can be

expressed in the form of transfer functions. Two kinds of cases are considered: one is a 
simple free model with rudder fitted as the control law, another is tow line test with the 
towing force as the input signals.

Simple Free Ship Case

The vessel is fitted with rudder as the control surface. The block diagram of the 
system is sketched in Figure 5.2. The transfer gains for yaw rate r and sway velocity v 
can be reduced from the block diagram:

G = _ _ L _
 ̂ m'cûi -  X,

(5.11)
G, =---- -----

' V m - N ,

H , = { Y , - m U )

SO the output can be decided by

f y  =  G, X £j £ , = ¥ :  + H . r
\ (5.12)
[r = G2  X £ 2  6 2  =

if (5.13)
[M. = Y , x , S  (Û)}

Hence
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V =

G,G;

Y ,5
r =

5
G,

+ H ,

G,G;

(5.14)

Substituting the H and G expression (5.11) into (5.14)

_ y  C ___________ ( X - m U ) X , - K  + rcoi__________
 ̂ N X  - N,{Yr -  mU)-  V m ' -  {!' Y, + N , m' )m

Y g ______________________ + ™____________
 ̂ N X  -N „ { Y , - m U ) - I 'm 'c ù ^ - { r Y ,  + N,nt')cûi

(5.15)

Tow Line Model Test Case

The towing force at X j  on model is the control law, i.e. the feedback of a linear 

combination of all the state variables (see Franklin & Powell, 1980), and can be 
expressed as

F = - r - | ^ + ) 3 (5.16)

Because

Vt ~ VcG P

F = - T VcG fL  + X^^ (5.16a)

The block diagram is depicted in Figure 5.3. Now if ( v , P)  are taken as the system 

response, the feedback from output can be expressed
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Q =

R =
Led

(5.17)

While the transfer gains are

^      _____
 ̂ -Y^  +  m '  (d

H; = N,

G ^
U  — I cû̂  — Nj. CÛI

H , = - Y J J  + ( Y , - m U ) ( d

(5.18)

Similarly to the simple model, we have,

V — G j X s  j 

r — Gj X Sj

here

(5. IS»)

e,  = F + H , p  = {F. + R  + QI3) + H , p

£j =  FXj + FIjV =  F-X.J +  QX.jP +  {RXj + Hj)v

Finally

(5.20)

FiiCû)
V =

G,Gj G, Gjy

F(®)

P =

&
G;

+ H,

QXr , K 
G,Gj G, GjJ

(5.21)

By substituting G,, Gj, //, and we obtain
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V =
_  F,(a) [ / ' (oH -  (N, -  (%. -  mU)Xj) + U{N, -  Y, Xj.)m]

M
(5,22)

"  P I

where

= Aû)"̂  -  BcûH -  Ccû  ̂+ Dcd + E

The coefficients A,B,C,D,E in [cû'̂ ] are the same as those in the fourth order 
characteristic equation (2.22).

By applying System Identification technique, the coefficients of the coupled 
transfer functions on the yaw angle and sway velocity from each test run can be 
estimated. The sets of coefficients are equivalent to a set of poles, zeros and steady state 
gains estimated from all runs.

5.3 Forced Oscillation Approach

Instead of trying to evaluate the coefficients in the characteristic equation or 
searching for the relationship of the amplitude and initial phase (i.e. the real and 
imaginary parts of the response with respect to (ô , Cû̂  afi expressions) an alternative 
analysis method exists in the case of the forced oscillation tow tests. Sufficient 
information could be obtained to reconstitute the original derivative data by combining 
the information from responses of two tow point positions X jj ,X j2-

After the initial decaying period the model will settle down to some steady 
oscillation with the same frequency as the imposed one:

a  = ao = («R + i
(5 23)

where
pQ are the amplitudes of the oscillation

(Pa,(pp are the phase shifts of the response
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Subscripts (r, i) indicate the Real and imaginary part respectively

This is a robust motion and it is no trouble to measure accurately the amplitude of the 
response Substituting Equation (5.23) into the original force and moment

equations (2.19) yields motion equations in terms of real and imaginary parts as follows:

\ e , • r ,  + E, ■ -  mU) + E, ni +E,Y, -  E,)e“̂

+ (E, ■ Y, + f , • (X -  mU) + F,-m' +F,Y, -  F,)i e‘“ = 0 

{-E, N„ -  E, N , + E, ■ f  + E, N , + E, X ,)e'‘“ 

+ i-F, N „ -F ,-N , + F ,-r+  F, N , + F, X , )i e'“‘ =0

(5.24)

where

Ej =  L(ùa. +  [U  X j (Op)

£2 = CO- Pi

Ej =  cô  { - L oCr + X j P ^ - Y o) + U  coPi

^4 =
E5 =  — P r )

Fj = —LcocXj  ̂ +  {jJ. Pi + X j  coPp̂  j — YqCO 

F2 = -coPj^

Fj =  (Ô  • Lofj +  X j P )  — \1 (oP î

F4 = coPPi

F,=-T(a, + A)

(5.25)

Therefore the g""' terms can be cancelled from above equation, both the real and 
the imaginary part of the equation as expected drop out. Equivalently, the motion 
equations are separated into two sets of linear algebraic equations in terms of mass, 
inertia and derivatives

and

+ EjCX- ~'tnU) + E^m' + Ê Y- =E^ 

F X  + ^2 %  - m U )  + F ,m ' + F X  = F,

~^l^v  ~ + ^4 '̂ = - E X t

+ F J' + F ,N ,  = - F , X r

(5.26)

(5.27)
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Based on the amplitude and phase shift of the test responses, we have

fa. =a,-sin(p„ 
l«R=«o-cos(p„

r, n . (5.28)

Ar =AoCOS<p^

By putting in these values of a  and P the coefficients in the linear algebraic equations 
(5.26), (5.27), i.e. E.,f,(z = 7,5), are evaluated. If the cross dot derivatives Y- and N -,

are excluded sufficient information can be obtained from just any set of two tow point 
positions on the model with the same stimulating frequency. The important 
hydrodynamic derivatives can thus be estimated explicitly.

With this approach investigation was carried out for various sets of (X^y, 
Xj-2) conditions and under different input oscillatory frequencies among 0 and 0.4 Hz. 

Every calculation derived the input derivative values with a high order of accuracy.

Furthermore this method also has other attractions. Because the results can be 
obtained from a single input frequency, if a real ship has frequency dependent derivatives 
this dependence can be determined from different frequency tests. It would also appear 
possible to include additional terms such as non-linearity and still obtain a solution. 
Despite all the merits described, these forced oscillatory tests have both theoretical and 
physical problems for they bear the some resemblance to the PMM tests. Mostly it is due 
to the requirement to impose a very accurate motion to the model and that, as explained 
in Chapter 3, the time to settle to constant frequency requires a very long test run which 
would add to the complexity, cost and time of the tests. Hence this was not followed up 
in the later investigation.
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Figure 5.2 The block diagram of a model fitted with rudder
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Fi

Figure 5.3 The block diagram o f a tow line model
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CHAPTER 6 

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION (SI) TECHNIQUES

6 .1  System Identification Procedure

System identification (SI) is the process of constructing mathematical models of a 
dynamic system from experimental measurements. A dynamic system can be defined by an 
Input-Output system as shown in Figure 6.1. The system is driven by input variables u{t) 
and disturbances The output signals y{t) are variables which provide useful
information about the system. Measured data u(t) and y(f) can be used to identify and 

establish proper mathematical models controlling the system by SI techniques for solving 
many unknown phenomena. SI algorithms are becoming powerful tools for solving those 
unknown/complex phenomena in marine technology field (Abkowitz 1980, Kaplan et al 
1972, 1981).

If the observed time series data can be well defined by some mathematical model, it 
is said to be a true system. But in practice, comparing certain aspects of the physical 
system with its mathematical description can never establish an exact or true relationship. 
However, mathematical rules can establish at best a representation to describe the physical 
system, from the point of view of usefulness rather than truth. Sometimes, owing to lack 
of information, approximation of the system by SI methods can still reasonably well 
describe the dynamics of the system. The concept of System Identification process is 
shown in Figure 6.2.

The procedure to determine a model of a dynamic system from observed input- 
output data (e.g. recordings of tow line model test) involves three basic ingredients:

• The input-output data,
• A set of candidate models (the model structure),
• A criterion to select a particular model in the set, based on the information in

the data (the identification method).
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The identification process amounts to repeatedly selecting a model structure, 
computing the best model in the structure, and evaluating this model's properties to see if 
they are satisfactory. This can be expressed in steps as follows:

a) Input-Output data. Design an experiment, perform the test on the system and 
collect input-output data from the process to be identified. Since collecting any 
time series data on a long-term basis is most expensive and there are usually 
some limitations in data acquisition facility available, it is very important to use 
knowledge of the physical aspects of the system being considered. Therefore 
the experiment design gives the best choice so that the test excites all the 
characteristic modes of the dynamics and the data collected become as 
informative and reliable as possible. There are several options available in the 
experimental design stage, e.g. what data to be measured, how to measure 
them, when to start to measure them, which signals to manipulate, how to 
manipulate them, how to choose pre sampling filters and how to refine them by 
removing trends etc.

b) A set of candidate system description. Select and define a model structure 
within which a model is to be found. This is the most difficult and important 
step of the SI procedure. If the physical background of the system is not 
known as prior knowledge, a standard linear model could be used (Ljung 1987, 
Soderstrom & Stoica 1989). If prior information which leads to the dynamic 
system is known this may be a good starting point for choosing a suitable 
model. Some knowledge about the nature of relationships between the 
measured signals can lead to appropriate selection of model structures.

c) An identification procedure (or method). Compute the best model of the 
structure from the input-output data according to the approach selected and 
examine the model's properties. The assessment of the model quality depends 
on the performance of the model. One must identify the best model which 
provides the best representation or reproduction of measured data.

d) A validation criterion. Once a particular model is chosen, it is necessary to 
ascertain that the estimated model is a realistic approximation of the actual 
system. This is known as validation  of the model. Hence one has to test 
which estimated model is good enough for its purpose. M odel validation  

involves various procedures to assess how the model relates to observed data 
and to its intended use. The most direct test compares the output time series of
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the SI model with the output obtained in the experiments. The output time 
series of the best SI model should give a fairly good match with the actual 
output. Another way of validating the SI model is to estimate the residuals of 
the model. The residuals' estimation is based on the condition that the 
difference between the model output and actual output should be a white noise 
process. The closer the estimated residuals of the SI model to white noise, the 
better the model. Many other checks can be made by using various statistical 
tests. The complete SI process is cyclic as indicated in Figure 6.3.

6 .2  M odelling

Mathematical model of dynamic system can be classified in various ways. 
Basically the models can be categorised into Parametric and Nonparametric types. Some 
features of both types are briefly discussed in this section and the importance of parametric 
modelling in marine vehicle dynamics field is highlighted. A SI model can be defined by 
any mathematical representation which approximates the relation between the inputs and 
outputs of a dynamic system. The SI models, e.g. AutoRegressive (AR), AutoRegressive 
Moving Average (ARMA) and State Space (SS) can be used for estimation of 
hydrodynamic derivatives of marine vehicles.

6 .2 .1  Nonparametric Model

A nonparametric model is described by a curve, function or table rather than
parameters. A step response is an example. It is a curve that carries some information
about the characteristic properties of a system. For nonparametric modelling, the system 
can be treated as a “black box”, since its aims to determine a function which relates the 
input to the output without recourse to any prior information about the internal structure of 
the system. As an example, a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) model with a Single Input and 
Single Output (SISO) can be expressed by the impulse function, h(t), and its input-output 
relationship is

y{t) = j^h(T:)x{t-T)dT (6.1)

where x(t) is the input and y(f) is the output. Equation (6.1) can be written in z-transform

as
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Y(z) = H(2)X(z) (6.2)

Here h(t) and H(z) are arbitrary transform functions to be estimated from the input and 

output of the dynamic system. For different types of input signals, various nonparamatric 
methods are required as follows:

Table 6.1 Nonparametric methods and the corresponding inputs

M ethod Input Signals

Transient Analysis Step or Impulse

Frequency Analysis Sinusoid
Correlation Analysis White noise
Spectral Analysis Arbitrary

As shown in Ljung (1987) and Soderstrom & Stoica (1989), these method are easy 
to apply but the resulting models given are of moderate accuracy. If high accuracy is 
needed a parametric model has to be used. In such cases nonparametric methods can be 
used to get a first crude model, which may give useful information on how to apply the 
parametric method.

Concerning towing tank experiments, the model’s responses of displacements (y^^ 
and y^) and drifting angle P should be second order damped or undamped oscillations, if 

the higher ordered exponential terms, which exist mainly at the initial part of the 
oscillations, are ignored. To fit this simpler second-order model, classical methods of 
transient analysis and frequency analysis can be used to estimate the relative damping 
coefficients and the gain of the oscillation. Based on this information, the hydrodynamic 
derivatives and can be evaluated explicitly by transient analysis of nonparamatric

method as described in Chapter 5. This proves effective and provides useful information 
about the model, which can be used for applying further analysis using a parametric 
method.
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6 .2 .2  Parametric Model

This is a particular type of SI model which is parametrized as a model structure 
using a parameter vector 0. The search for the best model within the candidate model set 
then becomes a problem of determining or estimating 0. Prior information is very useful to 
assign these parameter values which must be estimated from the input and output of the 
dynamic system. Various parametric model structure are available (Ljung 1987 and Safak, 
1989). The general form of model structure for multivariable LTI system can be expressed 
as follows:

where

y(t) = G(q + ^',6)e(t) (6.3)

y{t) is the ny-dimensional output at time t
u{t) is the nu-dimensional input
e(t) is a sequence of process noises

9 is the unknown parameter vector ( -dimensional) 
q~̂  is the backward shift operator

In most cases the functions G{q~^;6) and H(q~^’,6) are of finite order, and they are 
rational functions of q~̂  . The model is depicted in Figure 6.4. By specifying the 

parametrization, some well-known model structures, i.e. AutoRegressive moving Average 
with exogenous variables (ARMAX), Single Input and Single Output (SISO), Polynomial 
and State Space (SS) etc., can be seen as special cases of the general form (Equation 6.3) 
(see Appendix III).

As described earlier in Chapter 3, the motion equation of a surface ship under a tow 
is assumed as linear time-invariant. For simulation purposes the ship model responses can 
be simply considered as the step or impulse responses of the system, when an initial 
position i/cg(^) (not zero) is imposed on the model. Thus the transient i/cg(0 and p(t)
(or a{t) and P(t) depending on which system of coordinates is used) are the outputs of 

the system and can be measured in the experiments and so there is no additional input apart 
from the initial departure from the central axis along the towing tank (see Figure 2.2). If 
the towing force term [ T • sin(O'(0 -I- p(t)) ] and moment term [ TXj sin(a(f) + P(t))] in the

motion equation are treated as the input to the system, the experiment process is no longer 
an open looped one and the system operates in closed loop under feedback control.

For identification purposes, many SI models, such as AutoRegressive (AR), 
AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA), AutoRegressive with eXogenous variables
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(ARX), Linear Regression (LR) and State Space (SS), can be used to define the motion 
equation of the towing model problem described by Equations 2.18 or 2.19. Usually these 
different SI models take different inputs and outputs of the dynamic system and therefore 
require different measurements from the experiment. Some examples of input-output 
definition are given in Table 6.2, and the detailed formation of modelling is described in 
Chapter 8.

Table 6.2 Parametric modelling fo r  tow line model tests

M odel Input Output
SS (Open Loop) y c c ( 0 ) ,m 3/cG(0,^(0

SS (Closed Loop) v c c i t i m
AR, ARMA - ycG(^),)8(0
AR, ARMA -

ARX, LR T ' sin(a{t) + P(t)) 3/cg(^)’^ (0

ARX,LR T ■ sin{a(t) 4- p(t))

The major motivation for use of parametric models lies in the fact, as noted above, 
that whichever model is chosen, the system is a multivariable one and it is not possible to 
use a nonparametric model at least in a straightforward way. Instead a parametric approach 
for which the corresponding model has an inherent structure must be used, for it will give 
identifiablity under weak and essentially the same conditions. The identification algorithms 
are discussed in the next section.

6 .3  Methods of Parameter Estimation

Having selected the class of models, it is now possible to consider techniques of 
selecting the particular estimate 0, which best represents the given data. Three primary 
methods of analysis have been established for estimating parameters from transient data 
using digital computers. These will be briefly described and their merits and disadvantages 
discussed with reference to the identification of the hydrodynamic derivatives of marine 
vehicles.

When considering a vehicle in an undisturbed smooth water environment, transient 
responses of the craft are excited by means of different initial conditions or excitation inputs
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(such as rapid rudder deflection or other impulsive disturbance). The differential equations 
of motion of the vehicle, whether they are linear or nonlinear, can be represented generally 
as follows:

x= f(x ,u ,6 ,t)  + e{t) (6.4)

where
X is the state vector
u is the input vector
e(t) is the process noise vector

6 is the unknown parameter vector 
/  is a deterministic function

The equation describing the observations of the system is

y = h(x,u,6,t) + zu{t) (6.5)

where
y is the observation vector 

w is the measurement noise vector 
/i is a deterministic function.

It is assumed that e{t) and w{t) are uncorrelated, Gaussian and random. The 

functions/and h can be linearised with respect to the state x at any physically realisable 
value of X as follows:

= F{x,u,6j t)1 (6.6)

dx

It should be noted that even in the case of a nonlinear system (in terms of the state 
variables, e.g. v or r), a model of Equations (6.4) & (6.5) is linear with respect to 
parameter Q \

where
m denotes the dimension of the parameter vector 9.
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In case of the general form of model structure, Equation (6.3) can be further 
simplified as:

y(0 = ^(P;(u,
i=̂

(6.7b)

Finally an equation error function is introduced

= t)-e. (6.8)

6 .3 .1  Least Square Estimate

Given N  sets of observation (or measurements) of inputs and output 
{u(0), w(7),...w(N), y(0),y(l),...y{N)}, a system of linear equations is obtained, namely

«

;=3

y(2) = X <P,(2)-e,+e(2)
;=2

y(N) = £ç7^(N )-0,.+e(N )
;=i

The Least Square (LS) estimate (Eykhoff 1974, AGARD 1979, Jain & Dobeck 1979) 
minimises the process noise of the system, i.e. determines the value of è which minimises 
the sum of the squares of the equation error. This is performed with the assumption that 
there is no error in the measured states. The criteiion (i.e. the so-called loss function) has 
the general form:

1 = 7

- I ?

i = }
yC O -X 'P /W '^j

1 = 1

(6.9)

where i is an index of the time at which observations are made and / corresponds to the 
parameter in the system. The problem of searching for the 0, which is the best estimate of
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G, now is straight forward, as the error function ^.(0) is a linear one in terms of the 
parameter 0 and it can be solved directly by setting the gradient of V{0) in equation

(6.8) to zero:

To make the equations more compact and solve for this Least Square estimate 6 of the 
parameter 6, a level of matrix notation is introduced by defining

Y = [y{0)...y(i)...y(N)Y 

0=icp{oy...<p{iy...(p{Nf] 

e  = le{0)...e(i)...e(N)f
9 = [9,...9j...0„f

In terms of these definitions, the model struture in Equation (6.7b) and the equation error
(6.8) can be expressed as

Y = 0G + e  (6.7c)
and

e = Y - 0 G  (6.8b)

respectively. But the loss function V{6) in equation (6.9) is a quadratic function of the 2m
parameters in 6 :

V ( 9 )  = e'^e = { Y - < P 9 f i Y - m )

= y^y -  9'̂ 0Y -  Y^09+ e"' 0^09

and the partial derivative of V(G) with respect to 9 is

q = ^  = -2Y'^0 + 29^0'^0  (6.10b)
^ 9 9

Let 0 = 0, the above gradient vector must equal to zero:

{ 0 ^ 0 ) 0  = 0'^Y  (6, 11)
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These equation (6.11) are called the normal equation of the problem, and their solution

produces the Least Square estimate 6. Suppose that matrix 0 ^ 0  is positive and definite, 
then the solution is unique which guarantees a minimum point in the loss function V{6)

e = { 0 ^ 0 y 0 ‘Y  (6.12a)

or

,

-7

f=7
(6.12b)

The major advantage of the LS approach over other methods is that it is not iterative 
and is therefore very quick. The solution of the problem given by Equation (6.12) directly 
from the normal equations is however rather susceptible to roundoff error. In many cases 
the normal equations are very close to singular (Press et al 1992). This can be caused by 
inadequate excitation of some characteristic modes of the system or too short a length of 
data being analysed. Therefore the response data do not clearly distinguish between two or 
more of the various functions provided. If two such functions, or two different 
combinations of functions, happen to fit the data equally well - or equally poorly - the 
coefficient matrix of equation (6.11), is unable to distinguish between them and becomes 
singular. The cure for this problem is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique 
(Lawson & Hanson 1974) which can successfully diagnose and solve it, and hence 
produce a solution, for cases which are both over determined (i.e. the number of response 
data points being greater than the number of parameters to be identified) and undetermined 
(i.e. ambiguous combinations of parameters exist).

The above LS method is certainly easy to use but there are some difficulties in its 
application. Obviously it requires measurements of all states and their time derivatives, 
which is a strong assumption and often not realistic. The method can be applied to tow line 
tests only if very high quality instrumentation is available to measure all six components of 
linear and angular velocity and acceleration, sway displacement and yaw angle. Such 
instrumentation was not available when the experiments covered by this work were 
performed and may not be available to many other users so the LS estimate could not be 
used in the experiments described. However in the discrete linear models there is one 
exception which is in the case of an AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA) model of 
the transfer functions of the motion equation. This is discussed in Chapter 8.

Another drawback in the LS method is that when applied to the dynamic model, the 
parameter estimates are consistent only under restrictive conditions. If the states or inputs 
are noisy then the parameter estimate vector 0 is biased. In some case the lack of
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consistency may be tolerable. If the signal-to-noise ratio is large, the bias will be small. In 
other situations, however, it can be of considerable importance to have consistent parameter 
estimates. There are several different ways available to modify the LS method so that 
consistent estimates can be obtained under less restrictive conditions. Two of the most 
effective are the Instrumental Variable method (IV) and Prediction Error Method (PEM), 
which are briefly described in the next two sections.

6 .3 .2  Prediction Error Methods

The Prediction Error Method (PEM) minimises a suitable scalar-valued function of 
the sample covariance matrix of the difference (prediction errors) between the measured 
output and the output of the mathematical model (Eykhoff 1974, Ljung 1987 and 
Soderstrom & Stoica 1989). This assumes that the measured outputs are noisy but that 
there is no process noise and the structure of the mathematical model is known. The 
modification is described in more detail below.

First the essence of the model is its prediction aspect, thus given a certain model of 
Q its performance in respect of prediction is judged by the prediction error:

e{t,e) = y { t ) - y { t \ t - l \ 9 )  (6.13)

Here y ( t \ t - l ; 6 )  denotes a prediction of y(t )  given the data up to and including time 
( t - 1 )  (i.e. y { t -  T), u(t - 1 ) ,  y ( t  -  2),...) and based on the model parameter vector 6.

A  good model should produce small prediction errors when applied to the observed 
data. The PEM parameter estimate 6 minimises the scalar-valued norm or criterion 
function of all the prediction errors which will assess the performance

of the predictor used. Considering the general model structure in Equation (6.3) of 
y(f) = G(q~^;6)u(t) + the procedure of the approach is: Let the prediction
error vector be filtered through a stable linear filter (Lj{q~̂ ;6), L2(q~̂ ;9))

y ( t ) t -  m  = + L,(f';0)u(t) (6.14)

Then determine the predictor filters Lj{q~';6) and as the optimal mean square

predictors, which minimise the error variance of any arbitrary predictor y  * (t) of y(t )  :

i.e. ÿ ( t \ t - T , 9 )  = Tmn{ E[ y{ t ) - y*{ t ) Ÿ}  (6.15a)
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If it is assumed that G(0; 0) = 0, then the predictor y{t\t-1 ;6 )  depends only on previous 

inputs (i.e. u(t -  l),u(t -  2), ...) and not on u{t). Similarly, since H(0; 9) = I and hence 
9) = I, the predictor does not depend on y{t) but only on former output values 

y{t -  l),y{t -  2) ..., the above optimal predictor can be derived:

f -  m  = + (<?-';6)}y(f)
(6.15b)

e(t,9) = e(f) = -  G(g-';6>)H(t)}

Finally for the calculation of parameter estimate Ô, a criterion which maps the sequence of 
prediction error must be chosen. Defining the sample covariance matrix Rj^{9) :

RA0) = ^'L£(t>S)E^{t,e) (6.16a)
^  t = l

Then the following class of criteria is adopted in this study by the loss function (9) as 

follows:

V^(9) = h ( R ^ m  (6.16b)

where h{Q) is a scalar-valued function defined on the set of positive definite matrices Q, 
which must satisfy certain conditions. Note that the number of data points, N, is used as 
subscript for convenience only. Appendix IV gives examples of illustrating some 
possibilities for the choice of h(Q). The parameter estimate ê is determined as the (global) 
minimum point of the loss function h(R^(9)):

ê = SLTgimn h(Rj^(9)) (6.16c)

here argmin means ‘the minimising argument of the function’. Figure 6.5 provides an 
illustration of the Prediction Error Method.

The PEM estimates are generalisation of the LS methods and can be interpreted as a 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) method for Gaussian distributed disturbances (Soderstrom & 
Stoica 1989, Chapter 7). To implement the above (PEM) minimization of the criterion 
function V^(0), a numerical search method must, in general, be used, making this a longer

computation procedure than the LS method. Various optimization procedures are available 
and the Gauss-Newton method (Dennis 1977) is applied in this study to evaluate the 
criterion gradient efficiently. This, together with other nonlinear programming techniques.
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are described later in the curve fitting analysis section of Chapter 8. The PEM algorithm 
also requires an initial estimate for the first iteration and the accuracy of this estimate 
influences the number of iterations required. When this approach is applied to a ship 
model, a good initial estimate can be obtained from tests on captive models of the same 
class or another class with similar form. In more general circumstances, initial values can 
be obtained by reconstructing all the states and their time derivatives and using the LS 
approach.

An important advantage of the PEM is that it accommodates any set of 
measurements which render the states completely observable. It does not require explicit 
measurements of all states. In the case of surface ship model’s towing test, measurements 
of the lateral displacement at the centre of the gravity of the vehicle and the drift angle 
enable the sway and yaw equations to be identified, as shown in chapter 8. A further 
advantage is that a PEM will give statistically efficient estimates under less strict conditions. 
Of the SI methods considered in this study, the prediction error method (PEM) has proved 
to have most promise since it can tackle effectively a closed loop system such as tow line 
model tests, whilst the construction of Instrumental Variable Methods (next section) is 
normally based on the assumption of open loop experiments (Soderstrom & Stoica 1989).

6 .3 .3  Instrumental Variable Methods

For the Instrumental Variable (IV) method (Ljung 1987, Soderstrom & Stoica 
1989), the idea is to modify the normal equation (6.11). Assume that ^(f) is a {nz by ny) 
matrix, the entries of which are signals uncorrelated with the disturbance v{t) . It is then 

necessary to try to estimate the parameter vector Q of the model (6.7) by exploiting this 
property, which means that 0 is required to satisfy the following system of linear 
equations:

^ S l( t ) [y « ) -< p " (O 0 ]  = o (6.17)
^  t=l

If n^ = fi6, then Equation (6.17) gives rise to the basic IV estimate of 6 :

e  = (6.18)
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here the inverse is assumed to exist. Evidently the IV estimate (6.18) is a generalization of 
the LS estimates (6.12), i.e. for = (p(t), (6.12) then reduces to (6.18). The elements 
of the matrix ^{t) are called Instruments or Instrumental Variables. They can be chosen 

in different ways, subject to certain conditions guaranteeing the consistency of the estimates 
from (6.18) (Soderstrom & Stoica 1989, Chapter 8). For a multi-input and multi-output 
(MIMO) system, it is chosen as:

with
^(t) = K(q )(u ( t -m ))

(6.19a)

(6.19b)

In (6.19b), K(cj is a scalar filter, and m is an integer satisfying m xn u >  
naxny  + nbxnu .

The basic IV estimates (6.18) can be generalized in two directions. Such extended 
IV estimation methods allow for an augmented matrix (i.e. one can have n^>nO)  as 
well as a prefiltering of the data. The extended IV estimate 9 is given by

6 = argmin e -
N

t=l
(6 .20)

Here ||%||Q = x^Qx, and Q is a positive definite weighting matrix.

When considering the application of the above IV approach to the towed model 
tests, an approximately optimal four-stage IV algorithm has been adopted and worked very 
well. The procedure used was as follows: 1) The LS method was applied at the first stage. 
2) The resulting model generates the instruments for a second-stage IV-estimate. 3) The 
residuals obtained from this model are modelled as a high-order AutoRegressive (AR) 
model. 4) The input data are filtered through this AR model and then subjected to the IV- 
function with the same instrument-filters as in the second stage.

The application of SI techniques to towing tests is discussed in the next section.
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6 .4  Application to Towing Tests

The System Identification (SI) approaches are capable of determining the values of 
various parameters in a time domain mathematical representation of the dynamics of an 
arbitrary system, and have been utilized to determine the mathematical modelling of ship 
trajectories. In the case of towing model tests, the hydrodynamic derivatives that enter into 
the mathematical equations are assumed to represent the dynamic motion of the vehicle 
tested, and the numerical values of these derivatives are to be identified.

Firstly a model structure should be determined, that is, a particular mathematical 
form for the equations of motion is selected. Questions addressed here include the 
determination of the order of the model (e.g., number of degrees of freedom) and a 
mathematical form (e.g., polynomial) to represent any required (linear or nonlinear) 
character in the dynamic equations. For linear dynamic systems, the determination of the 
order is of primary importance. For nonlinear systems the determination of forms to 
represent nonlinearities has equal importance. For the case of ship dynamics, model 
structure determination reduces to finding the hydrodynamic coefficients (control 
derivatives) in the expressions oi Y , N  and X  in Equations (2.3) and (2.4).

It is known that the steady state hydrodynamic forces and moments are generally 
nonlinear functions of velocity and many parameters are required in order to represent all 
these components throughout the whole dynamic range of the vehicle (Abkowitz 1964, 
Strom-Tejsen 1965). Nevertheless there usually exist some practical difficulties in the 
towing tank facility ( e.g., the length of the towing tank used in the experiments described 
in Chapter 7 permits only a limited range of motions to be exercised during one run in the 
tank and the usable tank width is also restricted to allow perturbations of just small angles 
of attack from straight motion). The test vehicle should always be kept centrally in the tank 
to avoid boundary effects. Hence only a small subset of the dynamics can be excited and 
identified during such a run in the tank. Also the motion equation can be represented by 
Equation (2.18) which is linear in the velocity components as described in Chapter 2.

If the limitation on the tank instrumentation is relaxed, more complicated motions 
(e.g. larger amplitude of perturbation) could be exercised so as to take nonlinearity into 
account. The corresponding motion equations can be represented by a more general model 
with expressions of nonlinear terms in the velocity perturbations, i.e. 
YyyyV\ y^,vr, \v\,  etc. It should be pointed out that equation (6.4) still remains

a set of linear equations with respect to the unknown derivatives even if such traditional
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‘nonlinear’ terms are added and the 'linear system' only refers to the model's dependence 
on its 0 parameters i.e. Y^,N^,  etc. From the results of such runs a global model structure

can be built and the nonlinear coefficients identified. Thus the problem of identifying a 
general model structure reduces to identifying several sub-models from different 
manoeuvring tests distributed over the global domain. In the work described in this thesis 
the instrumentation available in the towing tank is limited to linearised perturbations and the 
amplitude of the velocity perturbations do not exceed the range of validity of the 
linearisation assumption.

The arrangement of the experiment is in three main parts: the model preparation, 
instrumentation preparation and carriage requirements. These are discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 7. Usually some prior knowledge of the dynamics is required and quantitative 
information estimated in order to satisfy all three of the requirements above. The design of 
the test programme includes two steps: a) the choice of the set of trim states at which to 
identify the corresponding (local) model; b) the design, at each trim state, of the 
perturbations to be applied to each control surface in order to identify all the characteristic 
modes of the local model.

The range of steady trim states which can be achieved is limited by the number of 
independent control surfaces and their maximum deflections. The more general (and more 
usual) the circumstances are the more precise the general model’s form is. The trim states 
should be chosen so that the union of the domains of all the local models is the global 
domain. For the experiments described in Chapter 7 which were carried out in the towing 
tank of Glasgow University, the majority of the runs were set at the same trim states as the 
models tested earlier by the Glasgow, Newcastle and Southampton Universities for the 
purposes of comparison.

The type of perturbation used for identifying the model structure is allied to the 
method of analysis to be used and may also be limited by the instrumentation available in 
the model. Ideally the perturbation should have a large amplitude so as to give a large 
signal to noise ratio for the measured responses. Two basic types of input perturbation 
have been considered for application to tow line model tests and their merits and weakness 
are discussed below.
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6 .4 .1  Frequency Response Tests

The frequency response tests involves oscillating the towing point sinusoidally and 
measuring the model’s amplitude gain and phase lag of the sinusoidal response of the 
model at many discrete frequencies. The particular merit of the test is its ability to obtain 
the response at high frequency in a simple and reliable way. The quality of the sinusoidal 
response gives a direct check on the linearity of the dynamics. However a large number of 
runs are required in order to cover the frequency range of interest and the technique is 
limited at low frequencies by the length of run needed to establish a steady response. An 
attempt was made to apply this test and simulation was carried out for the amended motion 
equation. It was found out that in most cases a long tank was required to ensure the reliable 
readings of the amplitude gain and phase lag of the steady oscillation of the model. And 
this was impractical and this method was not suited to this application.

An alternative test can be organised by injecting the sinusoidal input directly into the 
control surface (rudder) on the model, while the measurements of the steady state of the 
oscillation remain unaltered. This usually improves the situation as the model tends to drift 
less and the amplitude gain of steady oscillation be reduced. Precautions still need to be 
taken to obtain steady responses and maintain the motion of the model centrally in the tank. 
In general the responses measured at low and high frequencies will be less reliable than 
those in the middle of the frequency range. At low frequencies the amplitude of the rudder 
deflection is very small and more difficult to measure and at high frequencies the amplitude 
of the motion is small and the noise level relatively high. The lower end of the frequency 
range can be extended by running the model in the ship tank but even so this method could 
not be employed here, mainly due to the limitations of the run length and the 
instrumentation available in the model.

6 .4 .2  Transient Response Tests

Transient response tests are the tow line tests largely adopted in the thesis. The 
model under test is excited by an impulse input of some initial perturbation from its straight 
path and the combinations of towing point and tow line length will result in model’s 
persistent lateral oscillation with different frequencies. Since the SI methods can 
accommodate arbitrary inputs, there is some scope for designing a sequence which 
optimizes the parameter estimates in some sense. The length of the run should be long 
enough to identify the lowest characteristic mode of interest and the sampling interval of the 
digitising process should be short enough to observe the highest frequency of interest. In
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the tests conducted the choice of the input (i.e. the initial perturbations,) was further limited 
by the available instrumentation in the model. The type of input was approximately a pulse 
function. The detailed advantages of this tow line test over frequency response tests and 
other types of experiments have been presented in Chapter 1 and are not repeated here.

The various SI approaches, such as LS, PEM, IV, can be applied and work well 
especially when there are only Gaussian random noises in the measurements of the tow line 
tests. Though the measured data is always noisy, the likelihood of significant stochastic 
input in the tank is remote. The State-Space model is adopted in the analysis of tow line 
test dynamics with the states being the components of the linear and angular displacements, 
corresponding velocities and their further derivatives against time and tow line angle (see 
Chapter 8 ). If the measurements of all the states are available, the basic Least Square (LS) 
Method or Instrumental Variable (IV) approach can be applied with considerable savings in 
computer time. These methods are preferable to the PEM in a sense that they do not require 
initial estimates of the unknown parameters, they are not iterative and therefore much 
quicker. The PEM is iterative estimation algorithm, so an initial estimate of the unknown 
parameters is required and the quality of this estimate influences the required number of 
iterations. Despite that the use of the robust PEM method is advantageous since it 
accommodates any set of measurements and thus enables the dynamic motion of the vessel 
to be obtained. It does not require all the states and their time derivatives explicitly.
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CHAPTER 7

MODEL TESTS AT GLASGOW UNIVERSITY

7.1 General Description

This chapter describes the procedure and the results of experiments conducted for 
two models in the towing tank of Glasgow University, one of MV MARINER and the 
second of MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER . They aimed at identifying the hydrodynamic 
derivatives of the models tested. A series of experiments on above models for different 
tow point positions and trim angles at some constant forward speeds were carried out to 
record the motions of the models departing from a straight path and measure the towing 
forces acting on the models. Section 7.2 gives the mathematical model of the vehicles’ 
dynamics in the form required for the analysis. The first consideration for the 
identification tests was the choice of the tow line length and positions of the tow point on 
the model.

The description of the models’ particulars and the tow parameters in the 
experiments are presented in Section 7.3. The setup of the one aluminium force gauged 
tow bar and a SELS POT Video tracking system using two cameras for the manoeuvring 
experiments is briefly described in section 7.4. The recorded data was presented on the 
screen of the Macintosh Plus computer system and a complete description of the 
experimental data acquisition system is given in section 7.5. Results of the runs for both 
model are presented in section 7.6 and finally a recommendation for the conduct of the 
tow tests is in section 7.7.
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7.2 Mathematical Model

The instrumentation in the model provided measurements of hydrodynamic 
towing force and x and y coordinates of the two Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) from 
which a time record of lateral displacements and the drifting angle |3 were derived. These 
data were sufficient to render the lateral hydrodynamic derivatives observable for the 
Least Square (LS), Instrumental Variable (IV) and Prediction Error methods (PEM). No 
process noise would be expected to be present in the coordinate recordings but noise did 
exist in the towing force measurements. The coordinate system to study the dynamic 
positioning behaviour of towed model is shown in Figure 7.1. The object of the 
experiments was to estimate the parameters of the mathematical model as follows:

Force equilibrium

sw ay mv + mUr = Y^v + Y / + Y^v + Y.r -  T sin(cf + p)
yaw  Ir = N^v + N^r + N^v + N .r -  TX^ sin(a + P)

(7.1a)

with the kinematic relations

^ = VCG-^P 
r = p

sin(a + p) = + (f + ^ ) ^

the motion equation (7.1a) can be expressed in terms of two spatial parameters (i/cg’ 

and the tow line force T :

(m y^) ÿç~Q Ŷ  ÿcG VcG

here

- [ Y ^  + m'U)p + \ Y,U + T(1 + ̂ )  |# = 0

• TXj  
VcG ~yCG

- { l -N, ) j3 + N j - ( T X ^ a  + ̂ )  + NJj ]p = 0V L 7

L = Length of tow line,

(7.1b)
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T = Tension in the tow line,
U = Towing speed, 
a  = The tow line angle,
Xj. = The distance along the centreline axis of the model between the LCG and 

the model Tow point.

The displacement components of the model’s LCG in y direction and the drift 

angle p  can be expressed mathematically from the measurements of sensors (see Figure 

7.2):

P  — ^V lm eas ~  V 2 m e a s ^ ^  12

a  = smHyr/L)

V c G  ~  ^ i V l m e a s  ^ 2 V 2 n  

V t ~  ^ s V l m e a s  2n

2meas

2meas

where
Dj2 is the distance between the two LED sensors 
y j  is the lateral displacement at tow point 

suffix meas denotes the measurement values

The two LED sensors are situated on the towing bar or on the centre of mass of 
the model. Aj.A2 .A3  and Â  represent the distribution of coordinates of ŷ .

relative to those of two LED track points depending on where they are fitted on the 
model. The measured displacements are in units of metres. For simplicity purpose the 
carriage speed is assumed constant during the steady speed run period and the towing 
force T in Equation 7.1 can be written as:

r  = m ean(7'^,Jxg (7.3)
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7.3 Description of Model Experiments

A series of model experiments for different tow point positions and trim angles at 
some constant forward speeds were carried out in the towing tank of the hydrodynamic» 
laboratory at Glasgow University, which is 77m long 4.6m wide and 2.7m deep 
(maximum water depth 2.4m). The principal objective of these manoeuvring experiments 
was to determine the hydrodynamic derivatives of the ship models for computations of 
ship manoeuvring motions and also to validate the tow test method. The first model 
tested was a MARINER model which was selected because there is considerable 
derivative measurements data available as it was the subject of an ITTC collaborative test 
in the late 1960s (Gertler 1967, 1969, Suarez 1969). These tests in several establishments 
showed that considerable differences in derivative measurement can occur. Even so there 
was close agreement amongst the major facilities using a five metre model. From this a 
baseline set of linear derivatives has been established. Another tanker model, the 
BRITISH BOMBARDIER, was also tested later. These models were also used in the 
Southampton, Glasgow and Newcastle Universities’ tests. In the tow line tests these 
models were ballasted consistently to achieve the same flotation conditions for 
comparison purposes.

7.3.1 Tests on MARINER Model

The model of the MARINER hull form was provided from Glasgow University 
workshops and was 2.66 metres long. This was a suitable size for the Glasgow tank 
dimensions. As mentioned above, the model was the same that used by Southampton 
University for Planar Motion Mechanism (PMM) tests (Wilson, Wellicome & Cheng 
1993) and Glasgow and Newcastle Universities for flow tests (Hearn, Varyani & Incecik 
1992). However there was a difference in that a rudder was fitted for the tow tests of this
work. The particulars for the MARINER model are as follows;

LBP = 2.66m
Breadth = 0.36m
Draught = 0.107 (forward)

0.126 (aft)
0.117 (mean)

LGG = 0.0421m (behind midships)
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Ballasted to the design waterline the model displacement was 765.2 N and the dry 
longitudinal inertia was 343 N*m^. Most tests were conducted with a steady carriage 
speed of 1.28 m/sec. At this speed the length of the tank limited the run at steady speed 
to 60 metres. During the actual tests there was a delay in achieving the steady speed and 
so only some 30 seconds worth of recorded motion was available out of a total run time 
of 50 seconds.

Prior to conducting tests, computer simulations were carried out, using the agreed 
baseline derivatives (Goodman, Gertler and Kohl 1976), and applying the fourth order 
Runge Kutta integration method in the time domain. This helped to determine a suitable 
range of values of the towing wire length and positions of the tow point on the model for 
an acceptable motion of the model in the Glasgow tank which had a steady state run 
length of 60 metres. It was found that a tow line length just under one metre gave a 
reasonable oscillation period.

After the rudder was fitted, the model was put in the experimental tank. In order 
to get the correct draught, some ballasting work was required. With the model was 
ballasted, the towing arrangement and measuring instrumentation were set up. It was 
then possible to conduct some preliminary test runs to confirm a suitable tow wire length 
and to establish a starting arrangement. The arrangement finally decided upon involved 
setting up two vertical bars on the side of the open wall so that the model could be held 
against them to locate the initial start position. When the carriage had reached steady 
speed, the model was released and the data acquisition system was started to record the 
motion of model in the tank and the towing force. This approach was later improved by 
attaching a single line to the model at the tow point in the BRITISH BOMBARDIER 
model test (see Section 7.4.2).

During the test period three groups totally 45 instrumented runs were achieved, 
involving several different tow point positions on the model and two different speeds with 
some repeats and finally for a fixed Xj a series of changes in the ballast condition of the 

model altered the running condition from 2 degrees by the stem to 1 degree bow trim. 
The details of the tow tests conducted in tank is given in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1a Details o f tow line tests for MARINER model in the Hydrodynamics
Laboratory o f Glasgow University

GROUP 1
Run Tow Hole Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m ) (deg)

15 10 1.649 0.496 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

16 10 1.649 0.504 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

17 12 1.751 0.507 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

18 12 1.751 0.507 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

19 8 1.548 0.505 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

20 8 1.548 0.506 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

23 6 1.446 0.498 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

24 6 1.446 0.508 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

27 4 1.344 0.508 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

28 4 1.344 0.500 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

31 2 1.243 0.503 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

32 2 1.243 0.505 0.91 0.43 (bow up)
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Table 7.1b Details o f tow line tests for MARINER model in the Hydrodynamics
Laboratory o f Glasgow University

GROUP 2
Run Tow Hole Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m) (deg)

21 8 1.548 1.289 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

22 8 1.548 1.276 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

25 6 1.446 1.287 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

26 6 1.446 1.288 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

29 4 1.344 1.322 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

30 4 1.344 1.282 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

33 2 1.243 1.284 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

34 2 1.243 1.282 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

35 10 1.649 1.284 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

36 10 1.649 1.276 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

37 12 1.751 1.287 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

38 12 1.751 1.280 0.91 0.43 (bow up)

GROUP 3
Run Tow Hole Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m) (deg)

51 4 1.344 0.501 0.91 1.0 Bow up

53 4 1.344 0.502 0.91 2.0 Bow up

55 4 1.344 0.498 0.91 0.43 Bow down

57 4 1.344 0.503 0.91 1.0 Bow down
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7.3.2 Tests on MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER Model

A second series of tests were conducted on a two and half metre long model of 
MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER (shown in Figure 7.3). As for the MV MARINER model, 
the model used was the same as that used by Southampton and Glasgow Universities. A 
rudder was also fitted at Glasgow University Hydrodynamics Laboratory Workshop for 
the UCL tow tests. The MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER is a tanker, the model details are 
listed below (the units are in metres unless specified otherwise)

Scale 1:88.4

LBP = 2.5
Breadth = 0.335
Draught = 0.141 (forward)

0.141 (afterward)
0.141 (mean)

LCG = 0.035 (forward of midships)
Mass = 95.76 Kg (ballasted)

The model's dry moment of inertia and radius of gyration were 125.74 N*m^ and 
0.367m respectively. The model was run at speeds Lf=0.86m/sec and Lf=1.00m/sec 
which correspond to Fn=0.173 and Fn=0.202 respectively. The ballasting configuration 
of the model is shown in Figure 7.4. After trial runs, three groups of tests were carried 
out for six tow point positions on the model and two values of tow wire length. The 
primary runs were for the length of 85.1cm (Group 1 and 2), while the model was also 
tests for a shorter wire of 25.6cm to investigate its behaviour under such extreme 
conditions (Group 3). Table 7.2 gives the details of the tow tests conducted in tank.
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Table 7.2 Details o f tow line tests for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model at the 
Hydrodynamics Laboratory o f Glasgow University

GROUP 1
Run Tow Hole Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m) (m)

68 4 1.356 0.862 85.1 0.141

69 3 1.305 0.856 85.1 0.141

70 6 1.457 0.861 85.1 0.141

71 8 1.559 0.860 85.1 0.141

72 10 1.661 0.861 85.1 0.141

74 12 1.762 0.861 85.1 0.141

GROUP 2
Run Tow Hole X, Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m) (m)

76 12 1.762 1.005 85.1 0.141

77 10 1.661 1.003 85.1 0.141

78 8 1.559 1.001 85.1 0.141

79 6 1.457 1.003 85.1 0.141

80 4 1.356 1.003 85.1 0.141

81 3 1.305 0.999 85.1 0.141

GROUP 3
Run Tow Hole Tow Speed Tow Length Trim

No. No. (m) U (m/s) L(m) (m)

82 4 1.356 0.860 25.6 0.141

83 6 1.457 0.860 25.6 0.141

84 8 1.559 0.860 25.6 0.141

85 10 1.661 0.860 25.6 0.141

87 12 1.762 0.860 25.6 0.141
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7.4 Layout of Manoeuvring Experiments

The model towing tests were conducted within the scope of the rectangular open 
area in the centre of the Glasgow towing carriage with the fixed tow post mounted at the 
fore-end of the space near the centre of the tank width. This restricted the scope of the 
towing line length but, as the estimated required tow length was within this limitation this 
was not significant. The opening also restricted the lateral excursion of the model which 
effectively limited the maximum lateral and angular velocities of the model during the 
tests.

7.4.1 Test on MARINER Model

Along the central axis, the model was fitted with a light alloy channel bar 
extending over the bow which could be adjusted to give different tow positions ahead of 
or within the bow. Instead of a simple flat section, a concave shape section was chosen to 
increase the bending stiffness of the bar and there were twenty two numbered hole 
positions on the bar two inches apart. At the top end (two inches ahead of hole No. 1) of 
the tow channel bar, a small pin was fixed and through which the tow wire was linked. 
For these tests a light fishing line was used for the tow line, strong enough to carry the 
towing load of approximately four Newtons. At station 1 and two inches behind 
(between station 1 and station 1.5), there were a pair of screws permanently fixed on the 
hull of the model. By positioning both screws through any two holes on the tow bar and 
fastening them firmly, the model was equipped with the tow bar and a certain tow point 
position was achieved (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). Different longitudinal tow positions ( X j) on

the model could be readily obtained by shifting to various hole positions on the channel 
bar.

Two independent sets of equipment were adopted to measure the motion of the 
model during the tests (a general description of these facilities is given in Section 7.5):

(a) Two potentiometers were provided by UCL. One, at the end of the tow post, 
measured the angle of the tow line relative to the axis of the tank. The second was 
placed on the model tow bar to measure the angle of the tow line relative to the 
model's longitudinal axis. These angles were recorded via an OASIS 4 data 
logger linked to a portable lap top computer TOSHIBA T4400sx as described in 
Chapter 4. The on-line circular strain gauge load cell prepared by UCL was also 
calibrated before the tests. Unfortunately the working range of the load cell was
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found to be limited up to 1 Newton which was far below the average towing load 
of 400 grams. Therefore this online circular load cell was not used later in the 
actual test runs.

(b) A tow post force gauge and a SELSPOT Video tracking system using two 
cameras were provided by Glasgow University. For this system two LED's were 
fitted to the model on the tow bar: one at the first hole position near the towing 
point where the potentiometer was also fitted; another at the other end of the bar 
(Figure 7.5 & Figure 7.6). The output from this system gave the x and y 
coordinates of each of the LED's during the test run from which a time record of 
lateral displacement and heading angle could be derived. This system is described 
in detail in Section 7.5.

7.4.2 Test on MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER Model

The SELSPOT video tracking system and the tow post force gauge were the same 
as those used in the tests with MARINER model. In the light of that experience there 
were several improved arrangements for the MV BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests:

(a) The fishing line was replaced by a flexible light wound wire as the tow line in 
order to avoid the former’s elastic behaviour and reduce the high frequency noise 
this produced.

(b) The start arrangements were also modified by holding the model to one side by a 
single line attached at the model tow point and of fixed length to the carriage 
structure (Figure 7.7). This provide a more consistent initial start condition and 
ensured that the model was at a natural streaming angle prior to release.

(c) For the video tracking system, two LEDs were also fitted on the model along the 
longitudinal axis: one remained at the first hole position on the tow channel bar 
near the tow point but another was moved to the LCG on the hull (Figure 7.8). 
This gave more direct and accurate measurements of the displacements at the 
LCG and improved the values of heading angle (j3) as well as those for the 
distance benveen the two LEDs track. An attempt was also made to use additional 
track points of LEDs to reduce the measurement and calibration errors. By the 
starboard side of the two main LED sensors, another pair of LEDs were fitted as a 
backup; along the central axis one more LED was positioned near station 4.5 
behind of the LCG as shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. Unfortunately some
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instrumentation problem developed during the setting up period and as the time 
available in the tank was running out the experiments had to be carried out with a 
smaller camera system whose tracking scope was sufficient just for the two 
primary LEDs but not wide enough to cover all the additional LEDs.

(d) As the SELSPOT system was adopted as the primary method of track recording, 
only one of the UCL rotary potentiometers was fitted on the model at the towing 
point and used as a monitor. As in the MARINER tests, it measured the angle of 
the tow line relative to the model's longitudinal axis, but these signals were then 
fed through the Glasgow University's Data Collecting System, together with the 
all the other data from LEDs, strain gauge etc., and finally this data was recorded 
by the Glasgow carriage computer system. Therefore the sample rate of signals 
from the potentiometer could be controlled to ensure consistency with the rest of 
the experimental data for comparison purposes.

(e) The towing post was equipped with an LVDT angle gauge and a Novatech load 
cell. Unlike the MARINER tests, the force gauge was connected with the towing 
post through a pulley, so that it could rotate relative to the tow wire angle during 
the model runs. The LVDT on the pulley at the bottom of the tow post bar tracked 
the angle of the tow wire relative to central axis of the tank. The drawings of the 
Novatech aluminium load cell is given in Figure 7.11, while the rotating tow 
system with LVDT and force gauge is shown in Figure 7.12.
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7.5 Description of Data Acquisition System

The UCL facility
The signals from the potentiometers mounted on MARINER model were collected 

by a separate data acquisition system designed in UCL by the auther. The data measuring 
facility included two potentiometers, one online tow force gauge, one IPS 302A power 
supply, one OASIS 4 data logger and a lap top computer TOSHIBA T4400sx. The setup 
of the above system is indicated in Figure 4.5. The advantage of the system was its 
simplicity, but there was some fundamental inaccuracy caused mostly by the OASIS 4. 
Connected to the computer via the parallel printer port, the data logger allowed 4 channels 
of signals to be converted and recorded simultaneously, which was just sufficient for the 
tow test arrangements. During the data collecting process, however, the setup of sample 
rate was not only limited to less than 10 Hz but also unreliable. This inconsistent sample 
rate of recording made it practically difficult really impossible to synchronise data from 
two or more runs with sufficient accuracy. Therefore most of the subsequent analysis was 
based on the data picked up by the Glasgow tank measuring facility which enabled 
dozens of channels of signal to be sampled at up to a couple of thousands Hertz as 
described in the following.

Glasgow tank measuring system
The experimental data was collected by Macintosh-2CLA microcomputer system 

when the speed of the main carriage reached the most steady and consistent level. The 
speed of the main carriage for the experimental condition was controlled by Micro Vitec 
452 computer system.

The model's motion was measured by the SELSPOT system. This system enabled 
rigid body measurements to be carried out by a pair of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 
mounted in the model which transmits signals as the model oscillates in waves. The 
signals generated by the diodes were picked up by a set of cameras located on the carriage 
over the model. The data acquisition by the computer system was started when the model 
behaviour reached the most steady and consistent pattern.

The hydrodynamic towing force was measured by load cells on the straight towing 
post facility which was designed for hydrodynamic experiments on manoeuvring. This 
device is made up from the existing facility in the laboratory with the aid of foil type 
electrical resistance strain gauges. Therefore there is a need for a power source in order 
to interpret the changes in the resistance caused by mechanical strain (or load) measured. 
This can be achieved by a bridge circuit which produces an output of balance voltage.
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This voltage must be amplified and displayed so as to indicate the required force units. 
At this stage in the tests the Whetstone Bridges, as the most common bridge circuit, was 
applied as a direct readout device with the output voltage measured or related to strain (or 
load). The four active strain gauges were placed in the bridge with one in each of four arc 
(as full bridge arrangement). Since the lead wires from measuring point to the 
instrumentation were outside the measuring circuit, this kind of arrangement increased the 
sensitivity of the measuring system and provided improved temperature compensation 
and minimised errors due to connection to the system. Before the system is loaded to the 
Whetstone Bridge, it should be balanced as the output voltage is equal to zero. As the 
system is loaded a change in resistance will unbalance the bridge and induce an output 
voltage across the output terminal. By measuring this voltage and using the calibration 
curve, the voltage readout can be converted into the corresponding load value.

The calibration of the tow post force gauge device was performed before it was 
clamped onboard. After taking the zero readings from the load cell, the test weights 
simulating hydrodynamic loadings were measured step by step from 0.05 to 0.8 kg. 
During this procedure the change in the output voltage of the bridge was recorded for 
each increment of the test weight. All relations of these calibration data, which are 
converted from induced voltages to actual loads, showed linear behaviour.

A complete description of the experimental data acquisition system for 
manoeuvring experiment was systematically explained as follows. The horizontal 
displacements of towed model are detected by SELSPOT system. The displacement 
signals of the model in motions were picked up by opto-coupled cameras. These signals 
were then fed through the Movement Monitoring Instrument Svstem (SELSPOT 
processing unit) and the Data Collecting Svstem before they were recorded in the micro 
computer system.

The hydrodynamic towing force was measured by load cells on the tow post 
facility. Then experimental signals by the straight bar devices were picked up in the 
FLYDE Amplifier and Filter Svstem. The signals were then processed and passed 
through the Data Collecting Svstem (32 channel analogue to digital converter). Finally 
the experimental data were recorded by the DATASPAN 2000 system. Simultaneously 
the experimental signals after processing were displayed from the monitor of the 
Macintosh-2CLA microcomputer system for preliminary confirmation of the 
experimental validity test. The data collecting and data processing system, together with 
the SELSPOT movement monitoring unit, is shown in Figure 7.13. The flowing diagram 
of the tank data acquisition system is given in Figure 7.14.
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7.6 Presentation of Experimental Results and Discussions

Because for MARINER model the potentiometer readings were recorded on a 
portable computer system, they were immediately available for analysis and provided 
information on the tow angles of the tow line (relative to tow post and model heading). 
Some preliminary study was conducted on these data. As a first step the computer 
simulation was run to get the conditions for some of the tests. This showed 
encouragingly good correlation with the time traces of the angles taken during the test. In 
particular the frequency and phasing were in close agreement but there were some 
apparently small differences in amplitude (see Figures 7.15 - 7.18). This gave some 
confidence in further analysis of the data. However on a closer look at the raw recordings 
it was found that they suffered a high level of noise as shown in Figure 7.19. This was 
originally caused by the elastic fishing line used and worsened by the mounting design of 
the potentiometers. Apart from this there still remained the difficulty of an unreliable and 
inconsistent sample rate of recordings as described above in Section 7.5. It was 
concluded, therefore, that the potentiometer measurements were insufficiently accurate 
and unsuitable for reliable results later in the derivative analysis of the tests. This method 
is still usable but it would require higher accuracy potentiometers, a more powerful data 
logger and a means of accurately aligning the axis of the potentiometer with the tow 
point.

The measurements by the Glasgow SELSPOT tracking system took a while to 
compile and to find a suitable form of transfer to the UCL analysis system. When this 
data acquired from the tests was received at UCL, some difficulty was encountered in 
loading the data as the Glasgow system had adopted a higher rate of data acquisition and 
this led to an overload in memory storage available. When this was overcome some 
better traces were obtained due to the higher order of accuracy of the facility, though they 
suffered from the similar problems of ‘springing’ noise especially for MARINER tests. 
These SELSPOT records were utilised for both MARINER and BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model tests in the calculation for the variables ( p) required in the

analysis. The details of the processing of the raw records are presented in the following 
sections.
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7.6.1 Tests on MARINER Model

A series of experiments were performed for six tow point positions and four trim 
angles at two carriage speeds to obtain the model's motion and the towing forces.

The signals picked up by the force gauge and two LEDs were recorded in five 
individual data channels and experimental data are sampled at a rate of ten samples per 
second per channel for forty five seconds. The contents of measuring signals recorded in 
each channel are described as follows:

Channel 1 
Channel 2 
Channel 3 
Channel 4 

Channel 5

Displacement in Y-Direction of hole No. 1 ( y^) 
Displacement in Y-Direction of hole No. 21 (y^y) 
Displacement in X-Direction of hole No. 1 (%y) 
Displacement in X-Direction of hole No. 21 (x^y) 

Tension in tow post load cell ( T)

From the tow force signals recorded in Channel 5, it was noted that during the 
runs that the model exhibited a high frequency axial oscillation due to the elastic 
springing of the tow line. Therefore the data was filtered by the Fast Fourier Transform 
technique (FFT) and the line force was assumed as a constant, during a run, with the 
mean value of the filtered transient data given by Equation 7.3.

The heading angle of the model was determined directly from the measuring data:

Here the value of 1.016 (m) is the distance between the two LEDs and Xj can be 

calculated if the tow channel bar was fixed through the nth hole (counted from behind tow 
point) on the hull screw at station 1 (see Figure 7.6):

Xj = LCG+ 1.099+ (2 X 0.0254) x  n (7.5)

Here the value of 7.099(m)was the distance between station 1 and midship (Station 10). 

In order to calculate the lateral displacement at LCG, the distance between LCG and 
either LED 1 (hole 1) or LED 2 (hole 21) can be evaluated as follows:
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dj = LCG+ 1.099+(2 x 0 .0254)x(n- I)

= LCG+ 1.099- (2 x 0.0254) x ( 2 x  1 - n )

and the lateral displacement of LCG given by:

y c c = V 2 , - ^ ^ ‘j j f x ‘i2, (7.7)

or

The tow line angle relative to the central axis of the tank a  is determined by: 

a  = s in - '(^ )  = s i n - ' ( ^  + (7.9)

Typical outputs from five channels of records are given in Figure 7.20. Some 
examples of processed results ( P, for runs of test Group 1 and 2 runs were plotted as

shown in Figures 7.21 - 7.28. These curves showed much better traces than the 
potentiometer records, especially for ŷ G* There still remained some higher frequency

noise superimposed on the slow motion oscillations of the model. During the tests it had 
been observed that the fishing line was slightly elastic and that a form of 'springing' was 
occurring. This related to this discrete frequency noise on the recording and triggered 
worse noise in the potentiometer readings as explained earlier. If the calculation of the 
velocities of the motion were to be incorporated in the later stage of derivative analysis 
using certain SI models, they would have given large variations in the numerical 
differentiation, which could have resulted in poor correlation for control derivative 
values. This led to the ‘filtering’ or ‘curve fitting’ analysis being adopted before the 
application of SI approaches as is presented in Chapter 8.

Figure 7.29 shows the test records for the variation in trim. It was noted that there 
was a change in the behaviour of the model from damped motion with stern trim to 
increasing sheer off when the model was bow down. With 2° of stern trim the 
oscillations were of small amplitude and fairly strongly damped. At 1° stern trim the 
amplitude is greater and less damped. In level trim the oscillations are almost steady. At 
1°— bow trim the oscillations are slower and the model wanders towards the side and at 1° 
2

bow trim the model sheers off. This is consistent with the normal tendency for a ship 
form to be unstable when down by the bow and distinctly more stable when trimmed 
stern down. Since the trim is closely associated with straight line stability of the model
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without analysis it can provide a good indication of the straight line stability of the hull 
form.

7.6.2 Tests on BRITISH BOMBARDIER Model

A second round of experiments were performed for six tow point positions and 
level trim angle at two carriage speeds to measure the model's motion and the towing 
forces.

The signals picked up by the force gauge, two LEDs, LVDT and potentiometer 
were recorded in seven individual data channels and experimental data are sampled at a 
rate of sixty four samples per second per channel for sixty seconds. The contents of 
measuring signals recorded in each channel were described as follows:

Channel 1

Channel 2 
Channel 3 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 6 

Channel 7

Angle in potentiometer (ap)
Tension in towing post load cell ( T)
LVDT value in cm(L^)
Displacement in Y-Direction of LED No. 1 (at hole 1) (i/;) 
Displacement in Y-Direction of LED No. 2 (at LCG) (y^) 
Displacement in X-Direction of LED No. 1 (at hole I) (Xj) 
Displacement in X-Direction of LED No. 2 (at LCG) (xy)

The towing force signal in channel No. 2 (T)  was improved by replacing the 
fishing line with a light wound wire and the mean value was also calculated and adopted 
as the line force instead of using the transient data. This time the lateral displacement of 
LCG was recorded, in Channel 4, directly from the LED sensor as -V i '  On the other 

hand the heading angle of the model (p )  was complicated due to the distance between the 
two LEDs ( Dj2) was no longer being constant (unlike the case of MARINER tests), but

instead varied depending on which hole (nth) of the tow channel bar was connected with 
the hull screw at station 9.75 according to the following:

Dj2 = LCG+ 1.1875+ (2x 0.0254) x ( n -  1) (7.10)

Here the value of 1.1875(m) was the distance between station 9.75 and midship (Station 
5) and Dj2 also stood for the length from LED 1 (hole position 1) to LCG, which was

equivalent to di in case of MARINER tests. The tow point was one hole (i.e. 2 inches) 
ahead and the Xj- could be obtained accordingly:
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Xj = 0,2 + 2x0.0254 (7.11)

The heading angle p  could then be derived from the difference of the lateral

displacements of two LEDs, which was recorded in Channels 4 and 5 respectively, 
divided by the responding distance between them i.e. D,^. There were two methods to

attain the value of the tow line angle relative to the central axis of the tank. One was to 
use the calculated data of p  and by the equation 7.9 of the MARINER tests; another

was to deal with the readings from the LVDT sensor as follows:

^ _ 3 6 0 x ^  (in degree) (7.12)

or

KX( ( )

(X = (in radius) (7.13)

here (p (=4.56c) was the diameter of the pulley on rotating tow system.

Example of typical outputs from seven channels of records are given in Figure 
7.30. The processed results of both the positional variables (p,  y^c) the towing force

T for test runs in group 1 are plotted in Figures 7.31-7.36. These show much clearer 
traces without the 'springing', that gave rise to a discrete frequency noise in the 
MARINER results, and with the oscillations of heading angle p  well centred about the 
initial zero. During the steady speed recorded runs, there was little evidence of damping 
and barely two oscillations occuring. Based on these data, the control derivatives for the 
model (BRITISH BOMBARDIER) could then be analysed. This is described in Chapter 
8 .

7.7 Recommendation for the Conduct of the Tow Line Tests

The following comments provide guidance on conducting tow line tests based on 
the trials just described.

7.7.1 Model Requirements

A bare uninstrumented model of the ship’s hull is required. This should be as 
large as possible commensurate with the size of the tank available. Normally this would
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be the same model that has been used for routine resistance tests but fitted with the 
intended appendages checked for correct alignment.

The model also requires a light but stiff tow bar extending forward of the bow 
accurately aligned to the longitudinal axis of the model. The bar should be fixed to the 
model by a releasable method so that the longitudinal position of the tow point at the end 
of the bar can be readily changed between runs.

For video tracking purposes the model should also be fitted with two tracking 
points (LEDs); one as near as possible to the LCG of the hull and the other as near as 
possible to the towing point on the tow bar. An accurate measurement of their locations 
is required for the subsequent analysis. This is a minimum pair of position measurements 
which renders the model's state completely observable and allows the identification 
process to be applied in the tank. If derivative values of high accuracy are required then 
additional sensors should be used to reduce the standard deviations of the measurement 
error and derivative estimates and also to identify calibration errors in the measurements 
themselves.

With these fittings in place an accurate ballasting of the model should be 
conducted to bring the model to the required running condition. The dry mass and 
longitudinal inertia (1%) should also be established by the normal methods of the facility.

7.7.2 Carriage Requirements

At a suitable location on the carriage a vertical tow post is required near the centre 
line of the tank/carriage such that the tracking system has a clear view of the model 
during its motion excursions. The bottom of the tow post should be near the water level 
and on a horizontal plane with the tow point on the model. The two tow points are 
connected by a light tow line of low flexural rigidity (wire or chain) sufficiently strong to 
take a steady force slightly in excess of the model tow resistance force and any starting or 
stopping dynamic loads.

If model's motion is recorded via a video tracking system, some carriage 
framework above the tank open space is required for mounting purpose. In order to cover 
the range of displacements of all transducers' during tow test, a clear height above the 
tank water level near the central axis is usually necessary for the camera. The existing 
carriage frame is the first and best choice but in most cases it is restricted and not suitable.
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An additional framework may need to be constructed to give the right position for the 
camera to be firmly mounted. No relative movements between this frame and the 
carriage should be allowed to ensure a complete and accurate tracking of model's motion 
in the tank is obtained.

At the commencement of the test run the model needs to be held towards one side 
of the tank to create an initial tow line angle between the model and tow post. The 
recommended methods is to fit an additional line to the model tow point to pull the model 
to the side but which allows the model to stream freely during the acceleration phase prior 
to release (Figure 7.7)

7.7.3 Instrumentation Requirements

If a video tracking system is employed then the requirement is for this to produce 
a time record, during the run phase, of the lateral position of two tracking points on the 
model. Ideally the datum zeros for these records should be for the model directly aligned 
behind the towing post, i.e. zero tow angle and zero heading angle. Alternatively the tank 
wall or rails may be used on an aligned part of the carriage structure. In which case the 
position relative to the datum of the towing post needs to be established accurately. 
Whilst the rotational motions (r) are time derivatives of the record and therefore not 
affected be zero datum errors, the sway motions (u) are dependent, in part, on the value 
of heading angle so that datum errors can lead to analytical errors.

The other essential information is the towing force on the line. This can be 
obtained from a force transducer at the base of the tow post. Alternatively, or in 
conjunction with the video tracking system, positional recordings can be obtained by 
fitting rotary potentiometers to the tow post and model tow point to measure the angles of 
the tow line, (a) relative to tank centre line and (p) relative to model centre line.

As the heading angle is important in the analysis very accurate potentiometers are 
required and the calibration must be carefully performed. It was found in the tests that it 
is better for the potentiometers to be mounted co-axially with the towing point with a 
follower arm extended some way down the tow line. This avoids the towing load being 
transmitted through the potentiometer which was found to cause friction in the 
potentiometer.
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Figure 7.2 Geometry o f a tow line test
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Figure 7.3 BRITISH BOMBARDIER Modelin Tank

Figure 7.4 View o f ballast configuration of BRITISH BOMBARDIER Model
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m m

Figure 7.5 Side view of tow channel bar arrangement on MARINER model

Figure 7.6 Top view of tow channel bar arrangement on MARINER model
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(a) Start Arrangement for Mariner Model

(b) Modified Start Arrangement for Bombardier Model

Figure 7.7 Starting arrangement for model test in tank

Figure 7.8 Tow Channel Bar system on BRITISHN BOMBARDIER Model
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Figure 7,9 Arrangement o f LEDs near the tow point on BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model

Figure 7,10 Arrangement of LEDs around LCG on BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
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Figure 7.12 Rotating tow post device with LVDT and Novatech load cell facility

Figure 7.13 SELSPOT monitoring unit, data Acquisition and data processing system
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Figure 7.14 Flowing Diagram for Tank Data Acquisition System
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Figure 7.20 Typical outputs from five channels o f SE LSFOT tracking system for

MARINER model tests
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Figure 7.21 Test results for MARINER model (Run 31, tow point 2, U = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 7.22 Test results fo r  MARINER model (Run 28, tow point 4, U = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 7.23 Test results for MARINER model (Run 23, tow point 6, U = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 7.24 Test results fo r  MARINER model (Run 20, tow point 8 , U -  0.5 m/s)
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Figure 7.25 Test results for MARINER model (Run 25, tow point 6, I J -  1.28 m/s)
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Figure 7.26 Test results fo r MARINER model (Run 22, tow point 8, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 7.27 Test results for MARINER model (Run 36, tow point 10, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 7.28 Test results fo r MARINER model (Run 37, tow point 12, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 7.30 Typical outputs from seven channels o f SELSPOT system for 
BRITISH BOMBARDIER tests
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Figure 7.31 Test result fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 68y tow point 4)
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Figure 7.32 Test result fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 69, tow point 3)
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Figure 7.33 Test result fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 70, tow point 6)
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Figure 7.34 Test result fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 71, tow point 8)
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Figure 7 3 5  Test result fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 72, tow point 10)
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Figure 7.36 Test result for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model (Run 74, tow point 12)
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CHAPTER 8 

EVALUATION OF DERIVATIVES FOR MODEL 
TESTS AT GLASGOW UNIVERSITY

8.1 Introduction

In the preliminary analysis, the problem of limited cycles was encountered, due to 
the Glasgow University tank’s length (seventy seven metres) limiting the runs at steady 
speed to sixty metres. At the higher test speed (1.28m/s for the MARINER model or

l.OOm/s for the BRITISH BOMBARDIER model) this only gave 1- to 2 cycles of model
2

oscillations and only half a cycle more at the lower speed (0.5m/s for the MARINER 
model or 0.86m/s for the BRITISH BOMBARDIER model). Apart from this there still 
existed the discrete frequency noise on the recording described in previous chapter. All 
these problems led to some concealment of the true characteristics of the test responses. 
It was, therefore, necessary to process the noise and estimate any steady state datum 
errors carefully from the test data. Again a reasonable longer signal run was considered 
desirable for the purpose of accuracy. The previous tests at Haslar (described in Chapter 
4) were in the CWC which gave virtually unlimited time for the tests and provided 
continuous runs of an initial transient oscillation and final steady stable states.

In order to overcome the problems of noise, datum error and limited cycles and to 
analyze the control derivatives for the MARINER model and the BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model, two different types of investigation were carried out and are 
described in this chapter. One was an analytic method which decouples the motion 
equation of the towed model, whilst the other was the application of SI analysis already 
discussed in Chapter 6. Both yielded satisfactory results which are presented in Sections
8.2 and 8.3 respectively.

Based on an observation of the phase relationship in the measured motions,
analytic methods were first developed by matching the records to a simple oscillatory
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formula from which relative simple relations could be obtained to evaluate the 
derivatives. However there remained a further problem that whilst the derivatives and 

could be obtained explicitly, and / ',  m' and were combined in the other 

identities. Later after subsequent tow line tests of the BRITISH BOMBARDIER hull 
form a method of overcoming this problem and providing direct estimates of m' and / '  
was found, which is also described in Section 8.2.

A more general and robust method of evaluating the value of the control 
derivatives from measurements of the noisy transient responses of the towed model was 
developed and is described in Section 8.3. As a first step in the procedure, an analysis of 
damped tow test data (i.e. a short segment of oscillatory record) was carried out using 
Least Square and nonlinear optimization techniques. Some mathematical equations were 
fitted to the test responses and their coefficients, such as oscillatory frequency, damping 
ratios and offset biases were estimated. The SI approach was then applied to evaluate the 
control derivatives for the models from the adjusted measurements. Various SI models 
(i.e. SS, ARMA, ARX, LR) were formulated for the sway and yaw motion equations with 
emphasis on their merits and suitabilities. It is very important in such an approach that 
some form of optimal model for the tow line tests should be chosen. Finally the control 
derivatives can be evaluated by applying the SI estimation techniques on the processed 
tests data and the computation results for MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER 
model tests generated satisfactory and accurate sway and yaw derivatives. Simulation 
using the estimated derivatives was compared with measurement and some residual 
analysis was also carried out to verify both the analytical method and estimated derivative 
values.

8.2 Analytic Approach 1

8.2.1 Summary of Approach

Based on the observations that in some of the runs the damping of the oscillations 
was very small plus the relationship between heading angle P and lateral displacement 
2/c g  appeared to be in quadrature, e.g. phase, a modified analytical method was

developed. Therefore the results could be analysed on the assumption that 
VcG -  ycG(max) COS 0)t and p  = ' sin cot and a form of analysis similar to that used in

conjunction with a PMM test could be adopted.
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By assuming low damping (in fact ^ ~ separate equations for the derivatives 

can be obtained. These were recast in terms of —— and was found
y  CG (mas; P(max)

possible to obtain four or five values of these ratios from each test trace and in the process 
obtain an estimate of the datum errors in and p. From the averaged values of these 
ratios explicit equations were obtained for and N^, whilst was dependent on I'
and dependent on m'. It was observed, however, that values only change a small 

amount with quite large variations in m \

It was argued (Section 8.2.2) that, since there is little damping, the hydrodynamic 
forces combine in a form in which they cancel out. Therefore the motion could be 
modelled as an undamped compound pendulum. From the results it was possible to 
estimate the apparent mass and apparent inertia (7 - N^) as described in Section

8.2.3. This methods was tested on the MARINER model tow line test results and the 
results for four tests show very good agreement with the baseline values accepted for the 
MARINER model. The same estimate procedure was therefore adopted for one group of 
the BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tow test results and the values of m' and / '  thus 
obtained used to evaluate the derivatives and Ŷ  (=Y^ -  m il). It was found that from

tests at different tow points quite consistent results were obtained which also provided 
some confidence in the method (see Section 8.2.4).

8.2.2 Evaluation of the Derivatives for Tow Line Tests

The track records for the towing test show that the displacement of the model 
exhibits a lightly damped oscillation to port and starboard of the tow post position 
(Figures 7.31-7.36). The heading angle also exhibits a slightly damped oscillation about a 
heading straight down the tank. Furthermore observed results also indicate quadrature 
between P and

The following simplified method has been evolved to obtain values of the 
dimensional hydrodynamic derivatives from the results. Assuming damping is negligible 
and

Vrr = -VflCosmf
a , (8^)P = Po sin cot
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the tow line force( T sin(a + P)) is better expressed by T + p ( l  + •” )), so

+ +  =  - — coscot +  Pf {̂l + ^ ^ )sin co t
L ^ L L " IL

(8.2)

Likewise

and

r = P = coPgCoscot 

f  = P = -co^Pq sin cot

V = ÿcG ~ ^ P  = (coyo -  UPo)sincot

V = - U p  = co{coyo -  UP„)coscot

Equations of motion (Equation 2.18) can be written in their cosine and sine 
components

m'co{coyo -  UP^) -  Ŷ copf) + T ~

0  = Yviojyo - ^ P o ) ’ PoU + - ^ )  

-C O ^ P J ’ =  - U P , ) - T  ■ p „ X r ( l  +
(8.3a)

0  = N ,cùP o+ TX j^

These can be rewritten in terms of the ratios —  or ^ .
Vo Po

m CO c o - U ^  
Vo )

=  Yd

V V Vo j

T + — 
L

0  =  Y,
y p o

r
- 0)H' = N. - T X ,|7  + ̂

0  = N ,û ) ^  + ̂ ^  
Vo L

(8.3b)
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Hence if we obtain Cù, ^  or —  from test records these can be substituted into the 

equations to give

/
N  = TXr \ l  + ̂

V

m'
V V

2r/

w - U ^
Vo )

-co^I 

T
Leo

N = -
Leo > \ V o  J

^  V o.
A

(0 ^ - U  
Pc

(8.4)

The experiment records can then be analysed for m, —  or If the records
Vo Po

have no datum errors this would be straightforward, however the records show a bias 
error which can be eliminated by obtaining the mean value of successive positive and 
negative peaks and correcting the datum readings. The value of œ is fairly easily 
obtained from the cycle period of the recordings. For a high level of accuracy, the values

for CO, —  and —  can alternatively be evaluated precisely by curve fitting procedure
Vo Po 

which is described in Section 8.3.2.

From Equation 8.4 it is to be noted that and are explicit evaluated from

experimental values (i.e. T , U , X j , L , c o , ^ , — ), whereas and require knowledge
Po Vo

of / '  and m' . However applying this analysis indicates that Ŷ  is not too sensitive to the 
N

value of m' and can be obtained from simple oblique tow or steady state tow

test as described in Chapter 5. An alternative method which provides an estimate of m' 
and r  is given in next section.
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8.2.3 Evaluation of and r

Since the tow line results indicate that there is small damping with a single 
frequency of oscillation, the system might be treated in the form of a pendulum and a 
rotating mass subject to a forcing function.

The equations of motion can be simplified as

m'LiOC + T{cc + j3) — 0 

r p  + TXj^(a + P) = 0

a{m'Ls^ + T) + p T  = 0 

a{TXj)-^P{Vs^ + TXj) = 0

(8.5)

(8.6)

and the corresponding characteristic equation is derived

m'LI's^ + T{V + m'LKj)s^ = 0 (8.7)

so

(8-8)tn jL  k

where K is radius of gyration. In the experiment T, L, Xj and Cû̂  are determined, 

therefore

LK.

/ '  = m'K^ (8.9b)

Thus if is known m' can be evaluated from the tests.

r  I
One method is to assume that = —- = — , i.e. same as for dry model.

m m
Alternatively K  might be assumed to have a value of 0 . 2 5 . For the case of BRITISH

BOMBARDIER model tests the difference due to above assumptions is compared 
(Section 8.2.4) with the results obtained from the tests using the PMM at Southampton 
University (Wilson, Wellicome & Cheng 1993).
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8.2.4 Results

Applying the methods shown in 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, an analysis was conducted of the 
results from MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests. An example of 
detailed calculation for four tows of MARINER model is given in Table 8.1, whilst the 
summary of results are listed in Table 8.2 and compared with the values published from 
ITTC standard program (Goodman, Gertler and Kohl 1976). For the BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model, five tows in test Group One were analyzed and the results are 
shown in Table 8.3. It should be emphasised that the analysis of the BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model tests was conducted without fore-knowledge of any comparative 
values as this was considered a more rigorous test of the analysis method. Subsequent to 
the conduct of the analysis the results of Southampton University Planar Motion 
Mechanism (PMM) tests reported in non dimensional form were converted into model 
dimensional form (Table 8.4) used here in the analysis of the tow tests. A summary of 
both PMM test results and tow line test analysis is given in Table 8.5. The results of the 
rotary derivatives and show good agreement especially for which is obtained 
explicitly in this study (Equation 8.4). Comparing values obtained from PMM tests 
and tow line tests, it can be seen that the agreement is quite good. Whilst is of the 
same order, there is a significant difference with which is predicted to be of lower 

magnitude by this analysis. This difference might be explained by the fact that for the 
UCL tow line tests (carried out at Glasgow University) the model was fitted with a rudder 
which is not during the Southampton PMM tests.

The method of estimating mass and inertia of the model shows very good 
agreement with the reference values when applied to the MARINER model tow line tests 
(Table 8.2). The values obtained for the BRITISH BOMBARDIER model by this 
estimation method yield similar values to those for the MARINER model. This is 
consistent with the model size, however there is an apparent discrepancy with 
Southampton University PMM results. The method of estimating mass and inertia shows 
that very good agreement is obtained with the reference value for the MARINER model. 
Those obtained for the BRITISH BOMBARDIER model are consistent for the two tow 
line tests analysed by using a value of 0.288 which was derived from an analysis of 
the reported ballast distribution, whereas the Southampton report gives a value of 

= 0.135. It is hard to reconcile this value with the mass distribution of ballast which is 
about 80% of the total mass. Values of /: = 0.25Lpp, i.e. = 0.391, were also tried and 
gave a consistent set of values.
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Table 8.1 Analysis o f four tow line tests o f MARINER model

Tow Point 
No.

12 10 8 6 Mean

(Ù 0.375 0.367 0.361 0.349 -

Ê0.
Vo

0.355 0.352 0.348 0.308 -

v±
Po

2.816 2.843 2.900 3.246 -

m' 154.57 149.84 152.63 149.84 151.59

V 63.37 61.94 62.58 61.44 62.33
-52.12 -47.77 -48.18 -58.34 -51.60

K -53.19 -44.40 -42.22 -45.37 -46.29

Y, -65.05 -68.17 -68.18 -62.92 -66.03
K -57.23 -55.60 -57.05 -58.68 -57.14

Table 8.2 Comparison o f average results for MARINER model tests

Derivatives Dimensional Non-Dimensional (xW
Analysis ITTC Analvsis ITTC

m -Yi, 151.59 149.19 15.716 15.467
I - N f 62.33 62.11 0.913 0.910

y. -51.60 -52.87 -11.185 -11.426

K -46.29 -48.51 -3.761 -3.941

yR -66.03 -66.33 -5.365 -5.389
N, -57.14 -57.60 -1.745 -1.759
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Table 8.3 Analysis o f tow line tests Group 1 o f BRITISH BOMBARDIER model

e  = 0.288

Run Y ,-m U K K m - Y , I - N ,

68 -50.793 -48.265 -35.675 -38.419 188.127 54.180

69 -46.795 -48.408 -30.708 -37.079 183.688 52.902

70 -48.242 -55.231 -38.365 -42.331 209.667 60.384

71 -42.661 -52.449 -37.921 -37.785 190.813 54.954

72 -40.402 -46.661 -39.722 -35.285 175.492 50.542

M ean -45.778 -50.202 36.478 -38.180 189.557 54.592

= O.lSLpp = 0.391

Run Y ^-m U m - Y , I - N ,

68 -50.793 -44.065 -33.305 -38.419 148.469 58.051

69 -46.795 -44.226 -28.473 -37.079 145.265 56.799

70 -48.242 -49.633 -36.212 -42.331 164.844 64.454

71 -42.661 -46.343 -36.098 -37.785 149.514 58.460

72 -40.402 -41.100 -38.065 -35.285 137.089 53.602

M ean -45.778 -45.073 -34.430 -38.180 149.03 58.273
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Table 8.4 Southampton University PMM test results for BRITISH  
BOMBARDIER model

(a) Sway Derivatives
Test Non-Dimensional Dimensional
Type Yv M-u m'

Oblique -0.01747 -0.00735 -47.90 -50.38
Oblique -0.01700 -0.00751 -46.61 -51.48

Pure Sway -0.01587 -0.00759 -0.0110 -43.51 -52.03 183.93
Pure Sway -0.01488 -0.00758 -0.0123 -40.8 -51.96 194.74

Pure Sway -0.01430 -0.00739 -0.0131 -39.21 -50.66 200.82

Pure Sway -0.01500 -0.00765 -0.0116 -41.13 -52.44 189.29

Pure Sway -0.01506 -0.00769 -0.0128 -41.29 -52.71 198.42

Mean -0.01565 -0.00753 -0.0087 -42.92 -51.66 193.44

(b) Yaw Derivatives
Test Non-Dimensional Dimensional
Type Yr Nr Y, Nr r

Pure Yaw 0.00342 -0.00259 -0.00063 -44.83 -44.38 44.35

Pure Yaw 0.00428 -0.00219 -0.00078 -38.93 -37.53 51.86
Pure Yaw 0.00279 -0.00271 -0.00085 -49.15 -46.44 55.36
Pure Yaw 0.00224 -0.00279 -0.00076 -52.92 -47.81 50.86
Pure Yaw 0.00331 -0.00250 -0.00066 -45.59 -42.84 45.85

Mean 0.00321 -0.00256 -0.00074 -46.28 -43.80 49.65

Table 8.5 Summary o f results for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests

Average
Results

Dimensional Non-Dimensional Southampton
Dimensional

= 0.288 = 0.391 k^ = 0.288 k^ = 0.391 k^ =0.135
m -Y ^ 189.56 149.04 23.700 18.631 193.44
I - N ^ 54.59 58.27 1.092 1.165 49.65

y. -45.78 -45.78 -16.713 -16.713 -42.92

K -36.48 -34.43 -5.327 -5.027 -51.66

yR -50.20 -45.07 -7.331 -6.581 -46.28

Nr -38.18 -38.18 -2.229 -2.229 -43.80
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8.3 A nalytical Approach 2: Identification Of Hydrodynam ic 
Derivatives By SI Technique

8.3.1 General

There are two distinct parts of the analysis. The first of these (Section 8.3.2) 
checks the consistency of the measured data and is required for the following two reasons. 
Firstly the positional data of MARINER or BRITISH BOMBARDIER models for each 
run were measured by independent 'zero' settings. When the tow point position was 
changed along the tow bar, the model (or the two LED sensors fitted on board the model) 
was moving relative to two video cameras, which were mounted on the framework of the 
carriage above the tank water; sometimes even out of the scope of the camera (see 
Chapter 7). Therefore before each run started a routine check was made of the mounting 
of two cameras to make sure they covered the entire movement of the model during the 
run for that particular tow point setting. In these circumstance it was sensible to set the 
origins of the coordinate system at the beginning of each run, however this inevitably 
introduced some ‘inconsistency’ between the measurements for different runs.

Secondly, since the identification procedure for obtaining the control derivatives 
usually requires the calculation of the sway velocity, yaw rate and their derivatives 
against time, it is necessary that the calculation of the first and second differentiation of 
the displacement measurement has to be undertaken. The difference method is the 
simplest and most effective way to achieve this. Unfortunately there is considerable noise 
when the above method is applied directly to the test data recorded, for the drift angle P 
is taken as the difference of the lateral positions of two sensors (LEDs) on board and the 
r motion parameter is directly obtained from a time derivative of p, while the v motion 

parameter is obtained from the differences of tow motion parameters. Although the noise 
in the original measured data was not very apparent, such small errors arising from 
datum, amplitude or noise during the differential processing can result in a significant 
scattering of the control derivatives in the later stage of analysis.

With the Prediction Error Method (PEM) and the State Space (SS) model 
representation of the motion equations adopted, the calculation of the first and second 
differentiation of the tow sway and yaw displacements is not required, as the input to the 
system is purely from the positional variables (t/cc’/ )̂ which the level of noise is

tolerant. The sway velocity v, yaw rate r and their derivatives against time (v,r) are 
treated as the states of the model. This reduces the complexity greatly but there is still a 
need to find the offset biases (y,,» A ) from the original measured data (y„,,j3^). In short.
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before identifying the hydrodynamic derivatives (Yy,N^ etc.), it is necessary to analyse 

the decaying tow test data and the underlying mathematical model.

The second part of the analysis estimates the control derivatives in the motion 
equation of the ship model from the measurements which have been adjusted by the 
above method. The System Identification (SI) approaches of parameter estimation, such 
as Least Square (LS), PEM, Instrumental Variable method (IV) are capable of 
determining the values of various parameters in a time domain mathematical 
representation of the dynamics of an arbitrary system (Soderstrom & Stoica 1989 and 
Ljung 1987). In the present case the need is to identify the numerical values of the 
control derivatives in the equations that are taken to represent the dynamic yaw and sway 
motion of a particular model in tank. The motion equation of the ship model under tow is 
modelled in the forms of State-Space (SS), AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA), 
Linear Regression (LR) or as transfer functions, allowing both ‘classical’ and ‘modern’ 
techniques to be used (Franklin & Powell 1980, Kailath 1980). The details are given in 
section 8.3.3.

8.3.2 Analysis of Decaying Tow Test Data

To analysis the decaying tow test data, there is a need to either filter the noise 
from the data recorded in the experiments or identify the test responses, and find their 
mathematical models.

The first approach has led to the application of Fast Fourier Transfer techniques 
(FFT): the experiment responses being transferred into the frequency domain, the higher 
frequency elements being filtered and the data then being transferred back into the time 
domain. After careful investigation, it was found that there was some distortion after the 
filtering and the filtered data could not recover its entire amplitude. Such distortion 
happened usually in the initial and final stage of the data, which were very important, and 
contained much information about the model's characteristics. These may be caused by 
the energy loss due to the filtering of high frequency elements in the expansion. Efforts 
at designing a differential digital filter using ‘window’ theory had also been attempted. 
Again some energy loss was observed.

The second method presents the recorded data in a functional form (mathematical 
model) and selects the parameters in the representation as the ones best fitting the data. 
This procedure is effectively called curve fitting. The foiTn of function used is generally
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determined by the physical process governing the data or by a graphical observation of 
the data. The process of selecting the parameters in the function, to which a best fit is to 
be applied, is called parameter evaluation, which is described in the next section.

8.3.2a Least Square Criterion and Nonlinear Optimisation of Curve 
Fitting

The least square criterion (LS) is the most widely used method in the parameter 
evaluation (Bard 1974, Dennis 1977 ) and was applied in the analysis to determine the 
mathematical form for the position of the centre of gravity of the towed ship model 
ycG^t), and its yaw angle P{t). In general, if 0 is a parameter vector and there are n 
independent observations (i/;i/2 , -,1/») obtained for various observation points 
(tjyt2y...,t„), there is a model set for fitting the data

y = f { m  (8.10)

The problem reduces to finding the suitable selection of parameter 6 . Firstly, the
residuals of (8.10) can be defined as

=  (8.11)

The idea of least square is to select the parameter 6  to minimise the least square 
error (sum of squares of the residuals), i.e.

0 (0 )  = % e,(0)' = X (y , - /( f , ,0 ) )^  (8.12)
i=] i=l

The difficulty here is deciding how to use nonlinear optimization techniques to 
perform the optimisation in order to search for those Q values which minimise O{0 ) in 

equation (8.12). For the Prediction Error Estimate (PEM) of SI technique, the objective 
function should be replaced by the argument of loss function of the covariance matrix in 
Equation (6.16), whilst the numerical procedure is to search for the unknown parameters 
which minimize the objective function and this is dealt with below. Many methods, such 
as Simplex, Direction Search, or even Direct search can be employed. For the problem 
with constraints. Direction Search is the one most widely used (Powell 1978, Han 1977, 
Gill, Murray & Wright 1981). The procedure is to perform an iteration 6 - => along a 
suitable search direction v from an initial guess 9j. The procedure is as follows:
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1. Set z = 7, an initial guess must be provided by the user;
2. Determine a vector r,. in the direction of the proposed zth step;
3. Determine a scalar p. such that the step:

(Ji=PiVi (8.13)

is acceptable. That is, take

«̂+7 + (8.14)

whilst ensuring that p- is chosen so that the following equation holds

< C, (8.15)

4. Test whether the termination criterion is met. If not, increase i by one and
return to step 2. If yes, accept 6 -̂ j as the value of 6 *.

There are different methods in choosing step direction n. and step size p-. The 

most widely used method in determining the step direction is the gradient method which 
uses a direction forming an angle greater than 90° with the gradient q̂ . The step 

direction thus chosen is expressed as

Vi=-R.qi (8.16)

Newton’s method used in nonlinear programming is to take 7?, as the Hassian 

matrix, which is defined as the matrix of the second partial derivative of the objective 
function, e.g.

For the least square problem, this special form of the objective function has 
certain advantages. From equation (8.11) the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix can 
eventually be expressed by
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,
H -  ^  ^  -  o T c  ^  I : y  *

" de,de. à'de,de^ à  de, dej

In the Gauss method, the first term is neglected, and is replaced by which 

is defined by

Therefore the Gauss method in equation (8.19) can be taken as the approximation
o i Newton's M ethod of equation (8.18) and avoids the need for computing second
derivatives (Bard 1974 and Dennis 1977). Since the residuals are, hopefully, small, this 
provides some justification for regarding N.. as a good approximation of H.j,

particularly near the minimum. An alternative method of Levenberg-Marquardt method 

(LM) (Levenberg 1944, Marquardt 1963 and More 1977) has also been adopted and 
overcomes the problem of indefiniteness encountered by the Newton's method because 
the Hessian matrix is not necessarily positive definite except near the minimum .

The above methods have been applied to evaluate parameters of the ŷ G P 
curves and give good results which is described in the next section. When the conditions 
of the gradient were poor, and the Gauss's method failed to converge, the Levenberg- 

Marquardt method (LM) approach has continued and succeeded in finding good fittings 
to the curves.

8.3.2b Parameter Evaluation for Decaying Model Tests Data

Based on the Least Square Technique (LS) described, calculations were carried 
out for recorded positional data of the tow tests. The mathematical form of sway 
displacement of the centre of gravity of the model ŷ ;̂ and its yaw angle p  can be

assumed to be given by:

ycc(f) = y  sinicot. +

Pi t )  = Pi, + sinioÉ + (p^)

where
0) is frequency of the oscillation.
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Aj is damping ratio of the oscillation,
Cj, c<y are amplitudes of oscillation for P  respectively,
(p ,̂(P2 ^ 6  initial phase angles for and p  respectively 
y I,, Pi, are the offset biases,
Ay,A2 ,Cy,C2 ,Q,c^ are coefficients of two exponential terms.

The above mathematical model was chosen for two reasons. Firstly from the 
measured data it was evident that there existed only one damped oscillation plus some 
exponential decaying terms plus an offset. Secondly the characteristic equation of the 
underlying motion equation is of fourth order (Burcher and Zhang 1995). Hence the form 
chosen in equation (8 .2 0 ) is quite reasonable and with a good possibility of successful 
curve fitting. The residuals were then defined as;

<P(0) = É [y »  “  [Vi + sin(o)t + (p̂  ))]' +

~ (A '-4 ^ '̂*+Cj6 + Ĉ e sin(fflt +
i=l

where

^ = is the parameter vector to be

evaluated,
(Vm^Pm) ^re the tow test measurements for 3 ^ 0  ^nd p  respectively.

The full mathematical expression for the nonlinear programming used is as 
follows:

min(0(0)) (8.22)

subject to constraints (for stable tow data)

O)>0.0 
- K < ( p ^  < 7 t  

-n<(p^ <71
X j >L O  

0 . 0 < X ^ < L 0  
A, > 0.0

and (for unstable tow runs).
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CÛ > 0.0 

- 7 t < ( p ^  <7t  

- K  < Ç ^  < 7 t '

A3 < 0.0

The gradient vector and the Hassian matrix were calculated using equations (8.18) 
and (8.19) given in section 8.3.2a. In the calculation procedure there is another problem 
which must be considered. That is the possibility of convergence to a local stationary 
point. To avoid this:

a). A different initial guess for the parameter vector 0 was given for each case and 
the computation was repeated to check for consistency of solution.

b). The program was designed to be able to jump out from a stationary point and then 
be terminated ‘manually’.

c). An ‘eye-test’, which checked the residual of the fitted curve, was used after each 
calculation was performed in order to ensure convergence to the global stationary 
point.

Some simplification was also introduced in the computation. When the tow test 
data was recorded, the sample rate was 64 samples per second with a time length of about 
60 seconds. To ease computing time, the iterative search for the parameters was 
undertaken for the data with a reduced sampling rate of 8 Hz, instead of the original larger 
data bank. Thus the CPU time would be reduced considerably with the results still giving 
the same order of accuracy.

Comparing the results for different estimating methods, it was found that the 
values of the frequency co, the damping ratio of the oscillation A3 , its aptitude Cj, Q and 
the offsets were relatively robust and reliable, whilst the coefficients related to the 
exponential terms, i.e. Ay,A2 ,Cy,C2 ,c^,C5  are less reliable. The latter essentially exist

merely in the very initial part of the response and usually they disappear rapidly by half 
cycle, especially the term > 1.0). It is, therefore, understandable that these

parameters are difficult to evaluate if, for any reason, the initial part of the tow data was 
unavailable, e.g. the noise level too high. Another reason for this could be the tendency 
for cancellation to occur between two parallel exponential terms {Cje~^‘\  C2 "̂̂  ̂ ) or 

c^e'^^') causing the computation to stop at a local minimum. By assuming that 

there is only one term for the decaying exponential function involved, namely
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e~^^\0.0< ^ 2  < 1.0), the problem was further simplified: i.e. Cj = = 0. This should

lead to a mathematical expression which is much simper for calculation purposes and yet 
yields no significant degradation from an analysis based on the full fourth ordered model 
in equation (8.20). Actually for most tow test data this model was used for the calculation 
procedure. If processing data with higher order, i.e. first or second differentiation against 
time is essential, the starting point of the tow response must be chosen carefully: neither 
to miss any crucial initial data and nor to include any unwanted external noises. Hence 
the more rapidly damped terms > 1 .0 ) can be included in the function form and
( ) be evaluated more accurately.

Tables 8 . 6  and 8.7 give the listing of the resulting parameters for the fitted tow 
test curves of MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER models respectively. Figures 
8.1 to 8.4 show typical fitted curves for sway displacement ^tid yaw angle ^
compared with the recorded experiment decay data for MARINER model. Those for 
BRITISH BOMBARDIER model test Group 1 are presented in Figures 8.5 to 8.9. Good 
agreement between the fitted curves and the recorded experiment data was obtained. The 
first derivatives of the fitted curves are also compared with those of raw data by 
difference method in Figures 8.1 to 8.9. Though the noise superimposed is not very 
apparent when one looks at the recorded curves of sway displacement and yaw angle, it 
results in a serious error in obtaining the differentiation of the curves against the time, e.g. 
the yaw rate and sway velocity. Comparing the plots for MARINER model tests with 
those for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests, it should be noted that the 
measurements of BRITISH BOMBARDIER runs are much clearer than those of 
MARINER tows. This was due to the improvement on both instrumentation and test 
arrangement as described in Chapter 7.

Other possibilities of improving the estimation have also been investigated. One 
is to separate a whole curve into two segments, by firstly identifying the damped 
oscillation related parameters and the offset from the latter part of the data, secondly 
concentrating on the initial part of the data and estimating the exponential ratios and their 
coefficients. According to studies done for one of the tows, this approach could enhance 
the results, mainly for the estimation of the exponential terms, while the most important 
features of the free decay curves, i. e. the offset bias, the frequency and the oscillation 
amplitude remain almost the same.

The SI technique was then used to evaluating the hydrodynamic derivatives of the 
model. The derivation of various SI models for the tow line tests are also presented in the 
following section.
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Table 8 .6  Coefficients o f fitted curves for MARINER model tests

Run Tow X t yh Ph (Û k ya Pa
No. No. (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)

Group 1 (U=0.5m/s)
18 1 2 1.751 -0.2823 -0.0307 0.1869 -0.0218 -0.1341 0.0561

2 0 8 1.548 -0.2559 -0.006 0.1717 -0.0129 0.1850 -0.0718
23 6 1.446 -0.2775 -0 . 0 2 1 0 0.2026 -0.0060 0.1822 -0.0707
24 6 1.446 -0.2996 -0.0149 0.1678 -0.0081 0 . 2 0 1 2 0.0725
27 4 1.344 -0.2797 -0.0198 0 . 2 0 2 0 -0.0071 0.1991 -0.0771
28 4 1.344 -0.1656 -0.0505 0.1661 -0.0153 0 . 1 2 0 1 -0.0425
32 2 1.234 -0.3271 -0.0396 0.1677 -0.0256 -0.1242 0.0406

Group 2 (U=L28m/s)
25 6 1.446 -0.2235 -0 . 0 2 1 1 0.3576 -0.0032 -0.2179 0.0673
26 6 1.446 0 . 0 0 0 1 -0.0238 0.3608 -0.0059 0.0739 -0.0230
2 2 8 1.548 -0.1227 0.0061 0.3765 -0.0096 -0.0531 0.0169
36 1 0 1.649 -0.0378 -0.0109 0.3935 0.0046 -0.0782 0.0273
37 1 2 1.649 -0.2040 -0 . 0 2 1 0 0.4051 -0 . 0 1 0 2 -0.2281 0.0804

Note: \.y\) ând pb are biases.
2. CO is frequency.
3. A: is damping ratio {Xf).
4. yd and pa are amplitudes (Cj, c )̂.
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Table 8.7 Coefficients offitted curves for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests

Run Tow X r yh f t (Û k ya Pa
No. No. (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)

Group 1 (U=0.86m/s)
6 8 4 1.356 -0.0699 0.0056 0.2547 -0.0141 0.3538 -0.1195
69 3 1.305 -0.061 0.0085 0.2499 -0.0105 0.257 -0.0855

70 6 1.457 -0.0517 -0.0016 0.257 -0.0103 0.3647 -0.1275

71 8 1.559 -0.0532 0.0058 0.2773 -0.0087 0.1808 -0.0704
72 1 0 1.661 -0.0459 -0.0059 0.28 -0.0067 0.2447 -0.0958

Group 2 (U=1.0m/s)
76 1 2 1.762 -0.0389 -0.0061 0.3407 -0.0082 0.2404 -0.0932

77 1 0 1.661 -0.0296 0.0032 0.329 -0 . 0 1 0 1 0.2563 -0.0931
78 8 1.559 -0.0327 -0.0081 0.3143 -0.0105 0.2686 -0.1026
79 6 1.457 1.9717 -0.7925 0.2963 -0.0016 0.2383 -0.0721

81 3 1.305 -0.0748 0.0154 0.2877 -0.0053 0.2896 -0.0926

Group 3 (U=0.8 6 m/s)
82 4 1.356 0.0055 0.0098 0.4535 -0.0592 0.1336 -0.0813

83 6 1.457 -0.0163 0 . 0 1 1 1 0.4612 -0.0739 0.1755 -0.1042

84 8 1.559 -0.0125 0.0071 0.477 -0.0616 -0.1663 0.1045

Note: 1. y\} and Pb are biases.
2 . œ is frequency.
3. k is damping ratio (Xf).
4. ya and Pa are amplitudes (Cj, C3 ).
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8.3.3 SI Model Formulation For Tow Line Tests

The dynamic system of tow line tests can be modelled in various ways by taking 
different inputs and outputs. Many SI models already discussed in Chapter 6, e.g. State 
Space (SS), AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA), AutoRegressive with eXogenous 
variables (ARX), Linear Regression (LR) etc., can be employed to define the motion 
equation of the tow line tests. Usually they require different measurements from 
experiments such as velocity parameters or displacement variables. Even for the same 
experiment configuration there exist several mathematical model structures and it is very 

important to choose the one which will enhance identifiability under the same or weak 
conditions.

The full set of motion equation of sway and yaw in terms of either two spatial 
parameters (y^c’ or two motion velocity parameters { v j)  is repeated below for

reference:

sway mi} + mllr = Y^v + Y /  + Y-v + Y / -  T sin(a + p)
yaw  ir = + N /  + N-v + N-r -  TX^sin(a + p)

(8.23a)

{m Y^) ÿcG ÿcG ĵ yCG

-  (Y™ + m 'U )p+fy ,U  + T( 1+ =  0

xr • TX,
ifcG VcG

- { i - N , ) p + N j -  f r x ^ ( ; + ^ ) + N , u j p =0

(8.23b)

8.3.3a State Space Model

A system of Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) differential equations such as equation 
(8.23) can always be represented as a set of first order differential equations. In matrix or 

'P. rSS'i fnrm thft ennatinns can he written as:State Space (SS) form, the equations can be written as:

x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx +Du

(8.24)
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where m is a vector of nu control inputs, x is an « 5  element state vector, and y is a 
vector of ny outputs.

The State Space (SS) representation is the most natural LTI model in modern 
control techniques (Franklin & Powell 1980, Kailath 1980), and is effective and robust. 
The advantages are especially apparent when systems with more than one control input or 
sensed output is involved. For multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) systems such as tow 
line model tests, the SS representation is considered to be the only convenient model to 
work with. The general dynamic motion equations of a ship model Equations (6.4) and 
(6.5) are differential equations in similar forms, and the main feature of this form is the 
fact that it is not necessary to measure every response variable in order to obtain the 
values of the hydrodynamic derivatives of the vehicle. The linear mathematical system 
(Equation 8.23) of the vehicle's sway and yaw responses to perturbations can be 
expressed in the form of Equation 8.24 if defining:

the state vector is = [t/^g Vcg P 
the output vector is y^ = [ŷ .̂  p] 
the control vector is = [uj

The components of matrices A and B are then derived accordingly as the ratios of 
combination of slow motion derivatives to virtual masses and moments of inertia:

A =

%
tri
I

N ,
r
0

-T
ni L 

0
-T X j

TL
0

C =

D =

0 1 0  1 
0 1 0  1 

0  1 0 0~  

0 0 0 1 
1 0 

0 1

Y
ni

0
&
r
1

ni L ni 

0

(8.25)

If the state is defined directly as = [v y^c P P], then the output remains the 

same (i.e. the measurements available y = [y^c P f)  and only the matrix A is modified
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A =

I I
ni
1

r
0

- T  y
ni L 

0
- T X j

TL
0

ni
0

K
r
1

U

r  L 
0

(8.26)

For the tow line tests conducted there is no external control force and the input is 
taken as the initial perturbation. Therefore model (Equation 8.24) is a closed loop system 
and the tow line force (or moment) terms can be assumed as the feedback control. The 
related open loop system can be described with the feed back as the input to the system 
u - \ j -  [y^G p f  and the components of matrices A and B become:

A =

B =

1
&  
r  

_ 0

z L
ni L 

0
-T X j

TL
0

Y
ZnL + u  
ni

0
K
T
1

ni
0

T
0

ni L

T L 
0

(8.27)

The difference in models of (8.25), (8.26) and (8.27) is entirely in the design 
method since the end result, the motion equation of towed model Equation (2.18), is 
identical. For the Glasgow tow tests conducted the analysis was done using the first two 
SS model of Equatations 8.25 and 8.26.

From the SS models an equivalent representation of transfer function can be 
derived as the Laplace transform description H{s) :

Y{s) = H{s)U{s)

where
H{s) = C{sI-A)-'B  + D

(8.28a)

(8.28b)

Using the control approach in Chapter 5, both linear and angular velocity 
component of the vessel can be expressed as response to the input, i.e. either an initial 
state or some control surface deflections. And the transfer functions of the tow line tests 
are of fourth order with one unit delay and have the general form:
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bjS  ̂+ 2̂-̂  ̂+ bjs’H{s,6 ) =
s‘* — a.s^ — a^s  ̂— a,s^ — a. (8.29)

where the parameter vector 9 is the coefficients of the numerator and the denominator 
polynomials and is coupled in terms of control derivatives (note that the denominator 
polynomials are the same as those in the characteristic equation of the motion);

6 = [aj ^3 ^4 1̂ K ^3^

This formulation can be repeated in a different point of view and a SS description 
can again be postulated. The standard way is to define the state-variables so that 
coefficients entering the system matrices are in accordance with the canonical form of the 
transfer function (Franklin & Powell 1980):

x{t) = 0  x(t) + r  u(t) 
y(t) = H x{t)

(8.30)

where

0 =

aj 1 0 0

« 2 0 1 0
0 0 1

a. 0 0 0

r  =
A

H  = [l 0 0 0]

This is another useful model structure and can be used to identify the coefficients 
in the characteristic equation (ay,<32,aj,a^). Together with other parameters (bj,b2,bj),
the hydrodynamic derivatives of ship model can thus be evaluated. This model (Equation 
8.30) usually requires a time history of input which in this case is the tow line force T(t). 
This is sometimes difficult to obtain coherently with other positional measurements. The 
major problem encountered, however, is that the dynamic system of the tow line tests is a 
multivariable system and there are always two outputs and two transfer functions (see 
Section 2.3.4):
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r [ - m 'X ,s ^ - (N ,- Y „ X ,) s ]
A.s^ + Bŝ  + Cŝ  + Ds + E

(8.31)
T \ - I ' + (N, -  (% -  mU)X,) s ' + U(N, -  Y, X^)s]

A.s  ̂+ Bs^ + Cs^ + Ds + E

If the canonical form modelling (8.30) is applied to system (8.31) as a SISO model, the 
resulting parameters are not uniquely determined especially for those in denominator 
which correspond to the characteristic equation. Until an approach is available which 
intelligently uses this extra freedom, the transfer function modelling for estimating the 
control derivatives in the tow line tests has limited value. Nonetheless it can still be used 
to provide some direct information about the characteristic equation and shed some light 
on the choice of the initial values of the derivative required in the optimal PEM 
algorithm.

The useful State Space model representation can also be employed in processing 
calibration errors in the measurements of the experiment if an extra pair of cameras or 
some high accuracy yaw rate gyros are available in the tests, (i.e. measurements = 
[ycGm Pn, (ÿcc)m ()8)„])- Note that the recordings of [ÿœ = {ày„ d p j  are in units of

metres per second and radians per second and measured by independent instruments other 
than those used to measure yccm» Pm- The mathematical model for the measurements is

as follows:

yCGm “ ¥b

Pb
(8.32)

dym=U+^dy)dy + dy, 

dPm + )dp + dPfj

Where the A are calibration errors, subscript b and m denote biases and a measured 
value. The components of the motion are related by

(8.33)
p  = dp

Therefore:
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VcGn

P m  =

7 + Ady J
{dy„-dy^)

1+X,
(8.34)

7 + A
{dp^-dpb)

■dp j

By regarding [dy^ dp^] as the input and Pm̂  as the output of a system, values of 
Kp^dy^^dPb can be estimated by the SI method. This analysis was not

performed for the tow line tests carried out at Glasgow University because measurements
of the backup LED sensors were not available, and on the other hand the calibrations for 
the cameras were regarded as reliable ( = 0 ). The values of y^ and p^ have been

estimated by curve fitting approach described in the previous section. For the purpose of 
accuracy it is desirable to adopt some extra instrumentation and use model (8.34) to 
analyze the calibration errors involved in the measurements.

8.3.3b AutoRegressive model with an eXogenous signal (ARX)

An autoregressive model with an exogenous signal (ARX) is defined as a discrete 
model structure (Ljung 1987, Soderstrom & Stoica 1989):

^{q = ')u(t) + e(t) (8.35)

where
y{t) and u{t) are scalar signals 
A{q-^) = l  + a,q-^ + ... + a^q-"^

B(q-') = b,q-'+... + b^q-'*
(8.36)

The parameter vector is taken as

(8.37)

In the case of the tow line tests, the transfer functions (8.31) correspond to a 
discrete time model of fourth-order:

g) ^  b,z~‘ +b,z'" +b,z~^ + b,z.-2
-y ~-2

-4

-3 ~ - 4
1 — a jZ  — ^ 2^  ~  cijZ ~  a^z

(8.38)
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The state equations are more interesting because here the eight states are no more than 
recent values of input and output:

— [y(t — f) y(.t — 2) y{t — 3) y{t — 4) u(t — 1) u{t — 2) u(t — 3) u(t — 5)]̂

and the ARX model becomes:
(8.39)

Xj(t + 1) -a, «2 as 4̂ bj b2 bs b ; 'O'
X2{t + 7) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^2 0 ^ 2

Xjit + 7) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^3 0
x^{t + 7) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 X4 0

u =
x^{t + 7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^5 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ^6 0
Xj{t + 7) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ^7 0 e?

^«(^ + 1)_ _0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0_ 0_ .^8

(8.40)

Hence the simple Least Square (LS) algorithm can be applied directly to the above 
model: for any 6 (i.e. for any values of a. and 6.), the elements of error are all zero 
except ej. And this element of error is given by

or

Xj{t  +  7) -  ajXji t )  -  % (0  -  a^Xjit) -  a^x^it)

-  b j X ^{ t )  -  -  b j X j { t )  -  b ^ x ^ i t )  =  e j { t , 6 )

ymi^) -  “  2̂Î/m(̂  “  2) -  a^y^(t ~ 3) ~ a^y^(t -  4)
-  bjU^it -  7) -  h2U^{t -  2) -  h^u^{t - 3 ) -  - 4 )  = 6j(t,0)

(8.41a)

(8.41b)

The LS performance measure becomes

0 (e) = f^e,(tr,ey (8.42)

Obviously it does not require measurements of all states and their time derivatives 
and the discrete transfer function can be identified from recent values of input and output. 
The advantage of this model is that the loss function (Equation 8.42) is simple and it is 
easy to perform the identification algorithm. However the parameters are the 
combination of the sample rate and the coefficients in the characteristic equation, the later 
of which are again coupled in terms of control derivatives. This leads to complexity and 
indirectness which make the ARX modelling far less desirable than the SS model of 
Equation (8.25).
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8.3.3c Linear Regressive (LR) Model

The differential motion equation of sway and yaw (8.31) can be modelled directly 
as an Linear Regression (LR) model:

I.e.

and

p i

e = [ - m 'Y ,Y ^ Y , lY  

y{t) = [v V r r -  T sin(a + P )f

0 = [ - / 'N ,  N , N , lY

y{t) = [ v v r v -  TXj  sin(a + p ) f

(8.43)

(for sway)

(for yaw)

Because there is no external input the above models are also called Time Series 
(TS) models. The output can be replaced by spatial related variables: 
y (0  = [ÿcG ÿcG VcG P P P^^' The parameter vector is then a combination of slow motion 

derivatives:

or

0 =

0 =
T Y  Y

0, -r,N,,-(N,LZ + rX,(7 + ̂ ) )

(for sway)

(for yaw)

In both cases there is a demand for very high quality instrumentation to measure 
not only the sway displacement yaw angle P but also the components of linear

and angular velocity and acceleration {v ,v ,r,r)  or (ÿcc ÿcc A  Such

instrumentation was not available when the MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER 
model tests were performed and the result of an identification analysis could therefore be 
very poor and the consistency of the parameters very weak if calculations were carried 
out directly for the differentiation values rather than the measured velocity and 
acceleration. However the LR model of Equation (8.43) does have an appeal of 
simplicity and would provide an unbiased estimates for the system if more strict 
experimental conditions were available.
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8.3.4 Computation and Verification

A computer program was developed in MATLAB (1992) to carry out the SI 
calculation for the estimation of the control derivatives of a ship model by tow line tests. 
The State Space (SS) model in terms of positional responses of the ship model in the 
towing tank were employed as formulated in Equation (8.25) or Equation (8.26). The 
estimation procedure was carried out by applying the PEM algorithm (Chapter 6). There 
are six unknown control derivatives in mathematical model (8.25) or (8.26) and two pairs 
of initial conditions i.e. (i/o, ÿ JX A  ' Â )- The known initial conditions from the 
measurements are = y„  ̂ and = p^^. There are, therefore, eight parameters to be 

included in each identification process. Once the hydrodynamic derivatives are 
evaluated, it is necessary to verify the accuracy of the estimation. This was carried out in 
four aspects as follows:

1 Consistency of the results obtained at different tow conditions, such as tow point
position and tow speed;

2 Reasonable comparison with any existing reference values;

3 Good agreement of the computer simulation based on the estimated derivatives 
with the models' motion in the tank;

4 Satisfactory possibility of whiteness of the residuals from the prediction.

Tables 8.8 to 8.12 show the derivative values estimated for both MARINER and 
BRITISH BOMBARDIER models. The detailed analysis are discussed as follows.

MARINER Model

Of the twenty four runs accomplished in Groups 1 and 2 (see Section 7.3.1) with 
the model in standard trim condition only about eight runs were suitable for processing. 
In the others, data was lost either due to loss of tracking of the video system for the lower 
speed of 0.5m/s (Group 1) or too short a recording cycle for the higher speed of 1.28m/s 
(Group 2). Five of the remaining runs were analysed for derivatives. They included three 
runs for three tow point positions at high speed ( 1.28m/s) and two runs for two tow point 
positions at a lower speed (0.5m/s). The results of these in both dimensional and non- 
dimensional terms are given in Table 8.8 which also shows the mean values and the
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standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the parameter values. Table 8.9 shows 
the comparison of non-dimensional derivatives analysed with the standard values 
published by ITTC.

Table 8.8 Derivatives estimated by SI method for MARINER model

Group 1 ( U = 0.5 m/s )

Run TP Y^-m U m - Y . I - N ,

Dimensional
23 6 -20.78 -25.75 -19.01 -22.56 150.47 62.29
18 12 -20.85 -25.98 -19.08 -22.39 150.86 61.90

Mean -20.82 -25.87 -19.05 -22.47 150.67 62.09
STD (%) -0.23 -0.62 -0.25 -0.53 0.18 0.45

Non-Dimensional ( xlO
23 6 -11.46 -5.34 -3.94 -1.76 15.60 0.91
18 12 -11.50 -5.39 -3.96 -1.75 15.64 0.91

Mean -11.48 -5.36 -3.95 -1.75 15.62 0.91

Group 2 ( U = 1.28 m/s)

Run TP X - m U K K m -Y , I - N ,

Dimensional
25 6 -52.73 -66.03 -49.47 -59.38 150.10 62.23
22 8 -57.65 -62.06 -46.96 -54.46 150.97 58.31
37 12 -51.56 -68.19 -50.90 -58.68 150.02 62.89

Mean -53.98 -65.43 -49.11 -57.50 150.36 61.14
STD (%) -5.99 -4.75 -4.07 -4.62 0.35 4.05

Non-Dimensional ( xlO
25 6 -11.36 -5.35 -4.01 -1.81 15.56 0.91
22 8 -12.42 -5.03 -3.80 -1.66 15.65 0.85
37 12 -11.11 -5.52 -4.12 -1.79 15.55 0.92

Mean -11.63 -5.30 -3.98 -1.75 15.59 0.90

Note: 1. TP is tow point number.

2. STD is the standard deviation.
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Table 8.9 Summary o f results for MARINER model (Dimensionless)

Derivatives SI Analytic 

Approach 1
ITTC

ReferenceGroup 1 Group 2

m -Y i 15.620 15.589 15.716 15.467

I - N , 0.910 0.896 0.913 0.910

y. -11.482 -11.630 -11.185 -11.426

K -3.949 -3.978 -3.761 -3.941

y^ -5.364 -5.299 -5.365 -5.389

Nr -1.752 -1.751 -1.745 -1.759

Very consistent parameters were obtained for the lower speed (0.5m/s) runs of the 
Group 1 and there was also good agreement with the standard reference values. This 
suggests that a relatively longer run, which corresponds to a longer tank or a lower tow 
speed, is very important for identification purposes. There is no clear speed dependence 
in the dimensionless parameter values. The derivative estimated most consistently over 
the five runs is yaw derivatives. These values was further checked by simulating 
response curves using the above estimated derivatives and the initial conditions for each 
runs. The comparison of these with the measurements is shown in Figures 8.10-8.14. 
The computer simulations showed good agreement with the model experiments. The 
decaying responses can be well predicted by the identified linear sway and yaw 
derivatives and assumed motion equation. It is therefore concluded that the evaluation of 
the control derivatives for the MARINER model by tow line tests is successful.

Figure 8.15 shows a typical Bode diagram of the sway and yaw transfer functions 
equivalent to the identified derivatives. If there is no consistence difficulty in the time 
history of towing line force recording and displacement measurements, the transfer 
functions may be derived from model test data directly. The comparison of these two can 
provide further information as to whether the identified model is sensible.
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BRITISH BOMBARDIER Model

Five runs at five tow point positions Xj in Group 1 (U=0.86m/s) were analysed to 

estimate six control derivative values using the SI method described previously. The tests 
in Group 2 at a higher speed of 1 .Om/s were limited more in length than those in Group 1 
and were considered unsuitable for the analysis. Consistent values for control derivatives 
were identified and these results in forms of both dimensional and non-dimensional, the 
mean values and the standard deviations are shown in Table 8.10. Again the derivative 
estimated most consistently over the five runs is yaw motion related derivatives, i.e. 

m il, Nj. and / '.  It is noticeable that the Y ^ -m il  value was consistent throughout

all of the runs similarly ni was consistent throughout all the results. V , although being 
consistent was a little more variable than the other two r dependent terms. Of the sway 
dependent derivatives the relatively variable derivatives were and Y ,̂ This might be

due to the problem that the v values were made from the difference of two large numbers 
of about the same order. This was also believed to be due to the limitation of the length 
of steady runs (i.e. less than two and half cycles). In the experience of analysis done for 
MARINER model, more consistent results for sway dependent derivatives could be 
expected if some longer tank runs were available.

Table 8.11 compared the averaged results with the Southampton PMM results and 
those values obtained by the analytical Approach One in Section 8.2. It is interesting to 
see that the agreement on Ŷ  and is quite good between the SI analysis and the values

that were obtained from PMM tests on the same model by Southampton University. 
However the values for the sway derivatives are different to those PMM results, 
especially the being less by a factor of about V3 . However this value by SI

calculation was consistent with those yielded by analytical Approach one. The PMM test 
did not include any rudder but with turbulence studs fitted on the model. For the tow line 
tests performed at Glasgow University this model was fitted with a rudder as mentioned 
earlier in Chapter 7. In the time available and the construction of the model it was not 
possible to readily remove the rudder though this would be a desirable move to make and 
obtain results for the bare hull. Good agreement between PMM and SI results was also 
obtained for the acceleration related derivatives m’ and /'.

Like the case of MARINER model, the evaluation process here was based on the 
State Space (SS) model in Equation (8.25), where the 'state' vector of the tow line 
dynamic system was defined as the basic positional variables and their first differentiation 
against time i.e. the state vector is -  [ÿcc V cg  P ^  second SS model (Equation 
8.26), which employs the sway velocity v instead of y, i.e. state vector is
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= [v p p], was also adopted and the effect investigated briefly. An example was 

given in Table 8.12. The results for different derivatives were variable in their values 
however they were thought to be fairly close to the corresponding results obtained by the 
analytical Approach One. This was no surprise since both SS definition of Equation 
(8.26) and the analytical Approach One modelled the tow line dynamic system in terms of 
sway velocity v rather than the positional variable ÿ. Apart from the inconsistency, the

residuals were found to be more correlated than those of SS model (8.25) which was, 
therefore, considered more suitable for estimation purposes.

Table 8.10 Derivatives estimated by SI method for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model

(a) Dimensional
Run TP X - m U K m - Y . l - N ,

68 4 -52.06 -44.00 -32.36 -41.36 185.39 48.01
69 3 -45.12 -45.49 -32.58 -42.47 185.92 50.04
70 6 -49.78 -45.08 -34.35 -42.22 181.96 51.28
71 8 -42.61 -46.10 -30.16 -45.37 195.74 47.07
72 10 -50.67 -44.65 -35.39 -45.03 179.08 52.78

Mean -48.05 -45.06 -32.97 -43.29 185.62 49.84
STD (%) -8.33 -1.77 -6.10 -4.14 3.39 4.68

(b) Non-Dimensional (x70 )̂
Run TP Y^ - mU m -Y , I - N ,

68 4 -18.900 -6.390 -4.699 -2.402 23.152 0.959
69 3 -16.380 -6.606 -4.731 -2.467 23.217 1.000
70 6 -18.070 -6.545 -4.987 -2.452 22.723 1.025
71 8 -15.468 -6.694 -4.380 -2.635 24.444 0.940
72 10 -18.393 -6.484 -5.140 -2.615 22.363 1.055

Mean -17.442 -6.544 -4.787 -2.514 23.180 0.996

Note: 1. TP is tow point number.

2. STD is the standard deviation.

The validity of these values was then further checked by simulating response 
curves using the estimated derivatives and the initial conditions for each run. Figures
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8.16-8.20 show the comparison of the simulation with the measurements from the 
experiments. Good agreement between the predicted ship model motion and the recorded 
responses was obtained. The time history, autocorrelation and histogram of residuals of 
sway displacement at centre of the gravity CG and the yaw angle are shown in Figures 
8.21-8.25. Generally speaking this testing of the residuals for the independence of past 
inputs and the possibility of whiteness is satisfactory. This gives the confidence in the 
estimated parameters for the model.

Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that like the case of MARINER 
model, the evaluation of the control derivatives of BRITISH BOMBARDIER model by 
SI method were successful.

Table 8.11 Comparison of average results for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model

Average
Results

Approach One SI Southampton
= 0.288 = 0.391 (SS Model) (PMM)

m-Y ^ 189.56 149.04 185.62 193.44
I - N , 54.59 58.27 49.84 49.65

y. -45.78 -45.78 -48.05 -42.92
-36.48 -34.43 -32.97 -51.66
-50.20 -45.07 -45.06 -46.28

K -38.18 -38.18 -43.29 -43.80

Table 8.12 Effects of different SS models

Run 68 
Results

Approach One SI
(SS model)

Southampton
PMM

e  = 0.288 e  = 0.391 Model A Model B (Mean)
m-Yi, 188.13 148.47 185.39 177.79 193.44
I - N , 54.18 58.05 48.01 59.50 49.65

n -50.79 -50..79 -52.06 -43.79 -42.92
N, -35.67 -33.31 -32.36 -33.96 -51.66

-48.26 -44.07 -44.00 -44.01 -46.28
N. -38.42 -38.42 -41.36 -38.94 -43.80

Note: 1. The state vector = {ÿ  y  P  p] for Model A.
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of fitted and recorded response for MARINER model 
(Run 20, tow point 8, U = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of fitted and recorded response for MARINER model 
(Run 32, tow point 2, U = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 8.3 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  MARINER model
(Run 26y tow point 6, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 8.4 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  MARINER model
(Run 36, tow point 10, U  = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 8.5 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER
model (Run 68, tow point 4)
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Figure 8.6 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER
model (Run 69, tow point 3)
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Figure 8.7 Comparison offitted and recorded response fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER
model (Run 70, tow point 6)
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Figure 8.8 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER
model (Run 71, tow point 8)
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Figure 8.9 Comparison o f fitted and recorded response fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER
model (Run 72, tow point 10)
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Figure 8.10 Comparison o f simulation for MARINER model 
(Run 23y tow point 6 ,U  = 0.5 m/s)
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Figure 8.11 Comparison o f simulation fo r  MARINER model
(Run 18y tow point 12y U =  0.5 m/s)
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Figure 8.12 Comparison o f simulation for MARINER model 
(Run 25, tow point 6 , U - 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 8.13 Comparison o f simulation fo r MARINER model
(Run 22, tow point 8, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 8.14 Comparison o f simulation for MARINER model 
(Run 37f tow point 12, U = 1.28 m/s)
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Figure 8.15 A typical Bode diagram
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Figure 8.16 Comparison o f simulation for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
(Run 68, tow point 4)
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Figure 8.17 Comparison o f simulation fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
(Run 69, tow point 3)
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Figure 8.18 Comparison o f simulation for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
(Run 70, tow point 6)
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Figure 8.19 Comparison o f simulation fo r  BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
(Run 71, tow point 8)
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Figure 8.20 Comparison o f simulation for BRITISH BOMBARDIER model
(Run 72, tow point 10)
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 General

The work carried out in this thesis has demonstrated that by measuring the motion 
of a surface ship model at the end of a tow line the linear hydrodynamic derivatives of 
Force and Moment for the hull form can be successfully deduced for the purpose of 
prediction of the control characteristics of the vessel. Such tests offer a simple but 
effective alternative to the existing more expensive and time consuming experimental 
methods such as the PMM. The work has demonstrated that this tow line model test 
offers an approach which,

1) provides the possibility to evaluate all the linear hydrodynamic derivatives of the 
vessel from one single test, whilst traditionally several different types of runs, e. g. 
pure sway, pure yaw, are required to estimate the sway or yaw derivatives;

2) provides the flexibility and simplicity for the design of the experiments, and reduces 
the need to impose a precise motion to the model and thus the possibility of noise due 
to this motion imposition;

3) provides a qualitative assessment of the straightline stability of the hull under test 
even without any analysis. For design purposes this qualitative information is very 
useful and may allow modifications to be made to hull, skeg or rudder to improve the 
stability.

The experiment process design and major instrumentation considerations for the 
tow line model tests have been explored. Extensive model tests have been carried out for 
a MARINER and a tanker (BRITISH BOMBARDIER) hull forms, and the behaviour of 
the models in the tank have been fully investigated. Theoretical models and computer
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tools have been developed for the analysis of the control characteristics of ship models by 
tow line tests, and good agreement with the experiment results have been achieved.

Both experimental and theoretical studies so far have found no fatal flaws in this 
new concept though more extensive research is required to explore a wider range of 
configuration variations and applications for the new approach.

The studies to date suggest that the tow line model test is a potential approach for 
estimation of hydrodynamic derivatives for ship hull form in the (early) design phase and 
provides an important guidance on the control characteristics of the vessel.

9.2 Design of Tow Line Tests

The tow line tests can be performed in a standard ship towing tank using the 
model prepared for resistance tests. The mechanical elements of the test are readily set 
up but an accurate motion tracking system is required. Each tow test contains sufficient 
information to obtain estimates all of the linear derivatives but several such tests are 
advisable to average out experimental variation in each tests. Varying the tow point 
position is the preferred approach in such multiple tests as this varies the frequency of the 
model’s oscillation and relation of sway velocity v and yaw rate r to each other. The 
choice of tow line length can also be used to vary the frequency and thereby increase the 
number of cycles obtained at steady speed down the tank. Despite the good results 
achieved for MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests, two cycles obtained 
in the towing tank of Glasgow University stretched the analysis to the limit and a longer 
tank run is desirable.

Even without any analysis the tow tests provides a qualitative assessment of the 
straightline stability of the hull under test. Stable hulls exhibit a highly damped tow 
transient with only a few cycles of oscillation. In fact very stable hulls may show no 
oscillatory behaviour. Marginal stability gives rise to sustained oscillations with light 
damping and unstable hulls the amplitude of the oscillations will grow and the model will 
tend to wander off to the side even with the tow point well ahead of the bow.

For the measurement of the tow line forces, a strain gauged towing post would be 
the answer to provide the components of force acting on the tow line.
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The two methods explored of angular potentiometers and video tracking are both 
possible but a good video tracking system would appear preferable, not least because it 
does not involve any physical interaction with the model or towing system.

Some of the runs that carried out were lost in terms of analysis because of the 
failure of the video tracking system to cover the scope of the models' movements and 
from what has been experienced during the trials it would appear better to have a more 
advanced video tracking system, more independent sensors on the model and if possible a 
darker tank at the time of running.

Apart from the losses, the tracking of the video system used was generally good 
and the results were able to be analysed. The main problem was that there was no spatial 
datum to deduce where the model was actually in the tank at any given time. This 
information have to be analyzed by curve fitting techniques. For highly stable models, 
due to the heavy damping, it is possible to run the model for some time at a steady state at 
the end of each tow, this would provide a means of deducing datum for the standard runs.

9.3 Conduct Of Tests

If the tow line tests were to be used as a regular process in a standard towing tank 
then some recommendation to the method of carrying out the tests is necessary.

The initial starting position of the model was done manually by either holding a 
line or holding the model against some side bars. This resulted in a random starting 
position for each test from which the video system took its zeros. If this test was to be 
carried out as a regular method then it is suggested that some form of mechanical arm to 
hold the model in a known spatial position relative to the carriage were necessary. This 
would enable the video system to be zeroed on a known position of the model at the start 
of each test and overcome some of the troubles encountered in the analysis due to a lack 
of zero datum relative to the carriage or tank.

It is clearly necessary to improve on the arrangement of the hinged tow line that 
was used during the MARINER and BRITISH BOMBARDIER model tests which would 
tend to break if under a heavier loading. While the hinged arrangement worked quite 
well in principle, it will be not strong enough to take the loads imposed with any larger 
model and also the tow line forces measured were in some cases quite random. It was 
necessary during the analysis to assume a fixed tow load for analysis from the mean
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values of the forces measured during various runs. The random measurements obviously 
affected the initial analysis of the results obtained.

A clip on method for the towing point on the model on the bar should be adopted 
to arrange an accurate tow point position and make it less difficult for the experimenters 
to shift between runs.

If the tow bar on the model to be tested is well above the waterline, this may 
cause some rolling or heeling of the model during testing. Whether this will affect the 
results is unknown, it would be desirable to use a standard model with a level cut off only 
just above the water as is normally used for resistance tests.

For the test runs with the rudder off-set, some method inside the model being able 
to set the rudder to a known angle would allow to deduce the rudder derivatives as well as 
the sway derivatives in the off-set runs.

A possible alternative testing method is to tow from a point not on the centre line 
of the model, i.e. offset to port or starboard with the rudders amidships, this would induce 
an additional moment on the model causing it run finally in an off-set position without 
the need for a rudder force and this might be a better way of analysing these results.

9.4 The Analysis

A comprehensive investigation of the analysis method for the tow line test was 
carried out and two yielded satisfactory results. One was an analytic method which 
decoupled the motion equation of the towed model whilst the other was the application of 
SI analysis.

Based on an observation of the phase relationship in the measured motions, the 
analytic approach was first developed by matching the records to a simple oscillatory 
formula from which relative simple relations could be obtained to evaluate the 
derivatives.

A more general and robust method of evaluating the value of the control 
derivatives from measurements of the noisy transient responses of the towed model was 
developed. As a first step in the procedure, an analysis of damped tow test data (i.e. a 
short segment of oscillatory record) was carried out using Least Square and nonlinear
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optimization techniques. A mathematical expression were fitted for the motions recorded 
and their coefficients, such as oscillatory frequency, damping ratios and offset biases 
were estimated. This was essentially an exponentially decayed oscillatory function with 
an initial exponential decay transient term. Quite an accurate fit to the recorded motion 
data was obtained in this way. The SI approach was then applied to evaluate the control 
derivatives for the models from the adjusted measurements. Various SI models (i.e. SS, 
ARMA, ARX, LR) were formulated for the sway and yaw motion equations with 
emphasis on their merits and suitabilities. It is very important in such an approach that 
some form of optimal model for the tow line tests should be chosen. Finally the control 
derivatives can be evaluated by applying the SI estimation techniques on the processed 
tests data.

Adopting these methods the results for MARINER and BRITISH 
BOMBARDIER model tests were therefore eventually obtained, which were quite 
consistent for different tow conditions, i.e. tow point positions and tow speed, and also 
had some consistency in comparison to other methods of measuring derivatives. 
Simulation using the estimated derivatives shown good agreement with the recorded 
motion and some residual analysis was also carried out, which verified both the analytical 
method and estimated derivative values.

9.5 Conclusions

It is therefore considered that the objective of this thesis, namely, to the 
investigate the tow line test as an alternative method of determining control derivatives, 
has been achieved. From the experience of the exploratory tests only about half of tank 
time would be required for routine testing by this method. With the availability of a 
video tracking system of general use, it is possible to mount experiments and run a 
considerable number of runs in the time available. Like all new test methods it will take 
some time and usage of it to adapt to getting a system that works quickly and reliably. 
Some of the suggestions made in this thesis would help in this matter.

The SI method explored offers the best routine method of analysis to yield reliable 
estimates of the manoeuvring dynamics of surface ships. The developed SI techniques 
are quite stable with respect to noise existing in the transient responses and are capable of 
identifying a mathematical model of sway and yaw motion from comparatively fewer 
runs (in theory one run is sufficient) in the tank. The procedure involves realistic motions 
and can be applied to free-running models at full-scale trials. Such trials provide a check
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of the assumed scaling laws between model and full scale and enable manoeuvring 
envelopes to be defined more precisely than at present.

The State Space model and Prediction Error Method have been shown to be 
capable of identifying the linear dynamics of the model from measurements of the motion 
without the requirement for measuring all the states of motion (e.g. sway velocity, yaw 
rate or their derivatives against time) explicitly. This has been demonstrated with the tow 
line tests to identify the transient sway and yaw responses.

Further tests were conducted on a LEANDER model in the large towing tank at 
DRA Haslar. Unlike MARINER and BOMBARDIER tests, some highly rapid damping 
was experienced in the oscillations of the model which was somewhat unexpected though 
damping had been expected from the simulations. The tow test method applied for 
merchant hull forms in this thesis were successfully tested and extended on a warship 
hull. It would also appear that the size of the model does not change the results too much 
though whether this had some effect on the highly damped motion is open to speculation. 
Even without analysis the tests indicated that the frigate hull was very positively stable 
and that the roll stabilizers made a significant contribution to the stability.

The experiment exploration of the tow test indicates that it has considerable 
potential as a simple test of manoeuvring characteristics and is an efficient transient 
response test analysed in the time domain. With further experience it may be found 
useful to adopt other procedures. For example the lateral motion of the towed model may 
be excited by applying oscillation or other input signals directly to the rudder servo or 
tow post instead of by a simple initial perturbation from the straight path. Naturally a 
single pulse input to the tow post is very close to the initial perturbation type of tow line 
tests investigated. These may yield non-linear data as with the appropriate tow geometry 
the turning rate could match that of a tight circle manoeuvre. Tests with and without the 
rudder would yield information on bare hull characteristics and rudder effectiveness. 
Usually these types of tests require a relatively more complex setting up on the carriage 
and some sophisticated facility in the tank and a longer run as well. There is also scope 
for what the SI techniques developed although the experimental preparation is more 
demanding, the theoretical analysis is in fact less restricted for the input signals are more 
exciting and can provide more information about the dynamic system. There is therefore 
a wider choice of various SI approaches such as Instrumental Variable methods and even 
the transfer function approach does have physical sense and can be readily employed.

For a conventional nonlinear system, the corresponding mathematical model 
remains linear with equations in terms of the parameters to be identified. This approach
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is therefore very suitable for problems with nonlinear or coupled equation of motion for a 
ship model. Future work should apply this to model tests in the tank and include some 
coupled motion in the mathematical modelling. It should also show the potential of 
testing different mathematical models, in order to find the most suitable one for obtaining 
the motion equations.

The study has concentrated on the surface ship problem but there would appear to 
be no inherent reason why the test should not be applied to submerged submarine models 
in the vertical pitch-heave plane. Some brief tests in the DRA Haslar Circulating Water 
Channel with a submarine model towed ahead of the bow showed that similar oscillator 
response could be obtained. The towing, release and tracking systems would be more 
elaborate but would still offer an economic method of testing compared with existing 
PMM method.
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APPENDIX I

EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE 
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

Assuming only one frequency cOj exists in response i.e.

so

7/ =  

72 = 
7i = 

174 =

= -A,

—Aj + coi 
—Aj — coi

a  = aj-e +bj-e +Cj-e sin(o)/ + (pj)

P = Ü2 - e~̂ ‘‘ + Z? 2  • + C2 • sin(û);/ + Ç2)

(AI-1)
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Because 7y,72,7^,74 &re four roots of the characteristic equations,

Y N
7; + 72 + 7j + 74 = ^  + y (AI-3a)

For a particular ship model it remains Const. From an oscillatory tow test, there 
approximately

(Â  + A2  + Aj) = C = IT (AI-3b)

where

np

in+Op

is the peak value of a  at nth cycle, 
is the peak value of a  at (n-\-l)th cycle.

If define new variables as
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so

and

X — A'y “I"

V =  A; • A2

Y , 7 i = x - 2 C

X + X2 C - % ) - -  By) 

J iï i ïs ÏA  = + yx(x -  2C)

= P(x^y) 

= 6(%,y)

= f i x  ̂ y)

= s i x  ̂ y)
where

= C^+0)^ 
2k

(Ù  -  —

(AI-4)

(AI-5)

(AI-6)

(AI-7)

On the other hand

T TU
E x , y,A  = - y ^ [  (Xr + -  y. %r) + (Xr K. -  ^  %r)

7/727574 =
rc /

m' r  L
(AI-8)

Now considering the responses for a group of three tow tests with the same tow condition 
parameters except the tow point position Xj. varied for equal intervals, a set of 

corresponding C and O) values can be obtained

Case X, CO r  a  1C = I n - ^  IT
V ^n + 1 )

X y

1 Xr Û), Cl Xj 7/
2 Xj — AXj tÜ2 C2 X2 72

3 Xj — 2AXj to, C3 X3 7 i

here
a>-(i = 1,2,3) are known
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Appendix I Evaluation o f  the Coefficients in the Characteristic Equation 

x-,y^{i = 1,2,3) are unknown variables.

According to equations (AI-6) and (AI-8), one can finally get the following relations:

and

I.e.

Su) ~ &2) -  &2) -
2 AX.

fu) + f{3) -  f̂{2) = ---- 77^ [&/) "  &2)]u

X 2  —  X j  + 2 [C2 Cy) 

X j  =  Xj  +  2 (Cj — Cy)

(AI-9)

(AI-10)

(Al-lOa)

here

yi ~ y I  ̂{ ^ 2  Q) ^y2

yj = 3̂7 + ^ (Q  -  Q ) ^ 7  + ^y3

q , = CT/ - m /  + 4 (c, { L + x „  + X,,)

c,, = -  ®/ + 4 (c, - c , f - ^ { L +

(Al-lOb)

(AI-lOc)

Substituting equation (Al-lOa), (AI-1 Ob) and (AI-lOc) into equation (AI-9) will yield two 
algebraic equations

G (xj , y , )  = 0  

f  (x, , y , )  = 0

Thus jCy,yy can be evaluated explicitly by solving equation (AI-11).
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APPENDIX II

DETERMINATION OF SHIP POSITION BY 
PERSPECTIVE GEOMETRY

F oca l
point

231

FP

By similar triangles:
A j ^23

here

X,s
X

X R J

23 Ô 23 X 2

But Xj3  + X 2 3  is known = L say.

Xj3 -  X 2 3

^13 XRy
S 23 X X 2

13 ^  ^  1

X X 2

13 X X  J

Ô 23 X X 2 L S  13 R J

1 + 13

S 23 X X 2

(An-1)
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R ,  R ,
Wj ZÜ2

^13 -
LÔ jj W2

8 23 ^ ;j ^2

here w is the known width of tank.

(An-2)

vp

Similar triangles

Vs y
^  vp 13 ^  up

y 1 =

VP1
I

I

c

y 3 =
TV

TV, ^Up +^13 Wy

TV1 _ TV,

up

' ^ l i ^  up + ^ 1 3  + ^ 23)  =  ' ^ 2 ^  up

^  _  '^1(^13 ^2j)
ZÜ2-TVJ

\N r

D

(An-3)

(An-4)
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^ vp +^7J y W2-Wj

^2j) (Sj.+Ôis)
^7(^7i <̂ 2i) ^7i(^2 ^ 7 ) --- ---— )

W,

Qy _ '^1(^13 ^2j)
^2^13 ^23^1

Y  _ y 3^ 1 3  ~*~ ^2j) 
^2^13 ^23^1

(An-5)
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APPENDIX III

A GENERAL (SI) MODEL STRUCTURE AND 
OTHER WELL-KNOWN MODEL STRUCTURES

The general form of a linear model structure used is given in Equation (6.3):

y(t) = G(q-'\e)u{,t) +
T _ (A in-1 )

Ee(t)e {s) = A(6)ô,^

The following examples describe some typical SI model structures by specifying 
the parametrization in above equation. That is to say, the filters of G{q~^;0), can

be obtained by appropriate specification and are presented below:

An ARM AX model

Let y{t) and u{t) be scalar signals and consider the model structure

A(q-')y(t) = B(,q-')u{t) + aq-')e(t)  (AIH-2)

where

A(q-') = I + a,q-' + ... + a„q"“

B(q-') = b,q-'+... + b^q-’"’ (AIH-3)

C(q-‘) = l  + c,q-' + ... + c„,q-''‘

The parameter vector is taken as

e  =  ( a j  . . . a ^  bj  Cj ( A n i - 4 )

The model (AIII-2) is an ARMAX model, which is short for an ARMA model 
(autoregressive moving average) with an exogenous signal (i. e. a control variable u{t)). 
To relate this model to the general model (AUI-l), note that (AIII-2) can be rewritten as

y(t) = ^ ^ u ( t )  + ̂ ^ e { t )  (Am-5)
A{q ')  A{q ')
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Thus for the model structure (AIII-2), 

A(e) = X̂

(Am-6)

There are several important special cases of (AIII-2):

1) An autoregressive (AR) model is obtained when nb = nc = 0. (Then a pure time series 
is modelled, i.e. no input signal is assumed to be present.) For this case

A(q-')y(t)=eitJ (AHI-T)
6 — (aJ... )

2) An autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is obtained when nb = 0. Then

0  (^cij. . .  Cj. .. )

3) Another special case is when n c - 0 .  The model structure then becomes 

A{q~^)y{t) = + e{t) , * ttt nx
(Am-9)

0  — (<3y . . . <3^ bj .. . b̂ l̂  )

This is sometimes called an ARX (controlled autoregressive) model. This structure can 
in some sense be viewed as a linear regression.

A general SISO model

There are alternative ways to parametrize a linear finite-order system. To describe a 
general case consider the single input single output (SISO) model

A{q-')y{t) = ^ ^ u ( t )  + ̂ ^ e ( t )  (Affl-10)
F{q ) D(q )

with A{q~^), B{q~‘), C{q~') as in (AII-3), and
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Appendix III A General (SI) Model Structure and Other Well-Known Model Structures

The parameter vector is now

0 — (fly. . .  fl̂ g b j . . .  C j . . .  d j . . .  d^j f i ' "  fnf ) (AHI-12)

The value of the form (AIII-10) lies in its generality. It includes a number of important 
forms as special cases. This makes it possible to describe and analyze several cases 
simultaneously. Clearly, (AIII-10) gives

G(q-^',d) = Big-')
A{q-')F{q-')

C(q-‘)

A{6) =

A state space model

Consider a linear stochastic model in the state space form

x{t + 1) = A{0)x{t)4- B(G)u(t) -H v(t) , .  ^  ^
(Am -14)

yit) = C(e)x(t) + ë(t)

here v{t) and e{t) are multivariate) white noise sequences with zero means and the 

following convariances:

Ev(r)v'^(j) = Æ y (%

Ev{t)ë\s) = R,,{e)8,^̂  (Am-15)

Eg(f)g''(^) = ^ , ( % ,

The matrices A{6), B(9), C{9), Rj(9), Rj2(0), R2(0) can depend on the parameter vector in 

different ways. A typical case is when a model of the form (A m -14) is partially known but 
some of its matrix remain to be estimated. The model (Am-14) can be transformed into the 
general form (AIII-1) by first solving the Riccati equation
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p{0) = A(d)P{e)A\6')+R,(e) -  [A(e)P{e)c\e)+ i?„(0)l
, ,r (Ain-16)

X [C(e)P(0)C"(0) + K,(0)] [C(0)P(0)A^{0) + «[j(0)]

taking the symmetric positive definite solution and then computing the Kalman gain

K(9) = [A(0)P(0)C’'(0) + «„(0)][C(0)/'(0)C''(0) + i?2 (0 )] ''. (Ain-17)

The transfer function G(q ^0) and the filter H{q ^\0) can be found (see Soderstrom & 

Stoica; and Anderson and Moore)

G{q-̂ \e) = c{e)[qi-A{e)YB{e)
(Ani-18)

H(q-'-,e) = /  -  c m [ q l  -  MO) + K(e)C{0)]~'K{e)

Continuous time models

A linear continuous time stochastic model can be written as: 

x{t) = F{0)x{t) + G{6)u{t) + w{t)
y{t) = C{e)x{t) + e{t) (Am-19)

Ew(t)w^(s) = R m 5 ( t - s )

The sampling of (AIII-19) will give a discrete time model of form (AIII-14) (see Astrom 
1970) with

A(0) =

B(fi) =
" ( A i n - 2 0 )

R,(9) = J
R„{9) = 9

where
h denotes the sampling interval.
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APPENDIX IV

CHOICE OF CRITERION FUNCTION FOR PEM 
ALGORITHM

The loss function. V^(9) in PEM algorithm is defined by the criterion 

v ^ ( e ) = h ( R ^ m  (Aiv-1)

where h{Q) is a scalar-valued function defined on the set of positive definite matrices Q, 
which must satisfy certain conditions. The requirement on the function h(Q) is that it must 
be monotonically increasing. More specifically, let Q be positive and AQ nonnegative 

definite. Then it is required that

h(Q + AQ)>KQ) (AIV-2)

and that equality holds only for AQ = 0. The following example illustrates some 
possibihties for the choice of criterion function h{Q) .

One possible choice of h{Q) is

hj(Q) = ivSQ (AIV-3)

where 5 is a (symmetric) positive definite weighting matrix. Then S = GG^ for some 
nonsingular matrix G, which implies that

h,(Q + AQ) -  h,(Q) = tr SAQ =  tr GG^AQ = tr G^AQG > 0 (ATV-4)

Thus the condition (AIV-2) is satisfied. Note also that if AQ is nonzero then the inequality 

will be strict.

Another possibility for h{Q) is
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(AIV-5)

Let Q = GG^, where G is nonsingular since Q is positive definite. Then

A, (G + AQ) -  (Q) = det[G(/ + Q~‘AQ)] -  det Q

= det G[det(/ + G-^G~'AQ) - 1]

= det G[det(/ + G'MGG”'') -  i]

(ATV-6)

Let G~‘AQG~^ have eigenvalues Since this matrix is symmetric and

nonnegative definite, X->0.  As the determination of a matrix is equal to the product of its 

eigenvalues, it follows that

K{Q + AQ)-hJQ) = d^iQ
ny

J^ (7  +A,.)-7
/=/

>0 (MV-7)

Equality will hold if and only A- = 0 for all i. This is precisely the case when AQ = 0.

Ill


